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ABSTRACT 
This research attempts to explain spatial variations in rural de-
population rates which were evident at the sub-municipal level in 
Japan during the period 1965 to 1975. A random sample of 168 'agri-
cultural settlements' in Kyoto and Shiga prefectures is taken, and 
net migration rates estimated using the Basic Demographic Equation. 
The independent variable is a composite expression termed 'level of 
living'. Approximately 60 variables, grouped into nine domains, are 
combined to form this index. Account is taken of the' 'behavioural' 
aspects of environmental perception and subsequent migration by 
incorporating priority preference weightings on domain scores, using 
results derived from a questionnaire survey. In particular, two 
population sub-groups are identified, representing 'young family' 
migrants and 'young individual' migrants, and domain weightings for 
the construction of level of living scores are adjusted accordingly. 
The correlation coefficient between net migration rates and 
levels of living for the 'young individual' sub-group is r = 0.67, 
whilst for the 'young family' sub-g+oup it is only r = o. 17. The 
reasons for this disparity are discussed in the concluding chapters 
of this research, when evidence drawn from three intensive village 
surveys is utilized to provide a more detailed understanding of the 
specific case histories of individual and family migrants. 
Scenes fro m a deserted v illag e i n t he 
Ta n go Pe n i n s u l a , Kyoto rrefec t urc . 
ii 
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led me t o s ome of the more remote ru ral areas of J apan, a nd who 
provi dpd me with much of t ne initia l inspiration f or t his re search 
topi c. 
~" ie organizatior, -::> f j hr; many fi eld-notes I IT:a Cl e i n japan intG 
a c ohpr~nt research projec ~ould no t have been possible without 
the a s ~ i stance of the So c ig] Sc ience Research Counci l of Grea~ 
Britain , and tuition f r oru ~ & aff a t the Departmen ~ of Geography, 
Sheffi ~ ld University. ~ m part i cularly indebL~j to my supervisol 
Dr. P. 2 . White, to Pro feR s ~ r R.J. Johnston and Mr , B.E. Coates, and 
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sourc ~ of inspiration. 7 al so wish to expres R ~y grat itude to 
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Joan Dunn and Sandra Sutton for typing the final draft of this work. 
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when I had 'only a couple of chapters to write', this project 
would never have been completed without her constant encouragement 
through difficult and uncertain times. In particular, I thank her 
for our beautiful son, Luke, to whom this work is dedicated. 
Richard Irving, 
University of Sheffield, 
October, 1984. 
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CHAPTER ONE. 
---------
INTRODUCTION 
The restoration of the Emperor Meiji in 18G8, an(1 th e 
subsequent promulgation of a constitut ion for th e Japanese 
people in 1889, mark the start of a time of consid e rab le 
soci dl and economic, as well as political, reform in Japan. 
Many of the regul a t i ons imposed by the previous feudal 
government were abolished, including o ne which ha d place d 
restrictions on the right of individuals to move fre 6 1y 
betwe~n villages and towns (Ki~himot o , J971). rrovirled 
t h at the con sen t 0 f the h 0 use h old h e a d waR 0 b t a i n ed , L h f ~ 
Civil ,Code of 1889 a llowed individuals the r~. ghL to ChUOSf'1 
their place of residence (Steiner, 19 50 ). I nth eye C'. r s 
which have followed, migration, parti c ul ar ly from rural 
to urban areas, has played a crucial r o le in the pro cc~s 
of r a pid economic and social change experienced in J i pan. 
The e xpansion and modernization of th e Japanese econ o my 
after the Meiji period (1868 - 1912) wa R aided consi d era bly 
by the ability of workers to transfer to jobs in urb ~ n 
located manufacturing industries from the less produ ci tive 
{ 
agricultural sector (Saito, 1~73). By the early 198~e 
Japan had attained t he position of one of the leading 
industrial nations in the world, and rural-urban migration 
remained a charact eris ti c feature of the high level of 
economic activity still experienced there. 
The outflow of the rural populati o n to rapidly e xpanding 
urb a n and industri al centres reached its highest levels 
betw ee n 1955 and 197 2 : the so -called 'post war rural exo dus' 
(T a k e uchi, 1974; 1976) . Even viewed in a global context, 
the scale of th e rural e xodus in Japan a t this time was 
considered to be massi ve. Described by Imai (1969; 17) 
as 'the great movem e nt of a nation' 'minzoku no dai-ida'), 
it i s estimated tha t hetween 1960 and 1970 there ' . was a 
6.6% decline in the number ~f ' people living in Japan's 
rural a rea s . No o th er country in t h e war l rl ~ x r e r j 0. n ce d :1 
rura l population d ecli ne of the magni tude o v e r th e s n me 
peri o d (Davis, 197 2 ). Within Japan, e mp h asis t u rned to wArds 
evalu a ting the social impact of such a la r g e s ca l e mov e me n t 
of p eo ple from rura l to urban areas. Th e effects 'o f i n c r e as e d 
popu la tion pressure in the cities, wh ic h hav e I I li mi Led 
capac ity for ~eal ! x pa nsion due to th e r u gged n at u re 0 1' 
the p hysical terr ai n, have been well docu me n te d ( Coa t e s , 
1974; Kornhauser, 19 7 6 ) . The term ' o v e r popu lat i o n p ro b l e m' 
(Kam i tsu Mondai) wa s c o ined to des c rib e th e var i o u f> 
dif f i c ulties assoc iate d with life in t h e mrtin me t r'opo l i L:-In 
c entr es in the 1 9 60s including s ev e r (> s h () r ti=li!. (~S or h (\IIf'i nH 
s p a c e , so a ring i nn e r - c i ty land p ricE's , tr ... , f' !' l c C(\ r1 r.(' ~ : l. i ' , n , 
a n d Lh e need f or l o n g da ily journ e y s to work ( .I i n ko Mn n tiH i 
Hangi ka i, 1974). By t h e end 0 f t h e d ec ~ de , t h e a d v t' r s e 
e ff e ct s that th e e x odus wa s havin g o n t h ~ rur a l areA i t s e l f 
were al so notic e d. At tention sh if t ed t o t h e ' un ri e rp o f, u1 a L.io n 
probl e m' (K aso Mo n dai ), a nd to rur al se ttleme n ts wh e J e th e 
declining popul a ti o n ba se mad e c ont i nu e d 
s o cial and weif a r e facil iti e s d if f i c ul t , 
o p e r <l t i o n 0 f' v a /' i 0 1/ ~; 
d cs pi.tf' t h e , ' n , t 
that Lhe relativ e a g e i ng of ru~al popu latio n s mea nL p ~ h : j c 
tr a nsport servi c e s a n d medical provi sio n we r e increasi n gly 
rel ie d upon to p r ovide help to the i nh abita n t s or r e mote 
area~ (Yoneyama, 1 969) . The situati o n was j ud ged to b e so 
s eri ou s, in fact, th at in 1969 the J apa n e s e gove rnm e nt was 
f or ced to t ak e t h e faj r ly unusual s t ep o f e n act in g a J aw 
t o mak e spec ial fin a n c i a l provision f or areas wh i c h wE- I 'e 
suff er ing se ve r e rur &l d epopulation ( Kas o Ha ku s h o , 19 7 ~ ) . 
A d e tai l e d aC C00 1i L o f the post war r u ral e xod u s in 
J apan, a n d a revi ew Lh (, f ac tor s wh i c !. h a ve bee n pr o pos e d 
t oe x r, 1 a i n itS Or: CU i'!'t:> n ce , a r e pre sent er! in Chapter Two . 
Vir t Ll.3. 1 l y n o a tt e mpl 
in th is r esea r c h, ~ J 
~ nl Q d t-! at i n t ern a Li 0 n it leo m p Q r i S 0 .(1 
' ugh lL is re aLi s0 d r rom t h e o u tset 
t hat J a p a n's ex per i e n ee 0 f a po s twa r r u I' a I e x 0 d ll ::; , (~ s 1\ e " i a I I Y 
in the context of rapid economic growth a n d J <:I pan'H e m l-! r '~~ l ' n( :e 
as an industrial super-power, is of gr eat pot e nti al r eleva nce 
to studies of development in many 'Third World ' n atio n s . 
Many of t he issues discussed in Chapt er Tw o , in c luding t h e 
complex relationship s between manufacturing indusLrie s and 
agriculture; the role of state interv e ntionichanges in 
the soci a l structure of traditional family gro up s and 
com m u n l' Li e s; and i nth e de m 0 g rap' h i cst rue t u r eo r r u r a 1 ;J n cJ 
urban ~reas in Japan, will be of consid e rabJ e inter es t Lo 
student£ of this topic. This is espec ially s o in vi e w o r Lh e 
fact thaL, even by th e 19808 relaLiv el y liLtL e II" ::; 
a p pea red i n We s t ern 1 i t era t u re o nth e s ub .i e c Lo r r u r a I - U l' b a n 
migration in Japan and on the social a nd eco nomi c c h a n ge:., 
experienced in Japan's rural ar ea in th e p os t war p e ri o a . 
It is also surprising that evidence fr om the Ja p a n ese 
case has been used only rarely to supp or t th ec. r etica 1 
contributions to migr a tion or developm e n t s tU d i es . Of s pite 
the massive size of t he post war rural e xodu s i n Japal.; t h e 
active role played b y the government in region al planl .ing ... 
in this period; and the availability (in the ~ ng1ish j a ngu a g e ) 
of comprehensive and reliable socio-economic a nd popu l a ti6n 
data, very little wo r k has been done t o incorpor a te J ~ p a nese 
examples into argum ents which relate, f or e xample, to the 
role of migration in r ed ucing regional in co me inequalitie s 
(Okun and Richards o n, 1961), or to th e c ounter vi e wpoint. of 
'cumulative cau satio n' (Myrdal, 1957). An 0 f t e n cit ., d 
paper by Tachi (1963 ) , wr i tten more th a n two dec a des b efo re 
the present res ea r c h, is still the on ly importan t e xc eptio n 
to this rule. 
Ait hough Ch a pt er Two ~oncentrate s o n e xp l a n at ion s o f the 
rura J F: x od us a t t h e ,,:. c r osco pic level. j t is n o t th e int e ntion 
of thi s rese a r ch t o ' l ~ vel o~ s tudies o f ~ igratio n in post war 
Japa n at thi s p a rti c L ·. ~r sca le . De spiL ~ th e a b o ve -menti oned 
dis c repancies in re sea rch into inter- r egi o n;]1 v ; l r ' i ;tt. l o n ,: 
in J a pan, a nd into rel e vant internat io n a l Co o Jflp<l r'j s o n s , i \. 
is fe lt th a t these t o pic s undoubtedly wi! h e C 0 v cr t ~ d j II I ' II L \J ,.' t ' 
years a s incr t' asing numbers of Western res e Fl r('h e l ' ~~ gai n 
som e familiarity with Japanese languag e so ur ces , a nd a s 
more Japanese research e rs find outlets fo r t h rir work jn 
Western literature. Al so/it is felt b y t h e pl 'ese nt wriL e r 
that studies (· f int e r-regional variati o n s in migra t io n 1 ' ;Jtt~ s , 
and rel at ed cc ,usal or dependent factor s , ca nn o t b e c on c Juct ed 
sat is f~ct oril y unti l a detailed · under s ta n di n g is g ai n e d 
of processes (.perating within this fr a me wo rk: a L l ow e r 
ord e rs , of spatial interaction. That i s , i n L( ' rm r:: o r Lh (' 
scale contrast identified by Cl~rk (19 7 3 ), b efo r e a ny a t t e mpt 
is made to analys e the generalized spnLi. ;lI (' Il ; II '; I( ' l. c l' i ~;l , i, ' : ; 
a f pop u 1 a t ion sat t h e 'm a c r 0 s cop i C i S C .3 1 e I C v I ' 1, s ,) nH~ 
knowledge must be acq uired of the soci Rl a nd eco n o mi c 
f orces which direct t h e decisions of i ndiv idua l s at t ~'~ e 
'microscopic' l e ve l. This is espeCi a l Ly i mp o l' t a nt i. n 
rese a rc h rela t ing to J ap an, which, b ec a u se of it " ph ,"S ! C ;1 1 
and political i s olati o n from other n at i ons in th e pas t , 
h as a u n i que Co u 1 t u r a ], a s we 11 ass 0 cia 1 <J n J l ' co n 0 nl i C I 
background. 
: n this respe c t . there alre ad y exists i n th e Eng l is h 
langu a ge a numb e r o f i mportant and wel l -r e searc h e d s tudi es 
into J apanese rural se ttlement at th e mi c r o -l e v el ( Em br ee , ]9 39 ; 
Beard s ley, Ha l l, and Wa rd, 1 959; Do re, 19 78; S mith, R.,l 9 '/8 ). 
Also, more gene ral wu r ks covering Japan p s e rur a l society a nd 
relev ~ nt change s in the post war perio d h a ve been produ c ed by 
N a k a n e (l 9 67), a nd I' II k ut a k e (l 967; 1 97 4 :' . M 0 r e o v e r. sin c e 
th e mid 1 970A a t Je~~t tw o research cc H h ave c o n c e n t r ate d o n 
mic r 0 - level survey s :; 1' vil lage communi t i e s in Ja p a n, wit h 
s pe c if i c reg ard ~o t n ~ a t tit udes of in J iv id u a ls to ur b a n 
o r i F) '1 t at e d mig r -l t ion iJ n j th e e f f e c t s 0 r, t h e s ec 0 m m u n it f-e S 0 f 
the D lJ s t w CI r J' U r al e x <' d u s (T a k e u chi. 1 97 4 ; 1 9 7 G : I ' : I I mer' , I q 7 B ; 
1979; 1983). In add i tion. there is a 1 arge amount of work 
undertak e n on these lhe mes which has b ee n report e o in ,I : lP:\f1 0:; l' 
lit e l ' a t u r e, f' ) 1 1 0 win g imp 0 r tan t p ion e e r i n g stu rt i eS by A , I iJ c hi 
( 1 97 J) and S a 1< a g u chi (1 9 66; 1 974; 1 97 5 ) . 
W h 1 1 s t the s es t u die s ten d, by th e i l ' V e r y n at u r' c . t C' b e 
highly select i ve with respect to their c hoice of ar e 3. th0re 
is neverthele :,s a sufficient accumulation of thi s type o f wo rk 
from which broad generalizations regarding the spaLial 
c har a c teristi c s of populations in the Japanes e rural ar Aa ma y 
be dr a wn. In other words, although th ere is plenty of s c ope 
for mo re microscopic surveys of this kind to b e undert a ken. 
thei r potential usefulness in terms of (J contribution to t il e 
deve lo pm e nt of existing knowledge and thcor'y i. s Li.Il1i.l ed by 
the law' of diminishing marginal utility. II 0 w eve r, wit h r' (' g ; l r d 
to under s tanding of the rural-urban migr<1Lio n rr ' lJCe:. ~~ . 1 n oLII('I' 
countries as well as Japan, there exi st s sti 1 L a qu a nt 'lfI l 1~,d P 
bet wee nth e the 0 r y and 1 eve 1 0 fun d e r s t H n din g a ch i e v e d '-j L th e 
microscopic s r. ale. and that which is attempted at th e 
macro s copic level. in particular, att e n t i o n ha s b ee n l1rawn 
to the apparent diChotomy between the behaviour al i s t ullu e r s Ln nding s 
of the decision to migrate by family unit s or individu 3ls (Wolpert. 
1963), .tnd normativ e e xplanations of migration appJ ied t o 
large. " ggreg a te populations (White and Woods. 1980). 
rt is the ai m of this research to a ttempt to bring t' Lhj ~ ; 
gap by ild opting an int e rmed i ate scale le ve l . whi c h may b e termed . 
for eon- l enience. the 'mesos c opic' lev el . That i s . a c ,) rlp rl r a tively 
large nl lmber of Japan e se rural settlem e nts are studied . dr' rtw n 
from a wide area. u s .ing dat a relating t o a unif o rm p e r i l J o f 
time By placing em p h o sis o n data tak e n from document ar y 
sour , ' ''!s rother t h an : ro m pe rso nal int erv i ew . thi s a rpr o ac h 
allo>A fj :1 more syst em L !. Jc . analyti cal met hod to b e app l:..ed to 
t he ' . t U ' I Y 0 f v a ria t i " r. s in t he S p at i a 1 '- h a ra e t e r i s ti c s ;) f 
rura s , · ttlemcn t s t h ~, q i s n e, r mally po s :; lhl e within th e 
,~ onsj, '~ I nt s imposed · ,: 1 :1 s miJI l se t of .lr ~ d ividual. mi crosc opic 
S 11 r '/ .: :; . . 
sma 1. 1 e no ugh t a ct 1 1 0 '" s u c h v a ria t ion s 1.. 0 b Ie' me a SUI' (-' , j 
adequ a tely, for t he y te nd to disapp ea r a t higher L ~v e l s 
of t e rritoria l aggr eg a tion. 
Encompassed wit h] n this fra mew o rk a r e tw o spe c L( ic 
obj ec tives. Th e fir s t is to account for v a ri a tion s in 
net migration rates . 'hich were evident within the r ur al 
area during the peri od of so-called 'rural exodus' in the 
196 0s a nd early 1970s The exten"t of such variati.ons a r e 
described in Ch a pter Three, by ,drawing attention to the 
contrast between the distributions of o fficially designated 
areas of 'sever e rur al depopulation' (Kaso chitai), and 
rural are a s whe re population decli n e wa s n o t s o severe or, ind ee d, 
wher e pop u latio n actuall y i n c reased duri ng thi s p er iod. 
Thr ee s patia l l y vari a ble fact o rs are intr od uced t o o ff er a 
pre l i minary exp la n at il , n f or the se dif fe re n c es in r a tes of 
population chan ge ( i . ' : . migr a tion), name ly , ' acces s ibility I 
'agricultural enyironment' and 'cl imate '. I n Chapter Four, a 
mor e detailed a c count of the choice of s cale level is 
presented, and a study area i s select e d . In particular, it 
becomes apparent that the 'agri cultural settlement' is the 
only suitable territ o;' ial unit for thE! study of intra-rural 
variations in n e t mig J' ation rat es and, on this basis, a 5% 
random sample of agri Lultura l settlemE:nt s in Kyoto and Shig a 
prefectu:es, in central japan, is takE,n ". In precise terms, 
the study area a dopt e d for this resear' cli comprises a to t al 
of 168 agricultural s ~ ttlements, and the aim is to explain 
variations in n et mig " ation rates which existed between them 
during the period 1963 to 1975. 
The second objec ~ ive follows on from this, and concerns 
the evolution and dev~lopment of a suitable theoretic,l 
. 
framework to account :or these variations in net migration 
rates at the 'mesoscoJic' scale level. Specifically, an 
attempt is made to in:orporate behaviouralist interpretations 
of the decision to mi ~rate into a simple, normative 
explanatory model, alFhough, at first glance, it may appear 
that the 'mesoscopi, scale is singuJ ar l Y innpfn' Opri ;) Le 
for the adoption of e ither the behaviour a l or n or mati v e 
viewpoints. This i~ ; because behaviour aJ.isL idea s s trl c t. Ly 
apply to the indivi d ual decision-maker, a t the 'micr oscopic ' 
scale level, where a :: normative models are genera] ly mo s t 
successful at the ' 1Il acroscopic' scal e l e vel, wh e r e Indivirlu;)J 
irregul a rities tend to be obscured. In o th er woro s , " the' 
spa t i alb e h a vi 0 u r 0 i' in d i v i d u aIm en" ca n n e v e r be" d e t n r ' min e d 
absolutely", and nOl 'mative methods are only a ppli ca b le at a 
highly a ggregate le v el when "strong regularities mA.y be 
observed" (Abler, Ad ams, and GOMld, 197 2 ; 49]) It i s 
argued in this rese <lrch, however, that the two a ppr o ach eB 
are not ' ne c essarily mutually exclusiv e , Cl nci Lh:1t, o n (' e 
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certain procedural d ifficulties are over c ome, ' th e 'm e s (q ' (,C1pi(" 
scale is the only I( ' vel at which th e y ma y b e c ombin ed ( 'J ' ·c: r.ti. v e Ly 
into a single expla nat ory model. 
The s e 'p roc e d u T' a 1 d iff i cuI tie s' ar e di s c u sse ci i n d e t ;1 i 
in Chapter Five. Es se ntially, they r elate t o th e prob le m 
of adopting normati ve techniques within n n i ntnr ' IlI(' (ii. ~lt(' 
s cal e level, w her e t h e pot e n t i aIr an g e 0 re x p] a n a L 0 f' Y \j i 1 r i i J h , (' S 
is much greater tha n a t higher levels o f data a ggre gatio n, 
and where serious pl'oblems of inter-corr elation b e tween 
variables are likel y to arise (Johnston, 1978). It is 
shown in Chapter Fi ~ e that these probl e ms ca n be o verc o me 
by combining all var iables into a singl e , composite term: 
'lev e ls of living'. Moreover, it is pr oposed that 'l e v e l s 
of living' ,defined re re as Ian expressi o n of the o veral l 
state of well-being Jf i.ndividuals I (Kn o x, 197 5 ; 6 ), ca n 
be directly rel a ted t o the concept of ' plac e utility' 
put forward by J . \II l ' l fJ e rt in his discu s s ion of the behavioura l 
a spects of the deci f ~ ') n to migrate (Wo l p e rt, 1963). Th e key to 
this rel a tionship i ~ the s uggestion th ~L br oad groupings of 
individu a l s c an b e j ~ p r. tifi e d, who sh a r e s imilar personal 
charac teri s ti cs . n e f : '. 4a nts, and amb It i o n s , a n d wh o hol d 
:;;i mi lar per,:e pt i ons l)f their loc al environment in r' e l. atiun 
1, 0 oth e r kn ow n e nvi l' u nments. Ha ving acc e pted thi s argume nt, 
it is a rel a tiv e ly si mple matter to a s se ss th e priority 
prefer e nces expres s ed by di ff erent populati o n s ub-group s , by 
\ I n del' t a kin g a que s t i o n n air e sur v e y I a nd S \I b :::> c q u ( ~ II L 1 y L 0 
i ncorporate these into the level of living an a lysi s . 
A model is th e reby proposed where: 
Net migration = f (levels of living), 
where both term: : of this expression are measured for speci fi c 
g r 0 ups 0 fin d i v j d u a 1 s , who h a v e s h are d p e r so n ale h u ra e t e r i :; t.i ':-; 
incluciing a ge , f:ex, o ccupation, and so on. As the l e ve l ()f' 
living perc e ive d by a particular popul atio n su b-gr ou p impl'o v ('~) , 
so the r 'ate of net ou t-migration declin es , und the r :1Le or IwL 
in-migration increas e s. 
Of cour se , the h igher the level of data a ggr e g Rt iun, th e 
more difficult j t b ec omes to isolate the se populati o n s uh-gr o \tp s . 
At th e inter-re!: ion nL level, for instanc e , individu R l s wi l L b e 
drawn from a wi el e v ac iety of different background s, in c luding 
urban as well a ~ : rur a l areas, and this is likely to a ffe c t th e 
relative orderi n g o f priority preference s a nd subsequen t 
perceptions of [, lace utility. For thi s reason, the 'me soscopic ' 
scale, ~aking the ag r icultural settlement as the basic territorial 
unit, is consid ~ red c o be the most appropriate to test this model. 
The problem, ho wever, is that data availability tends to b e 
rather poor at this le vel, creating difficulties with regard to 
the measurement of b o th levels of living (Chapter S ix), a nd n et 
migrat. ion r ates (Ch ap ter Seven). The main effec t s of this are 
that just over o ne- f Lfth of the sample settlements hav e to be 
excluded from th e an a ~ ysis, due to the c omplete lack o f s uitable 
information; net mig r a~ ion rates have t o be estimated u s ing 
simul a tion te c hniqu e ~ ; and the choice o f popul a tion s ub-group s 
is ul t.i mate l y limit e ' l by the lack of suitable di s tinguishing 
crit e!"'ia . Th e I ike } l i mp] i ca tions of th ese mo difi ca tions on 
the 0 u t com e 0 t' the r ' '" a r (; h a I' e di s c u ss e d w hen t h e res u 1· t s 
a I' e a n a 1 y s e rI., in C h a ,i. " ~ E 1 g h t . ' 
Finally, in Ch a pter Nin e , the r esults of thr e e in t e nsi v e 
village surv e ys are repo rted. Although these do n o L c ompri s e o n 
integral p;lrL of t h< ma in a nalysis into t h e r, · l a. ti o n s hip 
between net migr a Li 0 n rates a nd level s or Liv i n g , t h e y do 
provide an invaluable retrospectiv e in~ight i nt o the pr oc e:,;, 
of depopulation in se lected a gricultu ra l se ttlement s a nJ, 
by discoverin g more about individu al migrat Lon fluw n Hnd Lhf) 
specific reason s for individual migr a tion decisio n s , th e y 
enable a much clearer insight into the precis e natur e 01 
this relationship to be made. I n this re spe c t, they h ig hlight, 
above all, the value of combining diffe re nt research met h od -
ologie~, utilizing different levels of data ag r egatio n, Lo 
achieve a more complete understanding of th e r ur al e xodu s 
in PO Rt war Japan. 
'. 
" 
CHAPTER TWO 
THE PO S T WA R RURAL E XODU S 
-------------------
2.1 INTRODUCTION 
In 1945, Japan's major cities and industr i al centre s lay 
devastated by the incendiary bombing raids which had taken place 
with increasing ~ntensity during the final months of World Wa r Two. 
The people living there were for the greater part homele ss, a nd 
suffering a severe shortage of food and other essential supplies. For 
many, the only chance for survival was to follow the large numbe rs of 
w?men and children who had been evacuate d to safer rural area s during 
the earlie r s t a ges of the war, and see k f ood and she lte r with r elat i v es 
who sti l l l ived in the countrys'ide. This e xodus was f urther aug me n ted 
b y t he ma ny repa tria ted soldiers who re t urne d to Japa n after t he 
c e ssation of hnstilitiPR, and who ne w wished to go b ack to ti l!' r u ral 
a r eol :; f r o m wh e r e t hey h ..!d originally e nlj s ted. 
As a resu lt o f a ll this the population in the six l arqes t cit i es 
in J ,1pa n was reduced to less than half t h! ' total it had been i n 1940, 
whi lst in many villages like Niiike, in Okayama prefecture , t he numbe r 
of people swelled b y more than 20% (Beardsley, Hall, and Ward; 1959). 
Furthermore, the post-war Land Reform gave many of thes~ r efugee s the 
oppo rtunity to buy small plots of agricultural land, so that the tota l 
number of farm families in Japan increased between 1941 and 1949 
by s ome three-quarters of a million, or : 3% (Dare, 1959). Al so, the 
numbe r of people engaged in agriculture i ncreased from its p~e-war 
level o f around 13 .4 mj llion, t o 16 million in 1950 (Fukuta ke , 1 ~6 7). 
Afte r 1950, howeve r, the number of peop l e e nga g e d in agri c ult.ure showe d 
a consistent, and often rapid decline. By the mid 1950s it was apparent 
that not only had most of the city evacuees returned to their homes in 
the towns, whichby now had been rebuilt, but that many rural people 
were moving to the cities for the first time. The exodus from 
the cities had now turned to a rural exodus, and this grew in volume 
to such an extent during the latter 1950s, and 1960s that many villages 
ended up totally abandoned by 1970 (Nogy6 Shuraku KenkyUkai, 1977). 
This chapter first of all traces the changes in volume of 
internal migration in Japan after 1955, and identifies the major 
patterns of rural-urban migration flow. The predominant trends are 
clearly found to be a steadily increasing volume of movement, which 
reached a peak in the year 1970, and then subsequently fell off 
slightly. The principal direction of this movement was from rural 
prefectures in the peripheral regions of north-east and south-west 
Japan to the major urban centres along the Pacific coast-line in the 
central regions of Japan, comprising an area known as the Tokaido 
Belt. 
The years between 1955 and 1970, when the volume of rural exodus 
was greatest, coincide closely with a period of exceptionally high 
growth in the Japanese economy and, undoubtedly, the two events 
are strongly related (Adachi, 1971; Ikegami, 1975). Indeed, it has 
been demonstrated how variations in levels of internal migration have 
been closely associated with cyclical fluctuations in rates of economic 
activity since the earliest days of Japan's modernization in the 19th 
century (Minami, 1967). The main discussion in this chapter, therefore, 
concentrates on the spatial aspects of Japan's post-war economic growth 
and, in particular, highlights the increased concentration of manu-
11 
facturing and service industries in ·the core regions of the Tokaido 
Belt, and the relative decline of primary industries in the rural 
periphery. Within this framework, special emphasis is laid on the 
factors which have had a direct influence on the increased volume of 
rural exodus after 1955. These include the attraction of higher 
wage levels in non-agricultural industries, and the creation of a 
labour surplus in the rural area through agricultural rationalization 
and the decline of traditional craft industries. 
In addition, attention also focuses on the demographic and social 
background to rural settlement in Japan. In particular, factors 
relating to the post war 'baby boom', and farm inheritance patterns 
are considered in terms of their effects on the size of the rural 
exodus during the 1960s. 
Finally, note is also made of the increased importance of part-
time farming in Japan since the 1950s. This is where farmers take 
up non-agricultural employment without shifting their place of 
n :!s Ln' !/l (;c , and must therefore be viewed as a f a ctor which hd ~; 
contributed to the gradual reduction in the pace of the rur~l exodus 
after 1')70. 
2 . 2 TIlE RURAL EXODUS: 1955 TO 1978 
Changes in the volume of intf'!r-municipal migration in Japan 
between 1955 and 1978 are shown in Figure 2.1. It can be s e en that 
in 1955 there were 5.1 million migrants, repre s enting 5.8% o f the 
to~al population. This figure steadily increas ed, to reach a peak 
of 8. 2 million in 1970, or 8.03% of the total population. After then, 
th e> volume of migration declined slight] y, so that in ] 9 78 !-.he 
nun~)e>r of migrants had fallen to the kind of l e vel previous ly exper-
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ienced in the early 1960s. It is important to note when considering 
these figures that many more migrations occur within municipal 
boundaries, and that a significant proportion of these are likely 
to be rural to urban in character (see Chapter Four). Unfortunately, 
precise figures for the exact number of these moves each year are 
not available, but the 1970 Population Census does provide an 
indication of the number of all 'last changes of residence' which 
occurred during the period between October 1969 and September 1970. 
Altogether 12.4 million people were involved in such moves, represent-
ing 12% of the total population. Of these, 4.9 million changes of 
residence took place between places ~'ithin the same municipality I 
(Bureau of Statistics, 1970). This suggests that the ye a rly estimates 
of migration shown in Figure 2.1., which are based on the 'Report 
of Internal Migration in Japan', take account of only 60% o f moves 
which actually occur. 
Wi th regard to the age selectivity of migrants, the ] ' J70 
population Census records that 7.33 million people who made a 
'last change of residence' after October 1969 were aged b e tween 15 
and 34 years. This group represents jus t under 60% of all migrants 
in that year, whilst the age group as a whole represents only 36% 
of the total population (Bureau 0f Statistics, 1970). More over, 
Imai reports that for the years 1960 to 1965, 65\ of the in-migrants 
to the Tokyo metropolitan area were aged between 15 and 24 years , and 
a further 16% were aqed between 25 and 34 years. Similar rate~ were 
a lso evident for the Osaka and Nagoya metropolitan areas durinq this 
pe ~iod (Imai, 1968). Migrant selectivity is also apparent in terms 
of s e x differentiation, with slightly higher proportions of males 
1 11 
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migrating than females. In the year between October 1969 and 
September 1970, for instance, it is recorded that 12.8% of the total 
male population changed their place of residence, compared to 11.2% 
of the female population (Bureau of Statistics, 1970). 
Actual patterns of migration flow after 1955 are rathe r more 
difficult to identify and analyse precisely. This is because , 
in addition to migration streams from rural to urban areas, a number 
of cross and counter-streams exist from rural to rural and urban to 
urban places, as well as from urban to rural areas. Also, the 
accurate delineation of rural and urban areas is extremely difficult 
anyway, especially within the constraints of an inter-prefectural 
or even an inter-municipality framework. However, Table 2 .1 
attempts to show that the main effect of internal migration since 1955 
has been the reduction in the number of people living in 'rural' 
households and an increase in the nt~er living in 'urban' areas. 
Thi s , in turn, suggests that the predominant migration stre. lI11 
throughout the whole p e riod under consideration was from rural to 
urban areas. 
The main points to note in Table 2.1 are the decline o f 36% 
in the number of people living in farm households between 1955 and 
1975, compared to a decline in the actual number of farm households 
of only 18% over the same period. Simultaneously, the number of people 
living in 'Densely Inhabited Districts' increased by more than 56% 
af1~r 1960, from 40.8 million to just under 64 million in 19 75. It is 
also important to note that in 1970, as many as 62% of tlw p0pulation 
living in Densely Inhabited Districts were in the ten pre fect ures 
which comprise the Tokaido metropolitan area, incorporating the three 
Table 2.1: Changes in Rural (Farm household) Population and Urban (D.I.D.) Population, 1955-1975 
Population Living in Population Living in Total no. of 
Densely Inhabited in Farm Farm 
Year Total Population Districts Households Households 
1955 89276 36347 (40.7) 6043 
1960 93419 40830 (43.7) 34411 (36.8 ) 6057 
1965 98275 47261 (48.1 ) 30083 (30.6) 5665 
1970 10?720 55535 (53.5) 26~82 (25.3) 5342 
1975 111934 638~3 (57. 0) 23197 (20.7) 4953 
Figures in parentheses show percentage of total population 
All other figures are expressed in thousands. 
Source: Bureau of Statistics, 1977: "Japan Statistical Yearbook ". 
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Figure 2.2 The Tokaido metropolitan area· 
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Source Kaso Hakusho 
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largest cities in Japan: Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya (Figure 2.2). It 
is recorded that in 1965, one-third of all inter-p refectural moves 
involved migration from places outside t he Tokaido metropolitan 
area to destinations within that area, and that 5f, % of these moves, 
involving 670,000 people, were tn destinations in the Tokyo 
metropolis alone (Jinko Mondai Hangikai, 1974). 
Figure 2.3 shows net-migrat.i_on rates by prefe cture for the 
year 1972. It is clearly seen that most prefectUles eithe r within 
or bordering the Tokaido metrop'11itan area exper il'nced net in-
migration, whilst there was neL out-migration in t he perip heral 
districts of north-east and ·south-west Japan, and in pre fe ctures 
along the Japan sea coast. Heaviest rates of out-migration occurred 
in Akita and Iwate prefectures, in the Tohoku regj 0n of north-east 
Japan, and in Nagasaki and Saga prefectures on the island o f Kyushu. 
These can all be described as predominantly rural in charac ter and, 
in 1970, the percentages of the workforce in thes(' prefectures 
engaged in primary industries were 41.8%,42.6%, :'8.7%, a nd 33 .3 !/; 
respectively, compared to the national average ra i.e of onl y 19.3% 
(Bureau of Statistics, 1970). 1972 is by no mean s an untyp i c al year 
in t his respect, and similar patterns of high out-migra tioll in these 
i ll 
areas are evident throughout the 1960s and early 1970s (Sor ifu Tokeikyoku, 
1977. ) 
The interesting feature which is highlighted in Figure 2.3 
co~cerns the areas of net in-migration. In particular, hir ~est 
rates of net in-migration are found to o c cur, not in the maj or 
rre t ropoli tan centres of Tokyo, Osaka" a nd Nagoya, but in al ',)as just 
outsid e these prefectures. In fact, Tokyo pre fect~re e xperience d 
net out-migration, at a rate of 1.09%, in 1972 . Rather than 
indicating a reverse flow back to the rural a rea, however, this 
illustrates a phenomenon referred to in Japan as 'doughnut expansion'. 
That is, people are leaving the central core districts of the metro-
politan areas, where land is in restricte d supply and rents have 
become prohibitively high, to move to suburban districts o n the outer 
fringe of the cities. Here they are joined by migrants c oming in t o 
the metropolitan area from surrounding r u ral districts (Wa t anab e , 
1972). Over time, the areas of most rapi d growth have ~oved furthe r 
and further away from the metrcpolitan centres (Table 2.2 ) , until 
eventually the prefectural boundaries delineating the Toka ido metro-
politan area have been crossed. 1hus, it can be s een in Fiqure 2 . 3 
that Nara prefecture experienced one of the highe st rates o f net 
i n-migration in 1972, even though it is l ocated j ust outs i d e the 
Tok a ido me tropol is . 
In 1~ 7G, for the first time, the combined pre fecture: ; o f the 
Tokaid o metropol i t a n a rea experienced ne t out-migration. Ta ke n i n 
conjunction with the f act that ov~rall mi gration rates have s t e adily 
f a llen since 1970, some commentators were lead to suggest t h a t the 
a g e of massive rural to urban migration had come t o an end (Mainich j 
Dai ly Ne ws; 23.5.1977). At the seme time , a numbe r of aCddemics 
began to turn their attention to the study of the 'U-turn' p henomeno n, 
or the r e turn move ment of migrants from urban back to rurd l a rea s 
(K "1 ino and Onish i , 1975) . 
Whilst this undoubtedly occurs to a t least a limited e x tent, 
i t i s i mportant not t o ignore certain other vital indicator ; which 
s ugg est t hat o ne of the predominant mig r a t ion streams af t ur 1970 wa s 
s Lill r ur~l to urban i n character. 
1 ~ j 
Table 2.2: Population Change by Area Within a 50 km Radius from the Centre of the Three Major 
Metropolitan Districts 1955-1970 
Population Change 
Metropolitan Distance from 
District the Centre (km. ) 1 9 5 5- 1960 1960-196 5 1965-1970 
0-10 549 (13.4) -63 (-1. 4) -296 (-6.5) 
10-20 1213 (29.8) 1337 (25.3) 791 (12.0) 
Tokyo 20-30 387 (22.7) 846 (40.4) 1017 \34. 6 ) 
30-40 259 (15.3) 717 (36.9) 1119 (42.1 ) 
40-50 55 ( 3.1) 274 (15.0) 423 (20.1) 
0-10 680 (20.7) 489 (1~.3) 273 ( 6.1) 
10-20 269 (19.5) 681 (41. 3) 530 (22.7) 
Osaka 20-30 137 (13.3) 243 (20.7) -354 (25.0) 
30-40 130 ( 7.8) 252 (14: 0) 316 (15.4) 
40-50 32 ( 1.9) 78 ( 4.5) 105 ( 5.8) 
0-10 280 (19.1) 240 (13.8) 125 ( 6.3 ) 
10-20 100 (12.4) 220 (2 4 .3 ) 216 (19. 1 ) 
Nagoya 20-30 56 ( 7.8) 109 (14.0) 189 (21.2 ) 
30-40 98 ( 7.4) ~ 23 ( 8.6) 83 ( 5. 3) 
40-50 -5 (-1.0) 5 ( 1. 0) 67 (12.4 ) 
Population figures are expressed in thousands. 
Figures in parentheses represent percentage change. 
Source: Jink6 Mondai Hangika i , 1974; Nihon Jink5 no Doko , p . ::'98 . 
First of all, the number of commuters coming to work in Tokyo 
prefecture each day increased by some 400,000 afte r 1970, to reach 
1.7 million in 1975 (Bureau of Statistics, 1975). This represents 
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a massive rise of 30%, and must to some degree be explained by 
continued in-migration to the suDurban area which surrounds the city. 
In view of the rapid outward ex~ansion of this suburban area , it is 
likely that much of the in-migration was to places formerly considered 
to be outside the Tokaido metropolitan area. Prefectures such as 
Tochigi, for instance, situated to the north-east of Tokyo, are 
particularly notable in this respect. Here, there was a 2.4% 
decline of population in the period 1950 to 1960, which turned to 
a 4.4% increase in the subsequent ten year period then, between 1970 
and 1975, the population increased by as much as 7.47% (Bureau of 
Statistics, 1975). One third of this population increase , i n the 
five year period after 1970, was accounted for by net in-miqration 
(Sorifu T6keikyoku, 1977). 
~u rtlwr evidence 0f continued rural out-migration atter 1910 
is provided by a detailed comparison of population change r~ tes, by 
municipali ty, fer the periods 1965 to 1970 and 1970 to 197[i (Table 2 .3). 
Municipalities are grouped according to whether they are Ln the 
Tokaido metropolitan area, or in tne non-metropolitan are ,l , and then 
sub-divided into shi and ~ areas. Shi or 'city' municipalities 
are generally taken to represent urban areas, whilst gun lilunicipali ties 
comT)rise 'towns' and 'villages', and may I)e taken to reprl ' s , nt the 
rural area. A further sub-division is ma de by isolating ' prefectural 
capi tal' municipalities . These <'.re the r. Jministrative tel rl tories 
in each prefecture which in c orpor a t e ti le ~.!:.nchOt or 1'r'(!fec tul':ll 
.office . 
Table 2.3: Percentage Population Change for Urban (shi) and rural (cha-son) municipalities, 1965-1975 
Urban (shi) 
Municipalities 
Rural (cha-son) 
Municioalities 
Municipalities which 
incorporate the pre-
fectural office (Kench5) 
Source: Kaso Hakusho, 1975; 6 
( Total Area 
«(Tokaido Metropolitan Area 
( Non-metropolitan Area 
Total Area 
Tokaido Metropolitan Area 
Non-metropolitan Area 
Total Area 
Tokaido Metropolitan Area 
Non-metropolitan Area 
Tokaido Metropolitan Area 
(urban and rural) 
Non-metropolitan Area 
(urban and rural) 
Japan 
1965/ 
8.7 
12.6 
4.3 
-1.9 
-2.4 
-1.7 
5.9 
3.5 
10.4 
10.6 
1.8 
5.5 
1970 
1970/ 
1975 
B.3 
10.4 
5.7 o· 
0.2 
10.5 
-2.2 
5.2 
loB 
11.2 
10.4 
2.7 
6.2 
N 
N 
Usually they c>re four.d ir. th('", largest and most important town 
o r city in the prefecture. 
Table 2.3 clearly shows how population growth in the period 190') 
to 1970 was concentrated in the Tokaido metropolitan area, whe re 
there was a 10.6% increase of population compared an incre asp. of only 
] .8% in the non-metropolitan area. In particular, highest growth 
r a tes occurred in 'urban' municipalities, whilst 'rural' areas x-
perienced a net loss of population averaging 1.9%. This pa t t ern 
is largely explained by the rural exodus of people from nistricts 
n il the periphery of the Tokaido region and in the non-Illol r'oJlo 1 i t.l ll 
drea to the urban ce ntres in and around Tokyo, Osaka, i\nd Nagoy il. 
Al though natural population increase accounted for an increasinq1y 
important share of overall population 'growth in these metropo li tan 
centres after 1965, there were few, if any, municipalities in thp 
non-metropolitan area which experienced natural population l oss 
at this time (Bureau of Statistics, 1970; Watanabe, 1972). 
After 1970, population gro~th in ' ,urban' municipalities con-
tinued at a slower pace than during the previous five year period, 
whilst in 'rural' areas population loss turned to a modest increase. 
This could suggest a general reduction in the pace of the rural 
exodus after 1970, but it is important to note that the increase 
in rural population was ' ent~rely concentrated in municipalities 
within the Tokaido metropoiitan area, whilst 'rural' municipalities 
outside that area experienced even greater rates of population 
decline than before. A mo~e suitable explanation, therefore, is 
that this is merely a further manifestation of the outward extension 
of the suburban area surrounding the major cities of Japan. In 
Kyoto-fu, for instance , which lies within the Tokaido metropolitan 
) \ 
area, the 'rural' municipalities of Oyamazaki-cho, Tanabe-che, and 
Kizu-cho all experienced net in-migration, in the order of 5% 
in the year 1975 alone. All these municipalities are within easy 
commuting distance from the major cities of Kyoto and Osaka, and 
most of -the employed populations living there work in these two 
cities (Kyoto-fu, 1978). 
Situated not far away from this area in neighbouring Shiga 
prefecture, is the prefectural capital, Otsu-shi. Although it is 
• located just outside the To~aido metropolitan area, the city houses 
many people who work in the Osaka-Kyoto metropolis. Along with 
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most other 'prefectural capital' cities in Japan, Otsu-shi exper-
ienced substantial net in-migration after 1970. In 1973, just under 
40% of the in-migrants here came from Osaka and Kyoto prefectures, 
whilst a further 20% came from surrounding rural municipalities 
within Shiga prefecture (Shiga-ken, 1973). Quite clearly, the high 
growth experienced here after 1970 derives from the increasing 
peripheralization of population around the core metropolitan centres, 
as well as continued migration from outlying rural areas. A very 
similar situation is found in most of the other non-metropolitan 
prefectures surrounding Kyoto and Osaka, notably in the prefectural 
capitals of Nara, Wakayama, and Okayama (Bureau of Statistics, 1975). 
Besides Otsu-shi a number of 'rural' muntipalities in Shiga 
prefecture began to experience net in-migration after 1970, as 
suburban growth woved steadily outwards from the metropolitan core 
regions. In 1976, Ishibe-ch6 received 3 in-migrants for every 2 
people who left the municipality, and similar ratios were experienced 
in Shiga-ch6 and Ritto-cho. All these municipalities are situated 
in the immediate vicinity ofOtsu-shi, and have good transport links 
with KY0to a nd Osaka. Further north in the prefecture , how(> ver , in 
ruy ,.l muni cipalities v;hich are well beyond daily commu ti ll CJ di s t.-lIll '(' 
fro m the se cities, ne t out-migration cont i nued to be the nOrl'lul 
pattern throughout the whole period under consideration. Although 
in 1976 migrant ratios tended to be no more than 11 out-migrants to 
every 10 in-migrants, the total area thus affected amoun ted to mor e t.1t.:1Il 
two-thirds of the entire prefecture (Shiga-ken, 1976 ). I n prefectures 
wh ich are generally much more i.solated than Shiga-ken, such as Ao mor i , 
IWil te , Nagasaki, and }( ,1goshima, it seems likely that the i llcid enc e 
of rural municipaliti es which experienced continued net out -miCjf' r1tjo l1 
th I (lughout the 1970s j 5 even greater. 
Despite the lack o f sufficiently de tai l ed informatio n o n gross 
migration flows between, or within rural and urban areas , a genera l 
summary of the rural e xodus in post-war Japan can now b e a ttempted. 
First , in the period 1955 to 1970, there is little doubt that t he 
movement of population from rural districts to urban areas, centred 
in particular on Tokyo, Osaka, and Nagoya, constituted the major 
migration flow of the time. After 1970, the overall volume of 
migration declined slightly, and migrant streams directed away from 
the metropolitan core centred began to predominate. This moveme nt 
was directed to both urban anJ rural municipalities situa ted on the 
fringe of the metropolitan area, or to large prefectural ~apital cities 
located further away. As a result of this suburban growth, many 
so-called 'rural' areas experienced rapid increases of population 
through net in-migration, to such an extent that the rural exodus 
appeared to be at an e nd. In fact, large numbers of rural areas 
'{ . 
continued to lose population through out-migration after 19"'0, J I. t llUuqh 
it is possible that t h e actual numbers of migrants involve d b egan 
to fall ,slightly. ThiS, however, may be simply accounted for b y t he 
fact that base populations were declining anyway, as a result o f pr e vious 
out-migration. It is therefore suggested that, in areas which hu v e 
remained so-far unaffected by metropolitan suburban growth, the rural 
exodus remains a major factor in the determination of demograph ic 
change. 
2. 3 INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT, 1945-1972 
The initial conce rn of the Allied Occupation ':lUt.hor.it.ips i TI .I.,pim 
a t the end of the War was to inaugurate '<1 series of ideoloCjical 
re f orms based on established Western principles of democra tic govp. rn-
ment. The provision of a new civil constitution, and the Land Reform, 
which reorganized agriculture on 'a democratic basis', clearly 
reflect this attitude (Dore, 1959). The~ the gradual increase in 
intensity of the Cold War in Europe caused the Occupation author ities 
to realise the need for a powerful and economically independent a lly 
in East Asia. As a result, their emphasis shifted during the late 
19405 towards economic reform and the rebuilding of Japanese industry. 
Despite some initial pessimism concerning the ability of Japan t o 
achieve high rates of economic growth (Kahn, 1970), America in 
particular arranged fur considerable amounts of financial aid to be 
provided for the planned economic revival. In 1949 alone this 
amounted to more than 535 million dollars (Anthony, 1980). 
It was the outbreak of war in Korea, however, which provided 
the greatest impetus LO the rejuvenating Japanese economy. Manu-
' . 
facturing industries necame heavily relied upon to provide all 
manner of supplies to the Allied armies in South Korea and this 
earned considerable income, together with its associated mutiplier 
effects, for reinvestment in industry. In contrast to the situation 
in 1945, when ~4% of factories in Japan lay devastated, in 1951 the 
production index for manufacturing industries regained the level of 
pre-war production peaks, and by 1955 the wartime production peak 
established in 1944 had also been exceeded (Trewartha, 1965, 254.) 
During the latter half of the 1950s it was the light industries 
sector, ,producing optical e,quipment, textiles, sewing machines, and 
the like, which fronted Japan's economic resurgence (Kornhauser, 1976). 
A characteristic feature of manufacturing industries in this sector 
is the 'dual structure', in which small firms predominate. In 1957, 
75% of all manufacturing enterprises in Japan employed less than 10 
people, whilst only 1.5% employed 100 or more people (Bureau of 
Statistics, 1960). These small firms either produce their own finished 
products, or they may be integrated with larger establishments and 
produce component parts only. A feature they share is a high degree 
of efficiency, coupled with low labour costs. Wage levels in these 
small enterprises were often no more than" hal"f those in larger 
companies (Trewartha, 1965, 268.) " As a result, they achieved a 
highly competitive position in the international markets, and soon 
established a major export trade. 
Another important factor at this time was the re-emergence of 
the zaibatsu (literally meaning financial group, or clique), such as 
Mitsubishi, Mitsui, and Sumitomo. In pre-war years the zaibatsu were 
family-owned financial-trading conglomerates, which exercised consid-
erable, monopolistic control over Japanese production and trade. In 
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1947, the Occupation a uthorities attempted to break thi s controJ b y 
dL .. solving the zaibat ~; u, with the aim of 'reducing economic con cp n-
tration in favour of d system of intensive and relatively free 
competition' (Kornhauser, 1976; 127). This 'dissolution' wa~ 
relatively ineffective, however, and companies like Mitsui & Co. we r e 
soon able to reform under a different trading name. Mitsui b ecame 
Daiichi Bussan, and then in 1959 reverted back to its original n<l lOe 
(Japan Business History Institute (ed.), 1977). In the 19,50s, th e r e-
fore, these companie s still exercised a considerable degree of mOll o -
polistic control, with huge vertically integrated organizations 
which combined interests 1n production as well as trading nnd h .-Ink i nq. 
By 1969, gross sales f or the Mitsubishi group, the largest of ttw pos t-
war zaibatsu, amounted to 4.6% of all , Japanese company sales (II .:lLliday 
and McCormack, 1973; 110). 
The particular relevance of the reemergaxeof the zaibatsu LS thdt 
they provided the means by which funds generated by export sales in 
the light industries sector could be transferred for reinvestment in 
the heavy industries sector. This was achieved either directly, 
where the zaibatsu had a controlling interest in light manufacturing 
firms, or indirectly from the profits generated by their role a s 
export agents and financiers. The desire of the zaibatsu to reinvest 
in heavy industries was due tu the simple fact that steel and chemical 
products in particular were ~onsidered to be indispensible to the 
successful running of a ,general trading company (Japan Business 
History Institute (Ed.), 1977; 193). This is because they are highly 
standardized products, used mainly as intermediate materials for other 
, 
manufacturing industries. The large demand for steel and chemicals 
means that trading companie s inevi tably benefit fr om the l arq' 
vo lumes they handle . 
Throughout the 19505, heavy indust.ries such as iron ,,,nd ... t l'e] , 
s hip building, and petro-chemicals had been gradually rebuildj IHJ I t.o 
a scale much greate r than that seen in pre-war years. By the ti.me 
Prime Minister Ikedu announced his 'Income Doubling Plan' in 1960, 
these industries were able to assume the leading position in the 
i ndustrial structure . Based on the latest technological developme nts 
o f the time, Japan' s heavy industrial products were soon abl e to 
Clchieve highly compe titive positions in world markets. In t er lll s of 
actual quantities, the production of crude stee l was 5 mi ll i on LO ll S ill 
1.0 50, increasing to 22 million tons in 1960, and over 93 mi l lion ton ~' 
in 1970. By this time, Japan's share of world production was l S~ , 
making Japan the th l. rd largest steel producer anywhere . 1\1 so I Jy 
1970, Japan was the world's largest ship builder, producing ove r 10 
million gross tons of merrhant vessels, and the world's largest 
producer of commercial vehicles,. televisions, and radio receive rs 
(Bureau of Statistics, 1973). 
The shift in emphasis from light to heavy industries was 
inevitably accompanied by changes in the distribution of manu f acturing 
industry. The Tokaido region offered obvious advantages for the 
siting of new plants. It was already the major centre of population 
and, in historical t e rms, had long been the focus of political power 
and economic activity in Japan (Trewartha, 1965). Also, the ve ry 
name 'Tokaido', which literally means 'road along the eastern seaboard', 
is indicative of the fact it is located on the oldest and most 
important roads and ~ ines of communication in Japan. Probably the 
most i.mportant locational consideration, however, was the n eed f o r 
sheitered, deep water port facilities for. vessels bringing vital 
supplies . of imported raw materials, notably oil and iron ore . On l y 
the Pacific shoreline offers these facilities, and ports SUCI1 as 
Yokohama (near Tokyo), Kobe (near Osaka), and Nagoya became favoured 
sites. Significantly, the areas where coal - Japan's only major 
natural resource - was mined, in Hokkaido and northern Kyushu, 
remained comparatively undeveloped. This was the result of a delib e r utC' 
policy in the immediate post-war years to switch from coal to i mpo r ted 
oil as the principal fuel for the nation's power supply (Odell, ] (nO) . 
Thus, other areas in J apan, including the small fishing Clnd f e r ry pur L :; 
on the Japan Sea coast which are suitable only for shallow draught 
vessels, began to seriously lag behind the Tokaido region in terms o f 
industrial development. 
The trend towards rapid concentration of industry in the me t ropoli-
tan districts of the Tokaido region was given further stimulus by 
the running down of certain 'throw~away' industries, many of which 
were formerly located in peripheral rural districts (Economist, 1963; 
Kahn, 1970). Such industries included coal-mining, paper making, 
certain branches of textile production, and numerous other agriculture 
and forest related products. They were regarded as inefficient, o r 
uncompetitive, by the Japanese government and the large t.rading 
monopolies, and subsequently allowed, by lack of positive assistance 
from these bodies, to run down. In effect, the zaibatsu were involved 
in the transfer of res~urces from inefficient to efficient sectors of 
the economy, a move which not only involved the transfer of capi tal 
from one sector to another I. but also the transfer of labour (Kahn, 
1970; 94). 
; L 
Whi l st the overall scale of this process is d i fficu lt t o J lldg , 
t J. e decline of selected rural industri es ... an be r eadily t r ac d . I n 
the ye~rs before World War II, small sake (ri ce wine) brewing 
establishments, for example, were to be found scattered allover J a pan. 
They were located in villages as well as' towns, wherever rice was 
cultivated and where there was a good, pure water supply. With im-
proved techniques of production and distribution in the post-war 
yea rs, larger breweries with ready access to fund s ', for 'i nve s t moll , 
particularly those located in Kyoto and Kobe, were able to expand, 
and take an increasing share of the nat ional markp.t. The y t hen took UVl"r 
ma ny smaller breweries who were unable to compete, though for <l while 
they still relied on many of these small, family run conce rns for the 
supply of 'raw' sake. Ultimately, hbwever, small rural breweries have 
virtually disappeared, as the larger enterprises continue to ra tion-
alize and centralize the production process. Thus, whereas in 1967 
there were 3,800 breweries still in operation, the number had fallen 
to 3,200 by 1975 (Yokota, 1977) •. It is also of interest to not e that 
many of the large breweries ir. Kyoto and Kobe still rely on skilled 
labour from the rural areas, who seasonally migrate to work in the 
breweries during the winter months, after the rice harvest. 
Another rural industry which suffered a dramatic decline after 
1960 is charcoal and firewood production. Traditionally, firewood 
provided the fuel for cooking in Japanese homes whilst charcoal was 
placed in clay hibachi" where it was , burnt for warmth. Since 
most homes in Japan are built of wood, open fires are clearly unsuit-
able and alternativ f uel sources could not be used. Thus, in 1960, 3\ 
of Japan's total ene YC!'j requirement was pro vided by charcoal,' and 
5% b y firewood ( Ikegami, 1975). The s o-ca lled 'ene rgy revolu tion ' 
whi c h followed the sw i t ch from solid to oil based f uels, a nd wInch 
saw the ,introduction o f propane gas for heati ng and cooking in thp latp. 
1950s, was the main reason for the rapid demi se of charcoal illld 
firewood production. In 1960, over 1.5 mill i on tons of charcoal we r e 
produced, but by 196 5 production had fallen to 600,000 tons, a nd in 
1969 to just 250,000 tons (Norinsho, 1975). In 1974, only 75,000 
ton s were produced, providing winter employment in just a ,few fore st 
areas , mostly concentrated in the Kansai region. Here, high qua lity 
charcoal is still produced in small quantities to provide the Geish~ 
houses in Kyoto wi th t heir traditional fuel supply (Kawanj shi-~hi 
Kyoiku I-inkai, 1975) " 
The significance of charcoal burning is perhaps only slight whe n 
cons i dered in terms o f the total value added by manuf acturing ~ n t he 
country as a whole. Even in 1960, when many traditional rural 
industries still survived, the percentage of the total v a lue adned in 
the peripheral rural regions (inc~uding Hokkaido, Tohoku, Hokur ik u, 
Sanin, southern Kyushu, and so\.',thern Shikoku) was only 14% of the 
national total. In contrast, the metropolitan regions of Kan t o (Tokyo) 
and Kansai (Osaka-Kyoto ) accounted for 56% of the country's value added 
by manufacturing (Trewartha, 1965) . 
The continued tre nd for industrial conc entration in the Tokaido 
region is further illustrate~ by the fact that in 1963, 42% of all 
manufacturing enterpr i se s were lo~ated here, rising to just over 
45% in 1972 (Bureau of Statistics, 1972). Despite severe restrictions 
on space, new industries could still be attracted to the region by a 
' . 
number of coastal lor ,"I reclamation scheme s undertaken during the 
1960s. Huge ' indu s+- l i ",l parks ' have been c rea ted b y this means, such 
as atMizushima, in Okayama prefecture, which often incorporate 
apartment blocks for the employees, schools, and medical facilities, 
as well as factory and office space (Kornhauser, 1976). 
By 1972, '56% of all manufacturing employees in Japan were enga3ed 
at factories located within the Tokaido region. In addition, the 
increasingly important roles of finance and banking, and of export 
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and import agencies, all of which are concentrated in the financial 
centres of Tokyo and Osaka, produced an equivalent spatial concentration 
for job~ in the clerical professions. In 1972, 54% of all people 
employed in clerical and related oGcupations worked 'in the Tokaido 
region. Similarly, 50%' of all sales workers were also employed here 
(Bureau of Statistics, 1972). 
The scale of economic growth and industrial development which 
Japan experienced during the 1960s can be appreciated from figures 
showing the increases in the number of people employed in secondary 
and tertiary occupations after 1950 (Table 2.4). Between 1950. and . 
1970, the number of people employed in secondary industries increased 
by 227%, from 7.8 million to 17.7 million. Eighty per cent of this 
increase was taken up by extra employment. in manufacturing industries 
alone. Over the same period, almost exactly the same rate of increase 
was experienced in the tertiary sector, where the number of people 
employed increased by 230%, from 10.6 million to 24.1 million. Such 
increases could not possibly have been achieved without a major occu-
pational shift away from jobs in the primary sector, notably agriculture, 
where there was a 41% decrease in employment between 1950 and 1970. 
This occupational shift is clearly shown in Figure 2.4. The 
~iangular graph illustrates how there was a steady, and quite rapid 
'T'ab le 2 .4: Ch.a n ges _i~~"_ the Japanese e mployme nt structu r 0 by 
industridl fype , 1950-1970. 
No . o f peop le No. C'f peo ple No . of p e o fJ 1e 
e ngage <"1 in e ngage d in e ngaged j 1\ 
primarv se condary te rtiary 
Year indust "- ies indu stries industries 
19 5C' 1 7 208 7812 10568 
1955 16 111 9220 13928 
1960 14239 12762 16704 
1965 11738 15242 20 623 
L970 10087 17706 24298 
Pn pu1ation figures a r e expre s s ed in thollsands. 
S' Jl lrc e : Jink5 Monda i Hargikai, 1974: Nihon Jinko no Doku , p . 333 . 
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mOVelTl(' llt away from tht:: p.rimfl.ry sector aft.er l ~r,r) t owards t il(' S (, ,:() II - ' 
da l. Y ct lld tertiary sec e·.)rs. Whereas in 1955 l ust wILIe r h a lf the " lIl p I. LlYUcJ 
populat. ion were e ngage d in primary i ndus t ri es , wi t .h 12'1. i ll s c colld .-, r y 
and 30'1. in tertiary industries, by 1970 t he re wen' o n l y j')'t, ill I Ill' 
primary sector compared to 34% in the secondary sector and 47 % in t he 
tertiary sector. Having already shown that secondary and tertiary 
sector employment opportunit~es tended to be heavily concentrated 
in the Tokaido metropolitan region, the obvious conclusion is thut t h e 
occupational shift awa y from agriculture was necessarily accompanied 
by a residential shift from the prefectures in the rural periphery 
to the urban centres ct rou_ld Tokyo and Osaka. Before looking in det.a il 
at the actual mechani s ms by which the rural exodus occurred , h owe ve r , 
it is necessary to gaHI a closer understanding of developments in 
Japanese agriculture durin s- the post-war period, to discover th<: 
reasons why such a substantial part of the agricultural labour fo rce 
could be released so r~adily. 
2.4 JAPANESE AGRICULTURE 
Compared to Great Britain, or the United States, where the 
proportion of the workforce engaged in primary industries is somet.hing 
in the order of only 'H" it may seem strange that a country lik e 
Japan, which has achie ved a leading position in international marke ts 
for manufactured good s , shoulci have maintained as many as 17% of 
its workforce in agrl culture~ even as late as 1970. Alternatively , 
it may be wondered h o ... Japan managed to shed as much as two-fi. f t.hs 
of its agricultural ,, ::.bour force in the relatively short 15 year 
period prior to 1970, without an apparent d e trimental effect on 
domestic food produ c t n (Nogyo Hakusho, 197,. . ). The fact i s t hnt a 
ve ry care ful ba ] ance had to be kepi:. betwe ~n the desire of. il1uu:;t r i il ] --
ists to draw the labour pool from agriculture into more effi c ; P J1 r 
s e c tors of the ecollomy, and the desir~ of government to ·na int cLi.ii 
e xisting leve ls of domestic food production in order to keep 
r e liance on imported foods as low as possible. 
Japanese agriculture is dominated by rice cultivation, b e ing 
"the single most important crop in terms of acreages, produc t .i o n, 
value, and general socia] signif.icancp.." (Ginsberg, 1.9SB; ~)(,). 
Since 1.945, rice qrown in paddy fields h as consistently accOlIilLe d 
for ablJut 55~ of the total cultivated arc.:J., ilnd between 'jO~> oIlld 
60~ of the total v a lue of all agricu] tural products (NOri.n s llo, I ' JFI) _ 
Ye t, d <' spi t e a fal l in the number of people e ngaged in ;Iqr leu I til rio' , 
trom 1().1 million 1. n 1950 to 6.7 million in 1975 , rice yielct ~; UUrllltJ 
" 
t.h e same period rose by just under 50% (Nogyo Hakusho , 1970). 1 t 
t.he refo re seems clear that the people who quit agriculture df t c r 19r:0 
tormed a rural surplus population whose marginal utility to agricu~tural 
production had become minimal,· or perhaps even negative. In order 
to unde rstand how this surplus population was formed, it i s necessary 
to review government policies towards agriculture since the e nd of 
Wo rld War TI. 
The first maj 8 r legislation affecting agrarian economy ~nd 
s ociety at the enu o f the War was the 1946 Land Refo~~. Its p rimary 
objective was to ~stablish the many landless tenant farmers, who 
formed the majorit / of cultivators in the prewar period, as owner-
occupier farmers i Dure, 1959). Under the pre war system, Japanese 
agriculture was c. t rolled by landlords wllo operated a system of 
'semi-feuda l nunL: Jt""' o n their peasant L l rmers (Hasami, 1971; 8) . 
In 1944, tn .. ~ prc,', ·· . .lon of farm land wldp. r tenant cultivation was 
about S :S't, ; ". ' ., 'Viv I a nd 40% f o r .i. ; T] d. As much as ha lt o f t t, ,, 
ultiva t ed l a nd a t t-h i s t ime wa s he l d by lIs t 'to () f <I I I I ,'Inri . 
owners ('I'rewa r t ha , I<) (;r; ; 181 ) . S i llce tlw ·nl\Jul l l u l l <lli d s ll LL ,Il l , ' 
f or culti vati o n i n ,Japan is e xtre mely limi l-e d . r ite r . ' 1 Ir iv. 1 y f ('w 
la rge l andowner !: we r e able to exercise cons iderable c o n t ro i G V P r: the 
more n umerous t enant c ultivators, who had no o ption h u t to accept 1:h e 
cond i t i on s imposed on them. Rents, which we r e paid .111 k ind , us u a lly 
amounte d to at lea s t h alf the rice crop, and l a ndlords were of ten 
ab l e to e xact e x t r a c h a rges - for the use ·:) f i rrigation ditche s , Eor 
in~tance - and t o impose conditions of e x tra l abou r a n d se r v i l 
t o be undertake n o n their own farms. No t unc o mmon ly, t ll e r efore , 
f arme r s were 'chai ne d' to their land i n a situation of pe Jpetual J c bl 
(Beardsle y , Hall , and Ward, 19 59; 141). 
In his 'Memor a n dum on Rura l Land Reform ' , dated De.:e mbe r '_' LIl, 
19 4 5 , General Ma c Arthur state d that t he p u rpos e f the .i nte ndlo' ci 
Reform was t o 
. , . extermina te those pernic i ous il ls which h dv e 
lonq blighted the agr~rian s tructu r e o f a lan d 
where a lmo s t half the total population is e n g a ged 
in husbandry (cited in Kajita : Agr i culture Po licy 
Research Committee , 16; 27 ) 
Alongside the general principle o f d <:'moc r atization of the · 
.Japanese people , MacArthur r e alised that s p e edy enactment of .h e 
Reform was e sse nti a l to help solve the si tuati on of a cute f a j 
s hortage which e xisr e d at that time. In particular, i t wa s recog-
nized that increa s ed product i vity could n o t e asily b e 3chie v ed under 
the existing l andlord system, since tenan t cultivators would not have 
sufficient incentivE' t o experiment with new techniques, or t v a ttempt 
to c lear marginal l and (Hasa mi, 197 3) . Moreover, it was r e a l i s e d 
' J I 
that t he huge number~ of d isplaced townspe o p l e a nd r ep.trri atpd s. )l c1i r r . 
c oming in t o the rural drea would have t o b e p rov ided with ga in f u l 
employment in order t o lesse n the burden o n e xi s Li n g r u ra.L po puJ .1l . .L O lI S . 
The r e distribution o f land was regardeu as the most obv i 0 1 ; me,l n ,., t o 
provide an income f or these people (Misawa, 1971) . 
The main featur e s of the 1946 Land Reform were thil t. t h e gov ' r n -
ment purchased, under compl'lsory order, 1. 7 million h e c ta r e s of 
agricultural land f r om the larger landowners. This wa s t h e n r e sold 
t o 4.7 million farm e rs, wh~ became owne r-occupie rs, on v e ry easy 
terms. Also, all ab s entee landlordism was aboli s hed and i t b e c a me 
unlawful to rent mo rp. tran 1 hectare of land per house h old to t e n a nt 
fa rmers. The result was an overall increas e in the number o f f a rm 
families, from 5.5 million in 1940 to 5.9 mi llio n i n 19 47, and ~n 
l ncrease in the nopu i a tio'l employed in a griculture from 1 3 .4 Ill i J 1 ion 
to 16.6 mill i on (NOr in Toke l Kyokai, 1976). 
The main criti ci sm levE' lled against the Land Reform is that 
whilst it created imp roved opportunities for increased produc t . i vity, 
it did nothing to alter the situation of small, fragmented l a n d 
holdings which chara c terize Japanese agriculture . In fact, t he 
increased number of f a rm families meant that the averag e size o f 
cultivated land h old i ng was e ven less than it had been before t he War. 
In 1950, the a verage s ize of holding was just over one hectare, with 
71. 4 % of farms owning less than one hectare, 39.8% owning 0.5 ha 
or less, and 23.1% owning 0.3 ha or less (N5rinsho, 1970). As 
Fukutake conc l u des ; 
The p rob '..pm of atomized holdings , the cancer of 
J apan ese H; riculture, was not c ured b y the post 
Writ Lan d keform. I t had i n f aL'1. b ecome e ven 
mur S '" ~ Ll S (FukutakE: , 1967 ; ( 1 , 
~ .. 
The problem i s a lso highlighted by Smith, who s ugge st.s : 
It may be said with some jus tic e t hat ... the 
hardest hit of all were rhe Medium-sized a nd 
small resident landowners and owner cultivators . 
It is they who were left with holdings just 
large enough to tie them to the land, but ina de-
quate to provide them a living from full-time 
agriculture (Smith, R., 1978; 95). 
Within just a f ew years of the La nd Reform, agri cul t ura l 
p r oduction regained pre war leve ls and, in 1956, f o l l owill q t he [ i n, t 
of ma ny bumper harve sts to come, a new, record p roduction l e v e l 
wa s e stablished. In this respect the Land Reform was suc c essful 
in its aims, but it was not long before government l e g is l a tio n W,l S 
required again, to ease other problems now facing Japane s e a g ri.-
culture. This was the time when industrial recovery was begin n i ng t o 
proceed rapidly, and incre~sed productivity rates in the manu f actur -
ing sector were reflected in hi~her wage levels paid ~o factory 
workers. In the rural areas, however, the potential for furthe r 
increases in productivity was limited by the small size of f a rm 
holdings, and increases in agricultural incomes were kept to f air l y 
mode st levels in comparison (Shimohirao, 1973). This was also a t ime 
when the cereal self-sufficiency rate for the country as a whole 
began to decline noticeably, largely due to a change in dieta ry 
habits towards 'Weste~n' style foodstuffs based on wheat rather 
than traditional Japanese rice dishes (Yuize, 1978). In response to 
these problems, the government recognized a threefold need to increase 
' . 
'lg ricultural produc t ivity further, by enco uraging the adoption of 
.1 \ , 
labo ur saving machinery; diversifying crop production; a nd mainta ini.nC) 
Cl grJcultural incomes at a level equivalent to incomes in nOTl-
agr j cultural activities. The last of these is a politica lly 
t.!x p e dient aim, since the Conservative (Liberal De mocratic Pa rty) 
govr rnment in Japan is largely dependent on rural vo t es for its powe r 
base . Approximately 60% of LDP votes come from people employed in 
primary industries (Yuize, 1978). 
In 1961, the government formalized these ob jectives in the 
Agrjcultural Basic Law: C1 "declaration of the di rection in which 
,Japiln'S agriculture should proceed", to sta nd "above <111 uthe r luws 
a nd regulations relativ9 to agricultuxe" (Yuize , 1978; 28 7). I t w~ s 
t he first of the objectives - to increase productivity t hrough the 
adoption of labour saving devices - which undoubtedly met wi t .h the 
greil test success. So rapid was the development a nd adoption o f 
agr i cultural machinery, pa~ticula.nly during the latter half o f the 
1960s and early 1970s, that by 1974 Japan led the rest of the world 
in mechanized power per unit ar~a (Fukutake, 1974; 47). 
Although the use of mechanical devices is not a new phenomenon 
in Japanese agriculture - a form of Archimedes screw to raise water 
for irrigation was in use during the Tokugawa period - it is only 
sinc e the war that electrical or petrol driven devices have been 
intr oduced on a large scale. Alongside motors for pumping, the 
fir s t machines to be power~d in this manner were threshers and 
hul l ers in the 1950s . . Despite the relatively high cost of such 
machinery, farmers were not slow to realise their potential and, 
as a result, between 1946 and 1962, capital investment in farm 
machinery and other implements increased by 260% (Misawa; 1971) 
1\ 
'r ile main drawback t o the introducti on o f more a gricul t ural 
md chinery, however, was the problem of des igning machine s s mall il nd 
r ubust enough to be used in the minuscule p addy fi e lds wh l.ch ;1 r.c 
s e parated from each other by banks and irri gation ditch~s , a nd u f ten 
During the 1960s these problems were overcome with the o e ve 10p-
",(~ nt of three machines w1:ich, between them, could b e u t i lizcd i ll t il l"" 
t' 1\ tire rice growing process. First o f a 11 t h e powe r . t .illf'r , wll j e ll WoI '; 
.i n widespread use by 1965, removed much of the back-brpClkl.n q I i ll )O l1 r 
i nvolved in turning the heavy soil b e fore p lanting. The n, U1 C 
i ntroduction of the h..lrvester in the. late 1960s removed the II( ' ces~,i t y 
f or all family members to go into the fi e lds and cut the r ice by h a nd . 
Perhaps more than any other mechanical aid, however, the r i ce 
t: ransplanter, which first went into mass production in 196 8 , ha s done 
t he most to reduce the agricultural labour requirement. I t "e r a dicated 
a t a stroke the part of tr.e process of rice production mos t he a vily 
i nvolved with ritual and co-o~rative behaviour." (Smith, R., 1978 ; 
89 ). Prior to its introduction it was usually necessary f or t h e whole 
village to get together to plant fields, one after the othe~ as the y 
were flooded in turn. This was an extreme ly hard, labour- inte nsive 
operation requiring considerable speed. It relied heavily on people 
who normally, throughout the rest of the year, had little t o do with 
agricultural operations. Even though it is still the custom fo r 
people to return to ,their native villages during the spring holiday 
season to lend a hand with the transplanting operation, the labour 
saving of the transplanting machine is considerable. Together with 
the introduction o f other machines, a nd dlso a considerable range 
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of chemical fertili zers , inse cticides, and weed-killers , t hes0 
j nnovations have re5ul t ed in substanti rll cut - bac ks in t.he aqric uJ t u r i l.l 
labour, requirement. In 1953 the national a verage labour r e (Juirvd fro lll 
ploughing to baling of rice was 187 man hours per 10 ares . By 19~1 
it had fallen to 110 man hours, and in 1 1975, after the widespre ~d 
adoption of rice transplanters, to only 82 man hours (Smith, R., 19 78; 
81) . 
The effect of this on the formation of a labour surplus in rurill 
areas, and subsequent migration to urban districts would, at first 
glance, seem obvious. It is argued, for instance, that the l abour 
s a ved through the intro~uction of farm machinery was the principal 
c a use of the rural exodus in the period betwee n 1952 and ]960 
(ShimohiraiS, 1973). Namiki (1960) similarly believes that one of the 
ma i n reasons that the labuur replacement rate in agriculture f e ll 
11 ' 
so rapidly during the 1950s was that the adoption of mechanical uid s 
mea nt less labour was actu?l~yrequired. On the other hand, the 
findings of a survey undertaken in 1963-1964 reveal that 84% o f 
families purchased a power tiller for the main reason that the farm 
labour force had already shrunk in size (Smith, R., 1978; 91). Whe the r 
increased mechanization after 1965 played a causal role in t he 
continued rural exodus up to 1970 or so, or whether the declinin g 
agricultural labour force mace it necessary for farmers to invest 
i'n new machinery remains, therefore, unclear. What is apparen t 
is that agricultural mechanization occurred co-incidentally with the 
rural exodus and thus ensured that despite d fall in the agricultural 
workforce, levels of ~gricultural production were not adversely 
af fec ted. 
The second and third objectives of th.·~ Aqri c ultur.ll H. s i (' 
:"ilW - the diversification of crop productiCJII, and t llL' pe9<ji ll 'l u r 
a g ricultural incomes to wage levels in non-agricultural i ndustries -
are closely related, and can be considere d togethe r. I n fac t , t he 
relationship has proved to be an inverse one , since t h e pegging o f 
agricultural incomes is closely linked with the amount o f rice 
grown by farmers. The resultant. incentive to grow more rice has 
necessarily reduced the desire of farmers to attempt diversification of 
crop production, and this objective has conseque ntly failed . Thi s is 
illustrated by the f act that reliance on imported foodstuffs, notably 
cereals, has actually increased since . 1960. In that y(~ .lr, J .lp.I Il' r; 
s elf-sufficiency rate was 83%, but by 1970 this had f allen t o just 
under 50% and in 1974 stood at only 40% (Mainichi Daily News, 21.11.19 77) . 
A far greater proble m, however, has been the gra dual build up o f u ricI! 
surplus since the mid 1960s. By . 1978 rice stockpHef' am0unt~d 
to 4.5 million tons, equiva:ent to two and a half years supply 
for the domestic market. This ~esulted in the introduction by the 
government of enforced curbs on rice production and the payment of 
non-production subsidies to farmers. The inevitable consequence 
has been a further increase in the size of the agricultural labour 
surplus. 
Between 1965 and 1970 the proportion of farms dependent on 
rice as their main source of income actually rose from 58% to 62 . 5% 
(N5rinsh~, 1975). The only area where there was a noticeable shift 
away from rice cultivation was in villages on the urban fringe, where 
good accessibility to rapidly expanding c entres of population caused 
tarmers to switch emphasis t o more profitable market gardening 
(Shiga-ken Tokei Dayori , Dec. 1976). Else where , although bo t h 
-ruit and livestock production have increased since 1960, these 
tend ~o be concentrated in upland fields in mountain villages <l nd 
have not affected production of rice. Also, cultivation of 
citrus fruits, for examrle, is confined to the relatively narro w 
south-facing sub-tropical coastJ.ine between Tokyo and Kyushu, so 
the benefits which accrue from higher production levels are n o t 
wid e spread. Production of cereals (excluding rice ), On the o Llll 'r 
:1 " 
hand, has shown a considerable decline in post-war YCilr s . Wil (' n ' ,) f~ i" 
1.9 50 1. 8 milJ.iom ha. were planted in whf' at , by ].<)70 the ol H',l 1IIId.'r 
whea t cUltivation h a d fallen to just 2 30,000 ha (Norins h5, l'Y7'» . Muc h 
o f this land was paddy field which was doub le cropped, produci nq 
rice in the summer and wheat in the winter months. Despite t il(' 
fact that wheat yields Llcreased even more than rice in the period 
1950-1973, the returns on wheat production have always been re l at ively 
low - netting less than h?l~ as much per 10 ares as a good monthly 
wage (Smith, R., 1978; 100). D9mestic wheat producers were a ide d 
,to some extent by price support subsidies from the government but 
foreign competition in the form of cheap imported grains has been 
the crucial factor making wheat less profitable than rice production. 
As a result there has been a consistent decline since 1950 in the 
number of farmers making the effort to plant winter wheat, and fa rmers 
now prefer to seek alternative sources of income. 
Rice has for centuries been the staple crop of Japanese 
agriculture. The development of a situation of rice surplus in 
recent years, however, is directly attributable to specific rice 
production policies adopted by the government since 1942. In that 
year, in an effort to minimise the potenti a .l <.ij.SdS t.r.OUS l'rf(~c t · ; o r 
f uod shortage, the government passed the Sta ple Food Contr ol L.:1w. 
This made it the legal duty of farmers t.O sell a p re-determined dmOUJt t 
ot rice directly to the government each year. Delivery q~vta s , anrl 
the price paid to rice producers were determined annually at a j o i nt 
confere nce between representatives from the Minis tries of Agr i c ul t ure 
and Finance. Free market ~ice also could only be sold to o fficial 
government agents, who c::mtrolled the distribution of rir.:e t o t he 
consumer. In 194 2 t he delivery quota, which is e xpressed in tc'rms 
of a percentage of the estimated total rice crop , was 61.tl %. After 
the war, during the occ1~pati.on, the quota was approximately 42 ~" 
a nd by 1954 it had fa llen to just unde r 10%. Bonus payme llts W( ' rt .. 
offered to farmers who sold more than the delive r y quota to Ut e 
government, as well a s s(:~emes for advanc e payment a nd specittJ tax 
concessions (Dore; 1959; 230). A series of bumper harvests in the 
early 1950s finally cleared the situation of food shortage and in 
1955 the system of imposing del~very quotas was ended. 
After 1955, however, the government continued to buy rice 
directly from farmer s . Then, in 1960 the government decreed that 
., 
the pr i ce paid to rice producers should be based on a 'produc tion c ost -
earnings compensation scheme'. In other words an atte mpt was ma de 
to bring agricultural earnings on to a parity with industria l wage 
l e vels. As a result rice payments during the 1960s i ncreased by a n 
average of about 10% a year and in 1965 58% of the rice harve st was 
sold d i rectly t o the government (Itsurni, 1973; 196) . 
In the mid-1960s domestic rice consumption began to decline -
from a peak of 118 kg of polished rice per c apita in 1962 to 100 kg 
in 1969. This re flected an increased demand for whea t. products , 
made from cheap imported grains, increas ing from 26 kg per capita 
in 1962 to 32 kg in 1969 (Yuize , 19 78; 288 ). Under free mark~ l 
conditions it may be reasoned that increased supplies of r ice coupled 
with a decline in demand should have produced a fall in t h e price 
paid to producers. This would have r educed the profitabi li ty of rice 
a nd possibly caused farmers to switch to other products . Instead , 
price increases offered by the governme n t of 10% il year con ti nue d 
until 1969 . The governme'1t placed no r e :; lric ri.o ll :; 0 11 Lilt! <lIIIO IIII L 
they were required to buj, a nd the inevitable conseque nce was that 
the farmers sold as much as they coul? produce, resul tin g jn the build 
up of a rice surplus. [.ecause the rice J aponica strain is generally 
unpopular on world markets, and because the cost of production to 
the government was so h~gh, Japanese rice did not hold a compe titiv e 
position and the surplus c()uld not be exported . Meanwhile, since the 
government relies heavily on support from the rural vote , Ministry 
officials were reluctant tc change the status quo. The farmers, 
on the other hand, were happy with the situation, despite arparent 
discord expressed at the annual contretemps between the Ric e Payments 
Commission and rice producers when it came to fixing t he rice price 
for the following year. They were offered a stable, high price -
removed from free market fl'lctuations - for as much rice as they 
could produce. Eve ry incentive was there to remain in rice produc-
tion and to increase productivity as much as possible. 
In 1970 the government was finally forced to change their rice 
policy and the Food Control Law was abandoned. Not only was there 
:::onsiderable concern about the rice surplns situation, but the 
11. 
increase in rice Fr i ce which was passed on to the consumers bp,] 3n 
t o have an inflatio n a ry impact on the economy (Mainichi Dail y Ne ws , 
21.11 .• 1977). In an a ttempt both to r educe domestic s upplie s o f ricC' 
and to lower rates of increase in the price of rice the gover nme n t 
adopted two new measures. The first involve d a n alteration of 
the formula by which the price paid to rice producers was work e d out. 
Stated in simplest terms, the new formula a ssume d lower produc t .j o n 
costs of rice than pre" iOllSly, so that a lowe r price would be lJ;l.id 
to producers. It als() meant that farme r s i n r e qions of low 
productivity would no lonl)er be able to sell rice Elt i1 profit. oInd 
so , it: was hoped, b e furceJ to give up rice cUltivation. Altho ugh 
not actually stated, this m0ve was, in effect, a renunciation of 
the policies of 1960 which attempted to peg rice price increases 
with wage levels in non-~gricultural industries (Its wni, 197 3 ; 196). 
The second policy was far more direct. Limits were fir st of 
all placed on the amount nf rice the government was required to 
buy and, secondly, efforts were. made to place restrictions on the 
amount of rice actually produced. This was known as the gent an 
policy. For this purpose, non-production subsidies were offe r e d to 
farmers who reduced the area under rice cultivation. Also, the 
severe restrictions on leasing agricultural land made at the time 
of the Land Reform were eased slightly, making it easier for some 
cultivators to give up agrlculture altogether. As a result of these 
policies, rice production fell from 12.7 million tons in 1970 to 12.3 
million tons in 1974 and, over the same period, the proportion of 
the total rice crop sold to the government fell from 53% to 48% 
(N~rinshO, 1975). Even ~o, these reductions were not enough to 
prevent ~le rice surplus growing further, let alone r e mo v e it 
tltogethe c . Since 1975, therefore, the government has attempte d 
<'l series o f rather more stringent measures, which includ0. the 
establishment of gentan quotas, specifying precisely t he amoup.t by 
which each farmer is expected to reduce rice productio n. 
This brief outline of government policy towards agriculture 
since 1945 illustrates the conflict of interests betwe e n allowing 
the transEer of labour to more efficient sectors of production, a nd 
holding b a ck sufficier.t agricultural labour to ma intai n levels of 
f ood production. On the une hand, policies which aimed to i mprove 
labour producti vi ty in agn.cul ture, such as promoting the introduction 
o f farm machinery, have If'd to the growth of a s urplus rural 
population. Also the failure to diversify crop production, r esu ltinq 
in the need to actually ~ut-back on rice cultivation has contributed 
to the formation of a surplus population after 1970. 
In contrast, the barl'iers imposed on the leasing of agricultur~J. 
land, the preservation of small. holdings, the high payment made 
for rice, and the desire of the government to preserve their share 
of the rural vote are all factors which tend to hold farmers to the 
land, and discourage rural out-nrl,gration. They may partly explain, 
for instance, why the number of farm households has hardly declined 
in relation to the number of people who have left ag~iculture. 
Compared to a reduction of more than half the agricultural labour 
force between 1960 and 1970, the number of farm households fell by 
only 18% in that time, from just over 6 million to just under 5 
million (Yuize, 1978) . Other reasons for this must also be explored, 
however, particularl y those relating to the demog raphic and social 
structures of rural p opulations. 
.' 1 , 
2 . 5 RURAL DEMOGRAPl lI C AND SOCIAl- STRUCTU RES 
The moveme n t ot young people f rom rural to II rl ',-m d r , ·,.s I t:I- , 
o c c u r red in Japa n throughout the whole of t h e t we n t i e t ll c e n tu r y , 
~ n d is not a phenome non associated only with the pos t-war pe n (lct . 
Be tween 1920 and 1940 there was an average annual population g rowth 
rate of 1.2%, and the total population increased from 56 mil l Lon to 
7 3 million. Tbe number of people engaged in agriculture r emajne d 
f ai rly constant, howe ve~, at around 14 mil lion, a nd the numb e r of 
( ~ rm households a l s c main~ained a steady level, around 5 . S mil lio n. 
In other words, since rates of natural popul a tion i ncr e a s l' te n r!(~ ct t o 
t ,e higher in rural t h a n in urban areas, a 'nat.ured' popul a ti o n 
' urplus wa s formed .i.. 11 tht:: rural area, wh ich b e c ame the ba::. Ls - u r a 
,., t e ady rural e xodus of y oung people, a verag in g a b o u t 300 , 000 lJ C I' Y ' ;1 1 
(H ;;t s a mi, 19 73 ). 
One reason for t he for:nation of th is s u rpl u s i s t h i'l t J il F-"'c--. ne st::' 
rural society is based on a system of unitary rather than equa l farm 
inheritance. The inheritor (at~tsugi) is gen e rally the eldes t s o r. 
who , in an extended family system, shares a ccommodation in the 
f a rmhouse with his parents, his marital partner and his own c h i ldre n. 
Once he has married, there is no longer any room for his sib1 i ngs to 
continue living in t h e same household, and they move away to s eek 
an alternative plaCE: of residence. Occasi onally, younger sons were 
granted the right t o establish a branch household (bunke) on d piece 
of land which formerly belonged to the main household (honke). This 
---
only occurred, however, if sub-division of the original holding 
did not have a substantially detrimental effect on the well-being of 
the main household. Since most land hold i llqs were extremely small, 
the establishment of a bunke tended to be t oe e x cep t i on Ta rO l" 
than the rule (Smi tl', or., 1959). 
Qaughters, part ~cularly first-born daughte r s , wer 0 ftc' Il 
an le to remain in the rural area by becomin g t h e wife 0 r a n H1! :E: r .l tOl 
in another household . Similarly, it was a commo n pract ice f or you nq c r 
sons to be 'adopted' by families with no children of th i r mom. o r 
into families with no male children. Often, a dopt ion would GC. ur whe n 
younger sons had already reached adulthood. In s uch c es tb. : ' Uopl l'd ' 
s on would marry the eldest daughter and, i n a matri local a r ra r.o e m n t , 
the husband would adopt hi~ wife's family n ame a nd a ssume the !.los itiOl 
o f atotsugi in that h outiehold. Younge r s on s dnd daught0r~> W , l ,:) ,Ed no l 
f i nd a position in o ther farm households usua l l y had no opt ~on but 
to leave the local rural area altogether. In t h e i mmed1.ate !? Yf ' -wi)r 
years, most left to becom.3 wage earners i n t h e r a pidly g r o winll 
cities (Hasami, 197 3) . 
After World War II, the Occupation authorities initiated a ma j os. 
revision of the Japanese civil cpnstitution. In January, 1948 , a 
new Civil Code was promulgated in the National Diet which dras ti c a lly 
altered the traditional family and inheritance systems. The f unda-
mental principle behind the revision was expressed in Article 1 3 
of the new Code: 
All of the people shall be respected as individual s , 
and their right to life, liberty, and the pursuit 
of happiness .shall, within the limits of public 
welfare, be the supreme consideration in legislation 
and government affairs. 
' . 
Following th is p rinclpl e , laws o f s u c ces s i o n o f prop(' r t" \.J 0rf~ 
', ,)mpletely r e vised ;' n an attempt t o e ll s ure e q ual t::il t hpr tl l d ll III ' l t-a r y 
inheritance. Th e n eY-i l aw s tipulated t h a t o ne- t h i rd (~ r til(" 
\... ; t-ate should pas s to the widow and the r ema i n i ng t Wu - t ll i J d ,: ", 
d .i vided equally be t ween the children. 
This new inher i tance system clearly posed a p r ob l e m f o r f r1r me u:; , 
h 0wever. Land holdings we:::-e already extre mely s ma ll a nd frdgnH 'n t t~d 
s (' that equal inheritance between childrel. was E' x trf' m0.ly dj : 1 1, ''I I t , 
I I not impossible, La p lan successful ly . Eve n i t' it- c o u l d I " , n r i <' , { 
o u t., the only effe c t ive consequence wo uld e t o m,lk L' J ,\P \ 1\ (" "" " • , ) I i , 
c u l t ure more ineff i c i e nt tl:an it alreany WilC; , ,llld t ll U :3 I " ,-, : (1 . 1 ,/ 
limited benefit to t he inheritors. In f act , t h e ne w e LV). C. ' l " did 
not actually prohiblt primogeniture inherita n ce , p r o v ide d the, r .11 
chi ldren are grown, and the consent of al l p a rtie s c o n e rne::J ) ~. 
obtained. The pra c tice of unitary inher i f'.ance has c onti n u ,rJ t il 
p ost-war years, there fore, c..lthough it is u ndertaken: 
with the uneasy conviction that circumstances 
are forcing ..• (farmers) to break one of the 
nation's laws (Beardsley, Hall, and Ward, 
1959; 237 ). 
In effect,the forma tion of a 'natural' rural surplus po pulatlon 
still occurred afte r 1945. The only substantial benefits rece ive d 
by 'non-inheritors' a s a result of the rev i sion of the Civil Code are, 
where circumstance s p ermit, that parents a ttempted to compensate them 
for the 'loss' of land rights, by paying f o r such things as a full-
education (Dore, 19 '12 ) . 
The increa s e d ' , )l.ume of th,e rural eX0dus after the war, pa rticula r l y 
in the 19605, may bL partly explained by ':.h e fact that the Slz e of the 
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'natural' surplus P(v 11 ' d t i o n was much larger than in pre-war years. 
Figur:e 2.5 shows c h " r. · ' · ,,; in the national birth a nd death r:ates j n 
Japan between 19 20 <1 1 ,d l ')'lO. Both rates dec] ined steadily throuqhout: 
the period and the ll U 1r.!J e r o f births each year remained consistently 
higher than the num} K'l t) f de aths . This r e s ulted in a na tural increase 
of population, averaq ';' liC) } 2 / '000 e ach year. The significant f ea t.ure 
is that Japan, in c o mmun wi th many other countries , experienced d 
so-called 'baby b oom' in t he i nunediate post-war years, whe n th0 n umber 
of b'ir.ths increase d I , 'm J O/ ' CX>O in the lat.e 1930s to more than 
33/' 000 in the year s '}47 to 1949. From figures presented in Table 
2.5 it can be seen t : ' (I ' high es t bi rth rates during this period tended 
, , !l 
to be found in ['u r" L .",'as . It. Wil S not until the mid lc)60s tha t· 
continued rural-urbdll ;l i.y r Cl Lion of young people brought dbouL tile yradudJ 
reversal of this si t l l c ' \On , so that birth rates in rural areas b e came 
less than in urban ;11 ,s . 1 t is therefore a ['gued that the pos t - war 
'baby boom' was con cp.I1' rcJ t:eu in the rural area and that, in conse-
quence to this, th e s.i . ~ <' o f the potential rural surplus popul ation wa s 
increased. 
Further evidence [rn' t h iS argument is provided in Figure 2.6 . 
Here population pyr i.11:, ; i ~ . are used to compare the age distribution of 
people living in ru rn d r eas (ch6-son municipalities) in 1955 with the 
age distribution of " '} i',J, f; ' S urban popul a tion in that year. If the 
relative age distrihut ' ''ns o f people living in rural and urban a reas 
were the same, t hen ~., :h ffe r e nc e s would be evident in the population 
pyramids. However, j T . ~d n ho s e e n, for instance, that there are 
relatively fewer peof ": 1 I I t .he ' b aby b oom' parent generation (that is, 
people aged between ll. ,: 1d 49 years) living in rural than in urban 
areas. Despite th i s '1, tne r e 1. S a considerabl e predominance of 
children aged between 5 and 14 years, living i n rural ,'\rei'lS , IT;,Jl lY of 
whom would have been born during the 'baby boom'. On L'cac:hing ,1(Ju] t -
hood in the mid 1960s or s o the 'non-inherl.tors I with i. n r.hi s clLj C' 
group must have contributed significantly to the ,i ncre ilsed s i 7.l' o f t he 
rural exodus at that time. 
Unlike rural-urban migration in the pre-war period, when t he 
exodus of young people had the effect of maintaining v illage f.h!pul,.l -
tions at a constant l evel, the post-war rural exodus wa s so Id )'(l ' 
that it brought about 2 decline in the numbe r of people living In 
rural areas. This clearly suggests tha t, in addi t ion to the r <' llIOV,'l J l,r 
t he I natural' surplus population, large numbers of • inlll'ri ~:ur '~' 
also joined the movement tt"'l the cities. In fact, i.t was noted ,", .' 
early as 1960 that the number of atotsugi involved in t he rur,l l xodus 
had reached 'landslide pr0portions'. (Namik i , 1960) . Actual 
evidence for this was provided by a survey carried out in 196 ~ , i n 
4,415 farm households distributed throughout Japan, which revei'l led 
that only 58.5% of households believed succession by atotsugi was 
assured and in only 14% of all households was the atots ugi presently 
employed in agriculture (Jinko Mondai Hangikai, 1974; 2 32). Such 
observations led to ~e conclusion that: 
Particular l y today, when the availability of 
well paid e mployment is great, the majority 
of sons prefer to leave for urban areas rather 
than to ' s ucceed' by farming. (Nakane, 1967; 7) 
Furthermore, Takeuc'r~ 1. has concluded: 
'. 
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. , tfuetl-ler the hei:r rernair..s in the village as a 
farmer ••• or emigrates to engage in non-agri-
cultural activities, and, in the case of 
emiqration, whether he returns to the village to 
succeed the farm household upon the retirement or 
death of his parents, are crucial factors in 
judging the demographic meaning of rural exodus 
(Takeuchi, 1974; 34) 
. ~ ....... 
Quite simply, the involvement o~ atotsugi in the rural exodus not 
only reflects a profound change in traditional rural social structure, 
but continued out-migration of inheritors must inevitably result in 
a decline in the number of farm households and even in eventual 
village abandonment. 
The Japanese system of primogeniture inheritance in which the 
eldest son is appointed atotsugi is closely linked to a number 
of deep-rooted, traditional ancestral beliefs, collectively referred 
to as the 'family system'. Although this evolved in Japan over a 
period of many centuries, it was not until the promulgation of the 
Meiji Civil Code in 1889 that .strict legal definitions were applied to 
the family system. Under this Code, the household head was vested 
with legal authority over other family members in all matters which 
related to the management, well-being, and future continuance of the 
household. The household head was held responsible for the management 
of the household economy, farm operations, and any other family busi-
ness concern, and he was given autocratic authority over the affairs 
of individual family members, particularly with regard to choice of 
marriage partner, choice of occupation, and choice of domicile. His 
primary concern, howeve r, was to ensure that t h e household wa s pussed 
o n intact, with undlminished resources and reputation, to futu n :' 
generations. In this respect, the hou~ehold (ie), whi c h j ncOrI'O r ~lt ~s 
not, only the house itself and the adjoining land, but also all 
family property, family members, and family responsibilities and 
obligations, \'las considerecl to be the present manifestation of a long 
ancestral tradition. Actual ownership of the property belonged 1: 0 dC ild 
a ncestors and unborn descendants, .as well as to present family rne rnbcrs . 
The duty of the family head was therefore to e nsure continuanu) of th (~ 
household tradition, not only by careful a nd propc,r managem~ll t of 
e xisting family affairs, but also by e nsuring the re was n suit i'J tJl(~ 
successor to take ove r these responsibilities (Nakane, 196 7) . 
The eldest son, as atotsugi, was both morally a nd l ega11 
bound to take over the duties of household head when his turn a rose . 
In the moral sense, since it was recognized that the head of t.rl €' house-' 
hold represented the interests of the ie and, therefore, the family 
ancestors, it was fe l t that: 
obstruction to his wishes because of considerations 
of personal happiness (was) a violation of filial 
piety toward the ancestors, which, according to 
Confucian e thiCS, is the supreme crime. (Steiner, 
1950; 177 . i 
Legal authoriza tlon was provided by Article 749 of the Meiji 
Civil Code, which stipulated that: 
The mernber~ o f a house may not f,ix their place of 
residence ~gainst the will of t he head of the house. 
I, '/ 
1 1 d first son eho s." ' ,) leave his home, and s o forego the responsibility 
ot: being atotsugi, AII_icle 749 further derY'eed that the houset,('Jl d 
tt': a j could exclude [' n , from the house, an'J 'rlas 1: t~ 1e ased from ,) ! ' v dutv 
to support him (Steiner , 1950). In a s ocie t y whe r e so milc h 0.mph ilSi s 
Wil S placed on the famil y system, and th e mut.u a l s upport it p r o v l dAd 
for family members, this was indeed a powerful threat. 
The revised Civi l Code of 1948 removed all these l e g a ; r estrai nts 
on the freedom of choice of the individual. However, i t could do 
nothing to alter the moral responsibilities felt by atotsugi which 
still remained deeply ingrained in their social consciousness . Thi s 
provides another reason why the attempt to introduce equa l i nher i tance 
after the war faile d since the duties o f the head of the house a r e 
generally regarded a s ind1visible (Nakane, 1967). A surve y under-
taken in Miyama-cho, in Kyoto prefecture, in 19 70 conclude d thnt most 
utotsugi living there sti.ll wished to a ccept t he i e lcgLlt;y frulil t hL'lr 
ancestors, and also drew att.ention to their bel ief that househ 01d 
succession remains a crucJ.al element of this legacy (Ota and I no ue , 
1971). On the other hand, many of the atotsugi who were interv iewed , 
pointed out that they expected to leave the i r homes in the future , 
.-' 
at least for a short while, in order to secure a better income tha n 
that offered by agriculture. In relation to this, they felt t h a t the 
relative decline of agriculture since 1955 meant that the rol e of 
atotsugi as someone who should carry on the family business I j .e. 
farming) is no longer considered paramount. Rather, moral respons-
ibilities, including the · worship of ancesto rs, tending the gra ve s of 
forefathers, and care for the well-being o f family members are now 
the dominant considera~ions (ibid., 90). The desire to rema in nea r 
the ancestral home has also been noted by Oshima (1972; 30) i n 
cases where adverse circumstances have forc ed households to mo ve their 
plac e of residence. He found that migrat ion distance tends to be 
o:" ly as f ar as the nearest suitable environment an d , i f p os sible , 
within 'grave distance'. By this he r e fer s to the di stance from 
which it i s possib le to return , to the ances t ral home at r egulnr 
intervals in order to clean and repair family graves a nd tomb s tones . 
Although atotsugi are no longer l e gally bound t o s t a y i n t h e i r 
parental homes, it i s clear that many still feel under a strong 
moral obligation to do so. Areas where agricultural productiv ity leve l s 
are high seem particularly able to maintain the tra d it ional pat t e r n 
of male primogeniture inheritance (Jink5 Mondai Ha n gi k :1i , I. Q'1 4; ? 1? ) 
If this is the case , a reason must be found to e xpla in why s uch h i g h 
proportions of atotsugi have joined the post-wa r rura l e xod \l ~ . 
The simple ans't/er appears to be that life expecta nc y has i n-
creased to such an extent in post-war years that atotsugi h a v e a 
much longer time to wait before their parents wish to r e linquish t he 
responsibilities of headshi p of the household. The average l e n g th 
of married life, f o r instan~e, has doubled since 1940, from 22 
,-' 
years to 44 years i n 1972 (Jink5 Mondai Hangikai, 1974; 116). 
Whereas before the war the three generation extended family ma y have 
co-existed for thre e or four years before the headship was passed 
down after the death of one, or both, parents a first son may now h a v e 
to wait up to twenty years after he marries before becoming h o u s ehold 
head. Apart from t.he obvious pressures this is likely to create with i n 
the family, mechani z ation of agriculture in post-war years has meant 
that atotsugi are n o t even required to work full-time on farm 
operations. Faced with this prospect of long term redundancy , many 
atotsugi wish to lea ve their parental homes, hoping perhaps ~ o return 
to the farm when th~ time comes to take o ver the family headship 
(Smith, R., 1978) . ~h i s wil l itself crea t e di f fi c ulties i f t hey h a ve 
to relinquish secure employment in the cities, or if they h a v (' to 
disrupt their chiluren's education in order to move ba ck. Not 
only this, but many ,?totsugi will have lost, or n ever cv~n <.J iJ .i II C O, 
an adequate knowledge of agricultural techniques. If, therefo r~ , 
atotsugi <.10 not return, the decline in the number of f a rm hOll s u llu J d ~; 
will inevitably con t inue in years to come. 
2.6 INCOME DIFFERENTIALS AND PART-TIME FARMING 
The existence o f an agricultural surplus popula tion in t ll (, 
rural area, and inc reased opportunities for non-agricul t ura l e mpl o y -
ment in urban areas in thP. post-war period a r e factors whi c h II 01 V l ' 
undeniably promoted the rural exodus but which, by the mselve s , do not 
fully explain such a strong desire in people to move from agri c ultural 
villages to the cities. 
In his 7th 'la w' of migration, Ravenstein states that: 
Bad or oppressive laws, heavy taxation, an 
unattractive climate, uncongenial social surround-
ings, and even compulpion all have produced, and 
are still producing currents of migration but non~ 
of these can compare in volume with that which 
arises from the desire inherent in most men to 
better themselves in material respects. (Ravenste in, 
1889 i 286 ). 
More specifically, Minami concludes that the propensity to migrate 
, r ' 
in Japan increased with the relative rise in wages in non-agricultural 
industries compared to those in agriculture and that, in part icular, 
the increased outflow of the agricultural population in the post-war 
period is related t o the increase in ecor.omic activi ty in nOl'l-agricultura] 
industries and to the rise in real wage rdte in those industl .ies 
(Minami, 1967). Similarly, Tachi concludes that migration streams 
in the period 1955 to 1960 were a movement to balance the distri-
bution of population against the regional distribution of income 
(Tachi, 1963)". More recently, it has been shown that in regions 
where non-agricultural employment opportunities are limited, the 
main cause of the rural exodus is the relatively low level of 
agricultural income (Takeuchi, 1976). 
All these studies firmly suggest that the prime motivation 
for people to move from rural to urban areas in post-war Japan was 
the simple fact that income levels in the secondary and tertiary 
sectors were much better than in agriculture. In the years from 
1953 to 1961, for example, it is estimated that income per man hour 
labour input in agriculture was only between 34% and 40% that of 
income levels in non-agricultural industries (Yuize, 1964). Even 
by 1968, when labour productivity levels in agriculture were 
increasing by an average 7% a year due to the · introduction of cost 
saving machinery, agricultural labour productivity levels were still 
only 35% of those in manufacturing indust~ies,and average income 
levels only 50% of those in .manufacturing (Misawa, 1971). 
The desire in post-war years for farmers to 'better themselves' 
marks a significant contrast with attitudes prevalent in the pre-
war period. Then, the emphasis was on self-sufficiency, economy, 
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and frugality, and notions of bettering oneself in material respects 
were considered to represent a dubious moral philosophy (Hasami, 1973). 
Ideological reform, and the removal of many former economic and social 
restrictions during the years of Allied occupation played a major 
role in changing such attitudes, however. Now, frugality is no longer 
considered as a virtue, but is regarded a~ a s ign of social i nfe r -
iority (Sum, 1977; 16). Evidence for th is is provided by the numbe r 
of c~:msumer durable and luxury items with have flowed into th r; r ural 
area. In 1975, 98% of farm households owned a washing ma chin e , 97% 
owned a refrigerator, and 56\ owned a private car (ibid.). 
The strange feature about these figures is that in all t hree 
cases, rates of ownershi~ were higher than in non-farm house ho lds . 
I-Jo w is this explained when income levels i n agr i cultu re arc so mil c h 
lower than in non-agricultural industries? The simple a nswer i s 
that a change of occupatjon does not necessa rily involve a r es i de n t!'ll 
shift, and that work in non-agricultural a c t iv i t.ies m.IY be ac t u., ll y 
combined with agriculture. In fact, the tendency for f a rmers to 
engage in side occupations in order to rai se inc ome l e v e l s i s b y 
no means a new phenomenon in Japan. Even during the Tokugaw.l e r a 
(l6~-1868), large numbers of farmers r e lied on small, cottag e 
industry type employment to supplement the ir incomes during t h e 
agricultural slack season (Smith, T., 1959). Conversely, many village 
craftsmen _ and tra desmen maintained small plots of cultivated land 
to grow just sufficient food for themselves, and were thus re ferred 
to as 'farmers'. 
By 1950, there fore, only 50% of farm households we re engaged 
in full time agricul tural production (sengyo nogyo). Ot the remainder, 
28.4% held side oc. c up ations, but gained most of their income f rom 
agriculture (Type I kengy6 nogyo), whilst 21.6% also engaged in both 
agriculture and s idp o ccupations, but received most of thei r i ncome 
from non-agri cultural a ctivities (Type II kengyo nogyo) (Jin ko 
Mondai Hangikai , ;'~ 74 ; 223). Since thpn, there has been a s teady 
trend for more faT.w"o> t ·.) t ake up side emp l oyment, particula r 1 y in 
. , . 
occupations which provide a greater income than a gr i c ulture . Us ua l ly , 
this means taking a f ull-time salaried job in the ma nufa cturi ng o r 
service sector, and farming only at weekends. Thus, in 1960, t he 
number of farms engaged full-time in agriculture h a d fal len to 
34.3%, and to only 12.4% by 1975. The proportion o f type II ke ngyo nogyo 
households on the other hand, where agriculture is subsidiary to non-
agricultural employment, rose to 32.1% in 1960, and to 62.1% i n 1975 
(Table 2.6). 
The rapid trend towards type II kengyo nogyo afte r 1950 ha d a 
dramatic effect on averagA farm household income l e vels. In 197] 
about the same time that ~~is form of part-time farming first 
accounted for more than 50% of all farm households, average fa rm 
incomes actually exceeded average income levels in non-agri cul t ura l 
households. By 19 76, an:1ual disposable income per member of fa rm 
households stood at ¥849,OOO, compared to ¥756,OOO in non-a g ri c ultural 
households (Yuize, 1978). In relation to this, it is worth noting 
that since 1970 agricultural pr.oduction has accounted for, o n 
average, only 36% of total farm household income (ibid.). 
Clearly, existe nce of inter-sectoral wage differential s has 
resulted in an occ u pational shift away from agriculture, bu t t his h a s 
not necessarily been a ccompanied by changes of residence. I t may 
be argued, therefo re , that the increased use of farm machinery in 
the late 19608, and the subsequent fall in agricultural labo\l r 
requirement, merely e nabled farmers to take on full-time salaried 
employment and undertake farm operations only in the eveninqs or at 
weekends, or simply l eave these tasks to their wives and othe r 
family members. 1, .,er i e s of studies made in the Kosei r e gion o f 
Table 2.6: Ratio of full-time (sengy6) to part-time (kcll<)yo ) f.:lrm 
households, 1950-1975 
Part-time (ken9::to) 
Total farm Full-time Type I Type II 
Ye a r households (sengy6) Total kengyo ke ngy? 
1950 100.0 50.0 50.0 28.4 21.6 
19 55 100.0 34.9 6 5.1 37.6 27 . 5 
1 <)(,0 100.0 34.3 GS .7 33. 7 32 . 0 
196 5 100.0 21.5 78. 5 36 .8 4 J • El 
l 'nO 100.0 15.6 84 .4 33 .7 50 . 7 
197 5 100.0 J2.4 07.6 [25 . 5 62 . 1 
n.b. Type I kengyo represents part-time farm hous eholds where 
agriculture is the main activity 
Type II kengy6 represents part-time farm households where 
non-agricultural employm~nt forms the main activity. 
Source: Bureau of Statistics, 1977, Japan Statistical Yearbook 
f, l , 
Shiga prefecture, for instance, where non-agricultural e mploymen t 
opportunities are generally readily accessible, concludes that most 
farmers, and their successors, prefer to remain in the i r ances1: r al 
homes (Kyoto Daigaku Jinbun Chiri KenkyD.- j o, 1975). ThU b , 
much o f the rural surplus population created by agricultura l mocha n-
izatioll and rice reduction policies, for example, may be re- absorbed 
within the rural area so long as alternative, non-agricultural employ-
ment i s available. 
11' a study of three l-ural settlement :o; in Hyogo prefe cture , 
Palmer has similarly concluded that the availability of part-time 
non-agricultural employment: was "the decisive factor i n r etaining t h e 
population" (Palmer, 197ai 28). Moreover, she suggests that. if more 
s uch employment opportunities were available in the villages they 
would be very likely to attract people who had previously miqrated 
to the cities back to the rural area. This is known as the 'U-turn' 
Phenomenon in Japan. and is a subject which has attracted cons iderable 
...... 
interest in the 19705, during the period of apparent slowing down of 
the rural exodus. 
A number of factors have been proposed to explain this pheno-
menon. First, it may be noted that the period in the early 19705 when 
average farm househcld incomes began to exceed income levels in non-
agricul tural househr) lds coincides with the time when the volume 
of internal migration in Japan reached its peak, and subsequently 
began to fall. At t.ne same time, the 'oil shocks' of 1973, followed 
by a period of rece s si on in the Japanese economy, brought an e nd 
to the situation of ~ e vere labour shortage in manufacturing and 
service industr ies', the Tokaido region. Unemployment leve ls in 
these sectors begaJl · 0 r ise , and in 1975 reached their high ,,: ;+: point 
for 16 years (Smith, R., 1978; 117). No longer did personnel officers 
need to be sent into the rural area by their companies to see k 
and recruit employees (Palmer, 1979; 3). 
(i (j 
In addition, people began to grow more acutely awa r e o f t h 0. s oci i'l l 
and economic disadvantages associated with life in the metropo li t a n 
cities. In particular, problems such as overcrowding, the high cost o f 
accommodation, high l e vels of pollution, traffic conges t ion, a nd t he 
necessi t y for long daily journeys ,to work we r e highlighted at. Lh is 
time (Jinko Mondai Hangikai, 1974). Furthermore , the cost o f H v i n g 
in Tokyo and Osaka was found to be generally much higher than elsewh e r e . 
In 1974, for instance , the estimated ave rage monthly expe ndi t u re p e r 
household in Tokyo was Y156,OOO, about 25% g reate r than i n ci.t i e s i n 
Kyushu or Shikoku where expenditure levels ran ged between Y1 20,OOO 
and Y135,OOO per month (Surifu T5keikyoku, 1977). 
Whilst jobs became harder to find in the metropolitan centres . 
and the social environment and cost of living steadily worsene d, 
efforts were being made in the rural area to increase the numbe r of 
non-agricultural job opportunities and to improve local social i nfra -
structures. In 1970, the Emergency Measures Law for Severely De -
populating Rural Areas provided for a total of Y72.5 billion t o be 
spent over the follow i ng ten years to improve local transport ne tworks, 
medical facilitie s, schools and other service s in areaE' which ha d been 
most severely affected by the rural exodus (Kaso Hakusho, 1975) . 
Just over 20% of th i ~ budget was allocated to promoting indus t ry and 
employment opportun ) t __ ~ es in these areas, and this was followe d in 
1972 by the Industrl a : Relocation Promotion Act which -encouraged 
fIrms to relo c a t e i! ' .~ s i gnated reception areas by offering i nducements 
such as loans, subsidi e s, and tax exemptions . Mainly designed to 
r e lieve pressure on congested metropolitan regions, this l aw did 
succeed in opening up 84,000 hectares of industrial land b e twee n ] 0 7 3 
and 1975 in rural areas scattered over various parts of the country 
(Murata,1980) . 
The ability of manufacturing enterprises e stablished in t he rura l 
area during the 19705 t o absorb the surplus a gricultural popuL 1U .o n 
has been called to question, however (Palmer, 197<); ~~). Mc.lIlY 
firms which relocate d in designated reception areas brought t h ei r 
most skilled, and ma nagerial staff with the m, leaving only th e l ow 
p a id, low satisfactio n jobs to be fillec! by local worker s . As <.l 
result, people with Lnitiative and ambition continued to o ut-migrate to 
seek better opportunities. Nevertheless, there can be no doub t that 
in some rural areas at least, the number of non-agricultural job 
opportunities increased in the 1970s so that an occupational s h ift 
away from agriculture no lunger required a residential shift a wcty 
from the rural area. 
2.7 CONCLUSIONS 
The intE'r-relati cns between 'push' and 'pull' factors whj ch 
brought about the pos t-war rural exodus in Japan are highly complex. 
In simplest terms: hi.:;h economic growth in the 1950s and 1960s , a nd 
the intense concentrat ion of new industry in the Tokaino region resulted 
in severe shortages o f labour there until the 19705. At the same 
time, a policy of agr i cultural rationalization resulted in incre ased 
productivity levels, 3nd the formation of a considerable labour 
surplus in the rural. ·~ rea. The relatively high level of wages 
offered in secondary a nd tertiary industr i e s a ttracted people t o give 
up agriculture, to leave their rural homes, and to go to live in 
the metropolitan districts surrounding Tokyo and Osaka. 
Within this simple, normative explanation, however, is a whole 
range of othe~ factors relating to traditional social structures, 
demography, the inconsistencies of government policy, and the 
ability of people to change occupation without moving residence 
which clo~d and confuse the issue. Some factors, like the rice 
growing reduction policies in the 1970s, the demographic effects of 
the 'baby boom', and so on, may have stimulated out-migration 
from rural areas whilst the growth of part-time farming, attitudes 
concerning farm inheritence, and the reluctance to give up ownership 
of small, fragmented parcels of profitable rice growing land may 
have retarded the process. It is the relative strength of these 
individual factors which probably ultimately determine variations in 
the size and direction of the rural exodus, but the .problem is even 
more confused by the fact that many of them are influenced by 
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spatial variations within the rural area. The effect of reductions in 
rice quotas, for instance, is likely to be felt differently in an area 
with high rice productivity to an area with low productivity. Similarly, 
the number of opportunities for part time non-agricultural employment 
will be much greater in rural areas which adjoin the metropolitan 
districts than in isolated communities in the peripheral regions of 
Japan. 
The fact that spatial variations exist in the circumstances of 
different rural communities is the most likely explanation for the 
differences in rural out-migration rates which exist in the non-
metropolitan area, outlined in the opening sections of this chapter. 
A detailed unders ti-md lllg of the reasons for the ruri11 0xodus C,lIl l1 o t 
b! ' achieved, thereforp, without a close study of cnv j rOl\mcnta] (Ij ffer -
ences within the rural area , and the effects the se helve on l uc, }1 u uL -
mi-]ration rates. 
t ' I 
CHAPTER 'l'HREE 
'KA SO Clll'J'AI' AI<C:A :.i lll' :i l':VI<I<I': lilJluil, 1J1<1'III ' lJl,A'I'1 (IN. 
3.1 INTRODUCTION 
On May 1st, 1970, the Japanese Government promulgated the 
Emergency Measures Law for Severely Depopulating Rural District~ 
This identified a total of 776 municipalities in Japan where rural 
out-migration had occurred to such an extent that severe social a nd 
economic problems were created for the inhabitants l eft behind in 
those areas. The relative ageing of the residual populations b ecause 
of age selective out-migration of young people, for in s tance, mc~nt thQ~ 
increase d proportions of local government expenditure h ad to b e dire cted 
to the building and upkeep of public welfare and h ealth facilities. 
Also, the repuction in the numbe r of children of school-age required 
substantial rationalization of local schools and education systems. 
Yet, the very fact that population levels had fallen resulted in a 
decline in the local tax bases. This placed considerable 'pressure on 
local government authorities to actually curtail levels of public 
service expenditure, at a time when there was increased reliance and 
dependence on such services. 
Whilst the main aim of the Emergency Measures Law was to provide 
capital investment to improve the social infrastructures of 
these areas, it has also provided an ideal b a sis from which to study, 
in close detail, spatia l variation in rural depopulation rates in 
Japan. Furthermore, by focusing attention on areas of severe rural 
depopulation (kaso chitai), it is possible to highlight certain 
characteristics which are shared by these dis t ricts and which 
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differentiate them frOlll o rJI 'J T r llral ,'n~as . Thi s i II turn 1 edLl~~ t u a 
much clearer underst,mdin<] o f t il e f o r ces whi. c h Clivp ri s .; t o s pdt;"l 
variations in rural out-migration rates. 
This chapter first of all looks at the distribution of k aso 
chitai in Japan, and considers some of the qualitative explanations 
whir.h have been put forward to explain thi s distribution. Finding 
these explanations either unsatis factory, o r inadequa te , a r ather 
more systematic approach i s adopted whe rehy " nllmber of c hrlTilcterj st. j c 
features common to ma ny, if not all areas of seve re depopulation are 
recognized. These may be summarized unde r the h eadings: poor 
accessibility, poor a gricultura l enviro nme n t , a nd poor climate . Each 
of these features is then considered in turn , noting the possible 
extent of variation a cross the whole rura l area, a nd the like ly 
effects that different condi t.i o ns hilve o n J I)ca I ruri'l l o llt- m; ql il t i on 
rates. 
j • 2 THE DISTRIBUTION OF KASO CIII'fAI 
The criteria b y which kaso chilai (an'as o f severe rura l 
depopulatio~) were defined in the 1970 Eme r gency Measures Law are : 
i) Rates of population decline over the five year inter-
censal period between 1960 and 1965 should be 10% or more. 
i1) The fiscal index; the ratio of e xpe cted income from local 
taxes to estimated local government expenditure, should 
be 40% or less during the 1968 f isca l year. 
The Law further stipulated that the n umber of kaso chitai 
should be reviewed according to the result s of each successive five 
year population Census , with an appropriate change in the ye~r for 
which the fis ca l inde x is calculated. Th is is to say, whilst the 
number of kas o chita~L, wo u ld not be reduced if s ubsequent declin e 
'/ I 
rates of less than 10% were recorded, municipalities which showed a 
rate of decline greater than 10% in either of the periods 1965 to 1970, 
and 1970 to 1975 would be able to achieve kaso chitai status provided 
they also met the fiscal index requirement. This stipulation did not 
extend beyond the 1975 Census since the investment plans outlined 
in the Law were scheduled to terminate in 1979 (Kaso Hakusho, 1975). 
The 1965 population Census revealed that out of a total number of 
3375 municipalities, 2574 (76%) lost population over the previous five 
year period. Of these, 897 (26% of the total) suffered decline rates 
of greater than 10% but, since 121 municipalities failed to meet the 
fiscal index requirement, only 776 (23%) ~ere declared kaso chitai 
when the Emergency Measures Law first came into effect (Takeuchi; 1974) . 
Following the publication of the results of the 1970 Population Census, 
in April 1971, a further 274 municipalities were given kaso chitai 
status, making a new total of 1050. The subsequent amalgamation, or 
consolidation into larger administrative units of several of these 
municipalities brought about a slight fall in this total, to stand 
at 1044 in May 1975. Then, after the 1975 Population Census results 
became known, the figure rose again ,to reach a final total of 1093 
(Kaso Hakusho, 1977). 
All of these municipalities have experienced population decline 
rates equal to, or greater than 10% during at least one inter-censal 
period between 1960 and 1975. They represent just over 34% of the total 
number of municipalities in Japan; they were inhabited in 1975 by 
7.6% of the total population; and they cover 44.1 % of the total land 
area. 
Figure 3.1 shows the distribution of the 1093 kaso chitai. Despite 
the fact that they are found in all but two of the 47 prefectures 
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T.l ble 3 . 1: Dist r ibut.Jon of kaso muni c ipa li t ies by region, LC) T / 
No . of No . of kaso % which a re k a s o 
RI ~ gion mun i c ipalities muni cipalities municipali ti es 
Hok kaido 2 1 2 149 70 .3 
To h oku 518 166 32 . 0 
K" nto 647 102 15.8 
']', ,'(ai 332 ' 44 D.l 
Hdkuriku 111 , 20 18. 0 
KLnki 327 53 16 . 2 
ClIugoku 319 162 'lO . O 
S hikok u 216 111 5 ] . 4 
Kyush u 521 286 54.9 
Japan 32 0 3 1093 34. 1 
Sour ce: Kaso Hakusho , 1977; 3 
in Japan, Osaka-fu and Kanagawa-ken are the exceptions, a considerable 
degree of spatial concentration is evident. A regional breakdown of 
figures presented in Table 3.1 shows that in Hokkaido, the northernmost 
island, Chugoku~ Kyushu, and Shikoku, in southwest Japan, more than 
50% of municipalities are designated kaso chitai. Areas of severe 
rural depopulation in the Tohoku region, in north-east Japan, represent 
32% of all municipalities there, whilst in the rest of the country, 
in the central regions between Tokyo and Osaka, the figure does not 
. exceed 18% (Kaso Hakusho, 1977). 
Before attempting an explanation of these variations in the distri-
bution of kaso chitai, it is necessary to make clear the distinction 
between rural depopulation and rural out-migration. Rural depopulation, 
on which the definition of kaso chitai is based, takes account of natural 
population loss due to an excess of deaths over births as well as 
population loss through net out-migration. If out-migration is age 
selective and principally .involves young people, the inevitable 
consequence is an ageing of residual populations so that ultimately, 
natural population loss will also occur. Over the rural area :as a 
whole, the number of births has consistently been greater than the 
number of deaths during the period under consideration, but it is notice-
able that in some kaso chitai a small degree of natural population loss 
has been apparent since the early 1970s or so (Jink~ Mondai Hangikai; 
1974; Prefectural Yearbooks). A suitable compilation of the relevant 
figures is unfortunately not available, but it does appear from results 
published in various prefectural yearbooks that in municipalities where 
natural population loss has occurred, the loss is not nearly as great 
as that resulting from out-migration. In other words, by 1975 the 
significance of natural population loss was still slight compared 
to the effect of net out-migration in producing high rates of rural 
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depop uli1t ion in !cas o ~l)i~ai . Thus , t h e di stribution of a r pas of ,'C'NPre 
rura drpopulation c a n hf' taken as more or less syno nymo us with " lIe 
dis t. : ibution of area s wh j ch e xperie nced th e J:ighest r a t es of r u r , \J 
out-rniqration in the period 1960 to 1975. This is also the vie w 
impl i c i t ly taken in the annual White Paper on Severely Depopulating Rura l 
Dis t r icts (Kaso Hakusho) . 
In some regions, s uch as Hokkaido, explanations of t he hiqh con-
cen t r a t i on of kaso chitai can be related to specific loca l e v e n t s . 
Here , d e population is at tributed to a substantial dec l i ne of ;lgr i c lil t urrt l 
production in recent years and, in particular, to the decl ine of the 
regj r:m I s coal mining industry since the mid ] 960 s (Kaso Ha kus h o , 1.9 7 5 ; 
8). I t is reported that of the 138 kaso ch it.<:.:i~ in lIokkai.do i ll 1.' 1 /0; 
68, r epresenting just under half the total number , s u ffered d e population 
as .1 direct consequenc e .-)f mi n e closures after 19G5 (as hima , 19r: ; ?I\). 
Attempts to explai n why rural depopulation is genera lly more wide-
spread i n south west Japan than in the equally remote agricultural 
r egion o f Tohoku, in north east Japan, tend t o e mphas i se .::t pparcll t" 
qua li.tative difference s in the social and economic backgrounds of the t wo 
areas. Imai, for insta nce, suggests that farmers in south west Japan 
are more commercially o riented than those in Tohoku, and that a s soon 
a s agric ulture failed to return suitable profits they migrated to seek 
better opportunities. Farmers in Tohoku, on the other hand, are believe d 
to hold a stronger att achment to their ancestral lands a nd are therefore 
more reluctant to move , e ven when agricul t ural operations fail (Imai, 
1968; 1 1-12). It i s a lso a r gued that Tohoku f a rmers can continue to make 
a livi ng by dekase gi , ~r s e asonal migratio n . I n an area whe r e the climate 
i s too r.old to allow ~ " ) ~' ~ to be grown i n wi n t e r, farmers h a v e traditionally 
left t h e I. r homes for up to six months each year to work ,i.n facto rj E' S or 
on C C) OISt'. 'uction projects . Continued reliance on this system is h p ld to 
be t ile: ma in factor acco unting for comparatively low rates of out -
migr l t:. i on in the Tohoku region (Takeuchi, 1974). 
Whi 1st it is true that the highest j ncide nce of df~,k-"lf~_e,('ti. oc 'II r s in 
the 'J'o ho ku region, wher e 78% of agricultural settlements have at least 
one 'arm household reliant on seasonal migration, t hi s argume nt S0ems to 
ignore the fact that dekasegi commonly occurs in other parts of ,Ja pa n, 
and ~n s o uth west J apan in p articular. The compara bl e r ate for southern 
Kyushu 1n 1975, for i nstance , was 69% of all agriclllt u n tl sC't. tl cml' nt' s 
(N!.>qy ") ~ hl'r.<lkll Kr.mkynk,l i, I q 77; 17 1) . Tn "ny (' '' ~0 , wlti I ~~ I r1"kol ~;"qi 
may b e the preferred syst.em in s ome parts of J apan, t h e (jene ra 1 t r nd 
towards p art-time farming should not be forgotten since this has d 
similn r e ffect of r e tardin g rates of population outflow. I n fac t , a ft e r 
1970 o r s o, the trend has been for a s hift in (~mph asis .1W;)y fr. o m :"; C!<l f;on .-Il 
migration towards salaried employment (i.e. part t i me farming) in local 
facto rie s and offices , even in are~s where the dekasegi tradition is 
strong . The mechanisation of agriculture, the gradual dispersal of 
indus t ry into the rural a rea, and improved local communications are all 
cited as playing a role i n th is r e spect (Kaj ii , 1976; 248 ). 
Atte mpts to explain the distribution of k aso chitai in terms of 
perceived qualitative differenc e s between reg ions seem g e nerally 
unsatisfactory, there fo re . Instead, a more systematic approach could b e 
adopted whereby the loea tional characteristi c s wh i ch distinguish kaso 
chitai are contrasted wi th the characteristics of rural areas which 
have not suffered sev e r e depopulation. In thi s respect, t he White Paper 
on Sever , ~ly Depop ulatinq Rura l Districts pro vitie s a n i.ndication of 
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whetlle r u r not kaso c tlit_di ;-, ':"e also el i qib.1 e for o thp.r forms o f fj n-
a nci , ll aid specified ~ n previ o u s government leqi s l d l"i o n. F~ur l~ws , 
passl ~d by the Japa n e s e Diet between 195 3 and 196 5 a r e <li ve n sppcj al 
attention: 
i) 
ii) 
Law 72, 1953: 
Law 73, 1962: 
iii) Law 88, 1962: 
iv) Law 64, 1965: 
" Law for the improvement of s mall island s " 
"La w for special countermeas ures fo r region s of 
h e a vy snowfall" 
"La w f or special measures for fi n a ncial aid 
f or the improvement of pub lic service faci li ti e s 
in remote districts" 
"La w for the promotion of mou n t a in villilq f~ s " 
Of the 1093 designated kaso chitil i in May 1')7 7, Wi . 7 ~ Wl'r<' 
also registe red as ' remote districts ', 61.6% as 'moun t a in vi llages ', 
37. 4% as areas suffering 'heavy snowfall', a nd 10.6% as ' s mall i s lands' 
(hanare shima). Onl y 8.3% of kaso chitai we r e not inc lude d in any 
of t-hese alternative categories. Of these , r o u gh ly t wo - t h irds are i n 
t .he isl,1nd of Kyu s hu, most] y in the i1h i'i nrlo ll( ~d c (); l1 f i" Ld d i s l r i c l. : ; ill 
the nort h west of the region (Kaso Hakusho, 1977). 
Fro m this lis t o f laws , three important variables can b~ 
i dentified where it a ppears t hat conditions range from good t o bad 
a cro sS the rural area. These are: 
II Accessibility ( ' Remote p laces' and ' small islands') 
ii ) Agricultural Env ironment ('Mountain Vi llages') 
iii) Climate ('Heavy Snow fa ll') 
In all three c ase s, i t appears that s e vere d epopulation arises 
when these conditi()n~ ,H e wo rst. Subsequen t di s c u ss i o n in this 
chapter therefore c. ! J "~ <~ r , t ri1t" E' S on a clos e r t: x ilmina t ion of t h ese 
7n 
'1 (J 
,'a riables, to check t h e validity and siqnificance of this 
~ uggested relationstl i.p . 
1.3 ACCESSIBILITY 
The definition of remote districts (he nchi) provlde d b y 
Clause 2 of the 1962 Law for special financial measure s for these 
areas states that they a r e: 
Mountain districts, small islands, and other 
out-of-t·. h f' -wa y f11i1c<?s whe n .. ' , cl u e to unf.lvollrdbl, ' 
natural, economic, a nd socia l condition s , a nd t o 
poor transport and communications facilitie s , 
living s t il ndards a re ma rk edly lower t.h i'ln e l sewhe r e' 
(Kaso lIakus l\o , 1<J7Si 150 ). 
In order to be e ligible for special aid , municipal autilorities 
had to show these conditions e xisted within their jurisdicti on , in 
one or more areas which were a t least five square kilometres in 
size and inhabited by at least 50 people. Because ' remote district' 
.... 
status was awarded to the whol~ municipa lity , however , and not just 
to the areas thus affected , it is not easy to draw an accurate 
oicture of the dis tribution of relative levels of accessibility using 
t his guideline alone. 
Even a cursory look at the topography of Japa n reveals the 
·:::onsiderable exten t . t o wh ich communicati o n between villages in 
Japan's rural a rea is like ly to be a problem. J apan is a mountainous 
country, and alth ough generally not v e r y high, the s urface is steep 
:md heavily dissec t.e d . 7 5 % of the land has a gradient steeper than 
15 degrees , and on lv j ust o ver 15% is b~ ] iev ed suitable for culti-
vation and h uma n ~.:· tlement (Tre wartha , 1')6'); 26 ) . Typical f eature s 
of thi s ter ra in . ~ r- s i nUOLl S , narro w, a nd o-o tcpp s jdecl valleys , only 
1.118 a. lluvi a l floor s of wh ich may be given over to ric l~ p r oduc t·.ion, 
J [ I'rovlde s ultabl r- land fen· hOll s inq. Althoug h t h l' 11I;lj lH 1' '' " ~ : V l· t '''; L! 
l. i n e s 0 f cornrnuni c ~i t i on thro ugh Japan' s i nterior arE:' a ll] e 1 0 I u llow 
the course s of l arge r valleys, and tunnel through any hiqh dividing 
?dSSeS, many smal ler valleys r e ma in impassable to mo torized trun s-
po rt. Thus , the commun ications network in Japa n assumes a dp ndr itic 
co rm, with the r esu lt that settlements located at the very edqe of 
t he system, such as v illages at the head of small valleys , are 
c o n s iderably more isolated than those nearer the centre. Only o n 
r e latively small areas of t he l owland plain can ~ y s t ('ms v0spmlJlinq 
,-1 central place lat.li ce, with multi-directiona l lines of conununi. -
ca t i on between r ural settleme nts , be observe d. 
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In 1960, it was es timated that only 45 % of J~pa n' s no n -
me tropolitan population lived i n l owla nci plnin s ('1'r pwarth il , 1 q() ' ) ; 130). 
This means more than hal f of the inhabitant s of rura l areas live d in 
the kind of mounta i n or upland region where problems of poor 
c ommunications are most likely . to arise , al though th e actual e xte nt 
t.o which these people can be said to live in r e mot e a reas r ea lly 
jep~ on the coverage and quality of the transport network in these 
d istricts. Rail tra nsport in Japan is largely r estric t ed to 
coastal routes, run ning along both the Japa n Sea and Pacific shores, 
connected by a series of transverse lines passing through breaks in 
~he .inland mounta in chain. Large tracts of l a nd in J apan' s inte rior, 
t here fore, are left without any rail s ervice , so it i s the roa d net-
work which plays the more vital role in t e r ms of local accessibility 
f or vill a qe s in mC.J1:) r . tain districts . The .'apaneseqovernment has 
heen particularl ; ' ': L' ) W in t h e prov isior..)f funds f o r bui lding and 
Tab ~ e 3 . 2 : Accessibility o f Ag ricultural Settleme nts 
No. of agricultural settlements where municipal roads are: 
Time required to No. of 
~ t r avel to nearest agricultural Complete ly Less than 50%- 80 % Mo re than 
D .LD. settlements unpaved 5% paved paved 80% paved 
% % % % % 
L~: s s t-h ar , 3u mins . 36 . 6 13 . It 22 . 3 17 . 3 47.0 
30 mins . - 1 hour 35.5 19.4 22 .3 15.4 42 . 9 
MQr2 than 1 hour 27 . 8 29.0 22 . 6 14.1 34 . 4 
Source: N~gyo Shuraku KenkyOkai, 1977; Nihon no Nogyo Shara~u p . 242 
\ 
ex: 
mc\lntalninq publi c ldq l1w ays , howl ~ ver , dlld i. 1l 1<)(>.1 'llily ()n r Illi n l u l' 
a~pllalt (Trewartha , J 965 ; 300). Even by 1975, one fift.h of 11 11 
agricultural settle me nts in Japan still had unsurfaced roads ( N~qyC5 
ShCraku KenkyOkai, 19 77; 241 ). 
Perhaps the most useful way to compare different levels of access -
ibility in agricultura l settlements is to consider them in terms of 
the time it normally takes to tra,:"el to the nearest Densely ]nhabited 
District. Table 3.2 shows how just under 37% of settlements are 
locat.ed wi thin 30 minutes journ e y time of the nearest uruun bU.I. 1 t. li p 
are i'l , whilst 27 . fl'i, a r e located more t han one h o ur d Wd y . }\] !;O , U 1!; 
cle a r that settleme nt s furthest away from urban iHE'i'lS tend t.o h nVf' th f' 
worst roads. 29% of se ttleme nts in this group have completely 
unsurfaced roads, whilst the figure is only 13% for settlements clos est 
to Densely Inhabited Districts. 
The problems associated with remote nes s , and poor road s Ild v e been 
highlighted in a study made by Adachi in Yas a ka-mura in ShimanE' 
prefecture (Adachi, 19 73). The village he surveyed was situated 7 km 
from the municipal offices and, since the r oad was not suitably p a v ed 
Ii ? 
not wide enough, there was no inter-connecting bus service. In fact, 
parts of the route were impassable even to cars. Thi s meant t h at 
services could not be delivered directly, and daily newspapers and mail , 
for instance, had to be collected from the next village , normally 
by children on the ir way home from school. Needl ess to say, the 
difficulty of t ransp or tinq bulky essential jLems such as propane gas 
cy l inders caused treme ndous problems, espec] a lly for old peopl~ . 
Similarly, e merg enc 'l ",'! rvices could n o t gai l , ready acce ss to the 
vi l ] ~ge centre a nd i ' . t or exampl e , a f~rF ~~ oke o ut, villages had 
~late~l A precipitous, unpaved 
track is the only route to a 
re mote mountain village community 
in Taga-cho, Sh iga prefecture. 
Plate 3 . 2 The pri mitive water 
su p ply for a fa rmh o use in Taga-cho . 
The pipe contains drinking wa ter, 
the bamboo shute dire c ts water f o r 
washing. ell W 
to hA left to t heir 0 W ll r esources . In a country where homes Rr~ 
bui l t principally of wU':'Jd , this danger is view! 'd c xtr<-'lIlt'ly 
se riously. 
Also affected by J,roblems of accessibi lity are thr' hundred s of 
s mall isla nd commun iti (~s , particularly in the Inl and Sea regi on 
a nd off the western coast of Kyushu. Most depe nd on f e rry servjces 
wit.h t he mainland f or access to non-agricultura l job opportunities 
and es sential services , although some larger i s lands like Futaqami, near 
Matsuyama, are linked Ly underwater cables wh ich carry 0.lcctric: i. t.y 
a nd t e lephone l ines (Graves , 1~7L). This pan ic ul. ;lr j S ILlllU i . 
served by a daily supply boat , but the nearest j unior h igh scll uo l :i s 
on Ll lIeiglllJouring i slCl JlLl , dnd childre n 11 ,:lv(' rn t:r<lvrl I n Mil l- ~; II lIIl'\, 
19 km away on the main l a nd, for senior high school education. WhU st 
then' is heavy out-miqration of young peopl e from F'uta<lami, the' 
island of Moro s hima in Wakayama prefecture ha H al r eady becom0 
completely abandoned (Oshima, 1972 ; 33). Th is is simply because 
conununications with the mainland~ and the provision of essential 
supplies, proved too d ifficult to maintain. In times of rough 
weather, for instance, the connecting ferry service often could not 
ope rate at all. 
A rather more general picture showing the inverse relationship 
between levels of service provision and the degree of remoteness 
is presented in Table 3.3. This clearly illustrates how the more 
inaccessible a gricul t1Jr.al settlements (1. e . t.hose located more than 
1 hours' journey time f rom a Densely I nhabi t.~d District) tend to be 
much further away fr 0 (,", medical facil i ties t:hiin t hose settlements which 
are located clnses t t ) urban built-up area ~. In fact , as many as 13% 
H ', 
Tdb l e 3 . 3 : Dista nce ',,<- Ilca rc!; t medica l fCl C i l. it.i l' ~ ; f r-o lJl 
a gric u ltm:dl s e tt l e me n Ls , 19 '/0 
Di stance t o near e st medica l f aci ) ity 
T ime r equi r e d to Less Mo r e 
t rav e l to nea r est t h a n t' h " n 
D , I .D. 1 km 1- 3 km 3- r, km r) - l O km 10 krn 
% % 'I, 'to '/, 
Le ss t h a n 30 minutes 18 . 2 41. ] 22 . 1\ 14 . 2 1\ • ] 
30 minutes - 1 hour 17 . ] 36 . 2 2 2 . () ] 5 . -1 8 . S 
Mo r e t han 1. h our 1 1.U :L ll . J :L 4. \ n . -1 l J . } 
All a gri cultu r a l 
s e t.tleme n t s 16 . 0 35 . 8 23 . I 16 . h 8 r' • .> 
Sou rce: N~gyO ShOra k u Ke nkyo.kai, 1977; Nihon no N<'5gyO Shtl r a ku, p. 246 . 
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o t' 'rpmote' settlem~' Tl ts are situa ted more than La km a way from the 
neil re ~, t medical fac i l i ty and , t a ken in conjunction with the fact that 
r oad s here tend to he mudl poor e r, this leads t o sev e r r. rr.o b Le ms ·i n 
Lillie ::, of me dical e lOer 'Je n c y. I L 1 5 lIuL unklluwn, I ' ll j 11 :..; 101111: ,-' , l. u l 
villaqers to have to be carried by their n e ighbours to t h f' n C'Fl r e s t 
doctor because the roa ds ar e impassable to cars (Ikegami, 1975 ; 28). 
The extent to which poo r a ccessibility, e s pecia lly to me d i c a l 
facilities, affects relative fee lings of well-being in rur~l Flrc n s is 
s hown in the result s o f a number of surveys. In 19 7 3 , a surve y 
underl akcn in 200 ~ "'v,-,n' l y d"I'0 j'uli1t pel :,0 1 t \('111(' 111: ; ill Ok.l y . lIl1. l 
prefe c ture posed th e question: 
\.oJhat a r e y O ll most. di ss '-lti s fi e d lNit.h r e Cfa n'lirHl 
daily li f e i n yo ur village "? 
The r e sponses indicated : 
Poor roads (19 . 3% ) 
Long way t o me d1 c il l fa c ilities 
.~ . 
No nearby workpl a ce (14.7%) 
Difficultie s of maintaining local roads and paths (14.1%) 
Long way for children to travel to school (11.1%) 
Difficultie s of obtaining daily shopping requirements (9.5%) 
Lack of su f fici e nt public transport (6.2%) 
Other factor s (9.9%) 
Thus, more than t hree-quarters of all responses related directly 
to pro blems associa t e d wi th remoteness and poor access ibility, with 
'long way to medica l f acil i ties' and 'no nearby workplace' given 
particular emphasis (Ikeg a mi, 19 75; 27). A slightly broader survey 
t::ondu c ted in 19 7 5 by i:h e Na t i o n a l La nd Aqe n c y, a mong st 15,884 inhabita nt s 
of mountain vl l la (~ e;,; I p rod uced similar r es'..!1 t s. In a nswer to the 
quest i on : 
What do y e. 1 ne lieve are the i n conve n i ent aspects 
of da i l y li f e in your village? 
' medical facili t i e s ' wa s ranked firs t (20. 8% ), fo l l owcrl l ) y ' tr~ n sport ' 
(19 .8%), 'childrens e d ucation' (1 2 .5%), a nd 'daily s hoppi nq ' (H . J'/, ) 
( KokudOc hO ChihO Sh i n kokyoku, 19 7 5 ; 2 ). Als o, u ll dLi u llu l lJub l i c 
o pinio n s urvey supe r vised by the Prime Minister's Offic e i n 19 74 
suggests that people living in rural areas regard 'mudd y and nar r ow 
r oads' t o be the worst a spec t of their local environment (33 \ ), f ollowe d 
b y 'la ck o f medical s t a ff' a nd the fact that 'medical cp n tres <I r e 
l ocated t oo far away' (15 %) (NOg yO ShQraku Ke nkyukai , 1977 ; 24 ) . 
In addition to th e p rob l e m of poor soci a l i n frastructll r e s , i t 
i s likely that ma ny peopl e in r emote a reas are adversely af f ect e n 
by the poor availabi l i t y o f non-a gricultural e mp l o yme n t opportunities . 
S i nce the se tend to be conce n t r a t e d in u r b a n are a s , 5e tLlom011t ~ wh ich 
a re more than one hour awa y f r om the nearest o. I .0. a r p. of t e n '-Hlt S i de 
the range from which d a i ly commuting is possible. Thus , income 
l e vels in remote a rea s a r e h e ld ~elatively low, a nd out -migra ti on t o 
seek better opportuni t ie s i s t he inevitabl e consequence . Thi s 
further reduces the demand f or local service s and also weakens the 
l ocal tax base which, i n tur n, forces further curtailment of s ervice 
provision. The resu l t o f this is an effect i ve increas e in levels of 
inaccessibility, leadi ng t o f urther out-migr ation (lkegami, 1975; 
70). An example of this pro c e ss is provided by the fact that between 
1970 and 1975, 30% of se t t l e ments located more than one hour from 
the nearest 0.1.0. suf fered a r eduction of b us service provision, 
whilst 27% of s e t t l er;0 n t s l oc a t e d within 30 minutes of the nearest 
' . 
0.1.0. bene fi tted ~p )n' a,l i nc rea s e in b u s s e r v ice prov is ion (NOgyO 
8b 
ShOrakn Kenkyakai, 19 7 7; 243). 
F inally, it shou l d a lmost go without saying that t h e incj~0nce 
of set.t. lements in deslqnated areas of severe d epopulat ion (k a~~~. c hi tc3i ) 
increa;es with increased levels of inaccessibility. 'rhat is, whilst 
just over 12% of settlements located within 30 minutes of t he n e arest 
0.1.0. are in designated kaso chitai, the proportion for settle ments 
locaterl more than one hour away rises to 46% (N~gy~ Shllraku Ke nkyakai, 
1977; :n3). 
3.4 AGRICULTURAL ENVIRONMENT 
. Fo llowing pub lication of the 1975 Population Ce n s us i.t Wii R 
reveal c d that just: o ve r 60% of all kaso ch i:!:.a...~ we r e ,, 1 so a reas reCf> i v i nq 
special aid under the s cheme for the 'Promot ion of Mountain Villages '. 
The term 'mountain vi l lage' incorporates a number of meanings a nd, 
in fact, more than one definition of 'mounta in villages' (sanson) is 
used by different government agencies. The 1965 Law for the Promotion 
of Mountain Villag es simply defined them as municipalities where 
75% or more households held for~st land and where population density 
did not exceed 1.16 per square hectare. A total of 1,358 municipalities 
were thus declared e lig ible for special aid, representing approximately 
40% o f all munici pa l ities in Japan (~egami, 1975; 120). In contrast, 
the Ministry of Agriculture and Forestry has adopted a rather more 
strinqent definit i on of 'mountain villages' for use in its classifi-
cation of agricul tur al settlements by economic type (NorinshSTOkei 
J5h5bu, 1977). Here , a much wider variety o f factors are considered, 
including characte ri s tics of terrain, and agricultural potential, as 
well as forest h olding and population den s it.y . By this means, the 
' . 
number of sans on mun~ ~ipalities was g iven as o nly 6 35 in 1975, 
r E: presen1ing j u s t 20% o f a l l municipa lities in J a pan (Th i d., 2 ) . 
Whichever def in i c ion i s taken, the crucia l po i n t to no t e i s 
t h a t a c unsiderab l e amount of variation exist s, par t icul arly wi t h 
regard t o the type o f agr icultural environment , with j n J rt prtn' ~' r u ra l 
a r e a. A" a r esult o f this, relative income levels a nd s t a nda rd s of 
living a lso show a g r e a t deal of variation. In very ge neral t e rms, 
this var i ation is c lose ly linked to changes in terrain, so tha t the 
wors.t agricultural e nv i ronme nts tend to be associate d with t h e more 
mountaino us areas a nd , in c onsequence, the s e a r CilS us ua l l y c xpc'rience 
t he highe st rates o f r ura l depopulation. 
Some of the d ifferences in agricultural e nv i ronment betwe e n 
mo untain and lowla n d a r eas a r e highlighted i n Table 3 . 4 . In 
mountain areas as well as lowland, cultivat ion o f r ice wa s the 
major ag r icultural a c tiv ity i n 1969. At th is time , r i c e grow in~ sti ll 
offered t he highest cash r e turns in relati on to l a bour a nd c apital i nput, 
and government price support policies made rice immune to th e 
fluctuations of fr e e ma rk e t p ricing. Howe ve r, the d if f icul ties of 
terrain and climate i n mountain areas meant a significa ntly lowe r 
proportion of the cultivate d land area was suitable for rice p roduction 
than in lowland areas . Furthermore, the narrow valley floor s i n 
mountain districts p laced g reater limitations on average size of 
holding, and restrict irriga tion and the use of mechanised aids. Thus, 
both land and l a b ou r produc~ivity levels tend to be c onsiderably less 
t han in lowland a r eas , wi th the result that agricultural income levels 
a re also much lowe r. I n 1968 , average a gricu ltura l inc ome p er farm 
household was 1. 7 times g r e a t er in lowland p l a i n vil lage s , s t a nding 
a t ¥628,OOO compare d ~o only ¥ 366,OOO i n ~0untain villa g e s . 
Table 3.4 Agricultural conditions by village type, 1968 
::' Jl-U r b d l . v i l.lages 
(Toshi kinkO ) 
Lowland Plain Village s 
(Heichi nOson) 
Agricultural Mountain 
Villages 
(NOsanson) 
Mountain Vil laq es 
: San.5on ) 
Na t i ona l average 
Cultivated 
land area 
per farm 
household 
(ha. ) 
7 . 92 
10. 81 
8.91 
8 . 06 
9.36 
Value of 
agricultural 
produce per 
hectare 
(Y '000) 
57. 7 
59.8 
50.7 
47. 2 
55.4 
Proportion 
Proportion of of farms 
cultivated which are 
land area full-time 
which is (sengyo) 
rice paddy agriculture 
( %) ( %) 
63 . 2 14 .7 
67 . 9 2 1.2 
54 .0 20.4 
53 . ~ :"3 . 6 
6 1. 2 ~2 . 9 
Source: RingyO KOzO Kenkyilkai, 1978; Nihon Keizai to Ringyo _ Sanson Nondai , ::;. 304 . 
• 
Agricultural 
income per farm 
househol d 
(V I cx:x:» 
44 2 . 7. 
627 . ~ 
435 . 2 
36 6 . 3 
501 .? 
<D 
o 
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To some exte ltt , tarmers in mountain villages have a ttempt f' d 
to reduce those d J s r' d ri ties by greater diversificatioll of aqr i c ultural 
production (Take u c h i , 19 74; Adachi, 1973). Whil st: production " f 
fruit, vegetables, a nd livestock have all been greatly increased, 
however, the diffe r e nce in average agricultural income s between 
mountain and lowl ~nd villages has remained unaffected. In 1973, 
agricultural income pe r farm household had increased to ¥50l,OOO 
in mountain villaq e s , whilst the corresponding figure for lowland 
villages reached ¥94 4 ,OOO (N6ri~~T5kei Johobu, 1977; 229). Tt is 
important to stress , o n the other hand, that these fiCJures do not. tc:lk0 
account of income s d erived from forest products. Since, according 
to the definition of s anson in the Law for the Promotion of Mountai n 
Villages, these area s include a high proportion of farms who also 
own forest land, t h e p otential significance of this additional source 
of inl:ome is c on s i d c r .:tble . Over the country as a whole , somr.: 60% 
of thf ~ land surface is covered by forest and, because this area is 
restr i_cted to land not suitable for rice cuI tivation or human 
settle ment, it is a lmos t entirely concentrated on steep-sided hill-
slopes and in the moun t ain regions (NOrin TOkei Ky5kai, 1976). In 
fact, agricultural ~nd forest operations are so intricately bound 
together in mountain v illages, in the social as well as the economic 
sense, that it i s meaningless to compare relative income levels without 
taking forest income into account. 
This is by n o means a straightforward task, however. In the 
f i rst place, for P- 5t i ncomes may be derived in a wide variety of 
ways, including the s a l e of timber from pdvately owned plantations; 
' . 
the manufac tur e a nrl 5,.le of 'secondary ' pr0rl u c ts such a s charcoal; 
the production of f ,.n,sl-relatc<..i c rops s uch dS lllu ::; ll ruum::; (wher,! 
spore s are impla nte d into sawn timbe r. -trunk s i:l nd lr.ft under 1-IH' s h ad!' of 
fore s t cover); wag l''lbou r in other p r ivate , or stat e - owned f o res ts; 
and, simply, by thp. sa le o r l e il s inq o f forps1- ];H1d :; . 
Secondly, the very nature of t .imbcr produc I tOil , \ .... here tr.c:t'S 
require at least 40 years ' g rowth before t-hc~1 c .ln h e felled t o 
fetch a profitabl e market pri ce, often result s i n I Oll q periods when 
forest owners receive no income at all. 1n o t h e r worns, true income 
statistics should b e a veraged against pro d llcU o n cost.s o v er t il £' whole 
period of growth, a nd sho u ld take accoun t uf t r ees pre sently standing , 
which represent l ong term capita l asset s , o r f u t ur income potent.ial 
(Sanson ShinkO' ChOsakai , 197 2 ; 69 ). Till S i. :-o; , of cOllrse , dif f icult 
t o calculate on a year ly bas ts, although f [icial fore ::;t inco llie 
statistics present e d in the> a nnual Whi t e P ,l p 0 r o n For0 s try dc . tak e a n y 
increase or decrease o f fore s t s tocks into dccoun t when c alculating 
the difference between fore st earnings and fo rest management costs 
(Norin TOkei Ky~k ai , 1976). 
Thirdly, the re is c onsiderable diversity in the type a nd scale 
of forest holdings. 60 % of the total forest a rea i n Japan is owned 
privately, and the remainde r belongs to st"lte , prefectural, or 
municipal government.s . Of the privately owned fores t land, 70% is owned 
by individual househo lds (norinka) and 30 % by conunercial enterprises 
or other private institutions such as t emules and shrines (Norin T5kei 
Ky5kai, 1976; 112 ) The s ize of foreS t. h oldi n g v a r ie s tremendously, 
between ind ividual households, ranging f r (l rn l ess than one hectare 
to many hundred s c.f r.e ctares. In thi s r c·snect it. L worth noting 
that. the 194 7 Lan d F:.. ~orm , whic h h ad thf - f ':~ct of pqualizing the size 
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of agricultural l a nd :101d i nqs , did no t a ffec t forest o wnersh i p a t a ll. 
Generally spe aking, (ore s t h o lding s t e nd t o be l a rge r i n mo un t.i'l i. n 
villages than elsewhe r e . Whe reas average ho lding s for .:11 J ~~~i.2.'ka 
amount to just 5.6 h a . , in mountain village s they ave r a g e 23 . 7 h a 
(Sanson Shink~ ChOsakai , 19 7 L; 52). In al l areas, howe ve r , the 
distribution of land ho ldings by size is heavily skewed. Over the 
country as a whole, 90 % o f p rivate forest owners have holdings of 
less, than 5 ha., amo un t ing t o no more than 30 % of the fores t area 
owned by all nOrinka (NOrin TOke i KyOkai, ] c} 76 ; 112). Equivalent 
figures are not pub l ished for the tota l 'mo un tain village ' areas 
in Japan, but they a r e a v ai l able for i nd i v idu a l muni c i pal ities . 
summing the totals for sanso n in Kyoto a nd Sh iga prefectures , i t i s 
found that 82% of no r i nka i n the se districts ha v ho ldings of less 
than 5 ha, whilst 4 5 % own l e ss t han one h ec ta r e . Compared te , rl n a v e r a ge 
Qolding of 4 ha., t h ese figu res suggest t h a t a h eavil y sk e wed 
distribution of fo rest holdings exists in mounta i n are a s too 
(N~rinshO, 1975; Vol. 25- 26 ). 
Variations in t h e size o f forest holding a r c es pe cially important 
because of their ef fec t on relative income level s in forest households. 
In 1975, average fo res t income in households with less than 5 ha. was 
¥78,OOO, compared to ¥29 7,OOO in househo l ds which own e d more than 5 ha. 
(N~rin TOkei KyOkai, 19 76; 113). Similarl y a ffected is the relative 
importance of forestry to total hous e hold l nc o me. In 1960, for instance 
n~rinka which owned be twee n 1 and 5 ha. of fo rest land received, on 
- -
avera ge, only 14 % o f tota l household i n c omp f r om fore stry, whilst 
agric ultural earn in.~ s c ontributed 6 5%. Households with more than 
20 h a . of forest , on t~e o the r h a nd, ga ine r ')0% o f to t a l i ncome from 
fo re s t earnings, ,,11 ,1 .:m ly 40% from a!)ricul tllre (Rin!)yl"i K()7,~ 
Kenky tlkai, 1978; Ill). Al so important is the filct that size lJ[ 
holding has a stroll ' l l nfluence on the type of f o r est produc t i un. 
The great ma jodty of forest owners, with holdin (Js of le ss than 
5 hec tares, cannot: ( e ly on sales of timber for it steady , cons ta n t 
income. In view of the fact that even softwoods require 40 y ears growth 
to r e ach maturity, their holdings are simply t o o small to utilize 
the c ~reful fores t lnanagement techniques requin'd for such a n e nt e r -
prise . In 1975, on ly 14.5% of gross forest ince..me for holdings of 
less than 5 ha. c am p from the sale of fellen timbe r. 1n contr<"st , 
54% of forest income was accounted for by firewood , charcoal, a nd 
mushroom productioll (Norin TOkei Ky~kai, 1 9 76; J13 ) . . Origlna lLy, 
these small forest holdings were maintained as .10 essential r esource 
for BC}ricultural prod uction. They provided a n <lrea t o graze domestic 
farm a nimals, and a source of green manur e for crop c ultiva t ion. 
In addition, they p rovided a ll essential building material s and fuel 
,..' 
for cooking and heating . In the early TaishO period (191 2-1926 ), 
when the national economy started to expand rapidly, farmers began to 
realise the full p o tential of their forest holdings. Whereas timber 
production accelerat~d on the larger holdi ngs , it was charcoal 
burning which provlded the most suitable form of production for 
farme rs with sma ll p l o ts of forest land. Charcoal is ideally 
burne d in the wint e r months, when the amount of sap in the wood is 
lowest. In mounta i n areas in particular, thi s period coincides with 
the a gricultural s l ack season since the c limate is too cool to allow 
wint e r grain c rops t. l- be grown. Charcoa L production was t hus able 
to f i ll thlS gap , .,[ ,J c omplement agricul t.ural produ ction. 
£l.~~_~2- Ch ar co a 1 
burn i n g in Kawa ni s hi-
s hi, Osaka pr efec tur e , 
" 
~l a t e~ Mushroom culti vation und er the shade of 
f~re;t cover , Kyoto prefecture , 
9 5 
The be s t charcu .:"-: is produced from de ciduou s hardwoods, s lich 
as c hestnut or oak, and , since young trees o f j ust four or fi ve 
ye a r s growth a re s u t.3ble for burning, th€" proce s s of natural 
regeneration was usud1 1y sufficient to provide a mple timber s upplips , 
even on small holdinqs . When charcoal produc tion fell into rapid 
decl i ne after 1960, ther e fore, there was no alternative form of 
production to which fa rmers could immediately turn, apart f r om selling 
mat\lr e stands o f hardwood trees for building a nd construction . Rut, 
since regene ration .LS s low, this source of income coul d not b( r, u :~ L , Ii. l lCu 
for long. After 1970 , however, mushroom culti vation h0.qan t o 
gain increasing populn rity a nd in 1976, it accoun ted for 42 \ u f gross 
forest income in households with less than 5 ha of fores t land (NOrin 
TOkei Kynkai, 1976 ; 113). Mushroom spore s are i mplante d into metre 
lengths of oak l orys, which are t h e n stack ed unde r t h E' s hi1d ,)f for(>st 
cover (Plate 3.4). The labour input requirement i s r e latively small 
compared to the high cash r eturns for thi s very popular food i tem 
, ..... 
in Japan but , e ven by the late ).970s, production was not as wlde -
spread in mountain \' ~ l lages as charcoal burning had once bee n (SOri fu 
TOkeikyoku, 1976)_ 
On many larger : orest holdings, where the e mph asis tends to be 
concentrated on sal ~~ 5 of timber, production h a s suffered as a result 
of severe over- cutt.i nq during the war and i n the immediate post-
war years (Ackerman , 1953; 266). Not unti l 1961, whe n the government 
enacted a revi sion of the old 1897 Forestry Law and forbade the 
deforestatio n of you ng trees and made provision that a ny deforestation 
must be followed b y 'l f fores tation within two years, did the situation 
of overcutt.~ng f ina . 1 -, c ome to a n end. Th l: effects are still felt, 
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how.'ver, and i n 197(), dS many as 84 % of all plan tation softwoods 
197 / ; ~2) . ThlS med tl t that, even as late d S 1980, many [u resL own e r !; 
did not receive any s ubstantial income from f orest production whilst 
the cos t s of forest ma nagement remained h iqh in comparison. I n order 
to . .) ffset possibl e l osses, and to secure a s ufficient income to 
maintain daily househo ld requirements, many forest owners have found 
it nece s sary to sell part of their forest Vmds . Traditiona ll y , 
forests were sold in o rder to raise money f or a daught e r' s mdrriage 
dowry, but in recent years the sale of f o r est land appears to lanv!' 
been the only way fo r f orest households to 'r ide t h e s torm' unt i l 
their remaining tree s reach full maturity. I n 1975, f or instance , 
44% of gross forest income for households with more th a n 5 h Cl . of 
forest land came from the sale of 'standing trees ' (N~rin T~kc j Ky5kai , 
1976; 113). It is clear, therefore, that many forest households, 
whether they operate small or comparatively l a rge forest holdings, 
have faced severe p roblems in f0rest production in post war years. 
Despite the conside r able income potential of Japan's forest r e sources, 
many forest owners h a ve suffered a decline in forest earnings, 
~articularly as a r esult of the demi se of charcoal production. A s 
a result, by 1970, f o rest products contributed less than 1.5% to a verage 
farm household income , compared to a 46% contribution from agricultural 
sales (Sori f u Tokelkyoku, 1976; 120). 
In conclusion, t here are two points which follow from this. 
First, it is apparC!Lt t hat the policy o f running down certain 'throw-
a way' indus t ries in : ne 1950s and 1960s ( Kahn , 19 70), notabl~( charcoa l 
'lH 
and ot-.her forest r e) ." Pd products , probably h ad i'I qrpate r impact on 
mount ilin village c omn ... , I t t i es than a ny other ar a of Japan. It destroye d 
the only opportunity f o r par l time non-agricul t ural e mployme nt in thes 
districts whereas in le ss remote areas , johs c o uld s t- U 1 lw found by 
commuting to work l.Jl ! 'IV e x panding metr:-opolita n cc>nt-rl' s o r ill I,refp -
tural capitals . Se c on d , the poorer clima t e a n d terriJin in mountain 
villa g e areas means tha t agrl.cultural productivity l e vels are much 
lower here than e lse whe re , a nd that a huge i ncome di s parity for 
agricultural produce exists in consequenc e . Rice reduction policies 
introduced in the 1970s have f urther weakened the agricultural 
potential of mounta ill vi llaqe a r eas , a nd so t h p i nconlf' djSI'.lrity 
continues to grow. TaK i ng il 1.1 r e ve nue s ources illlO ,l cco un t , therefore , 
average farm household income in 1975 was o nly II L .9U million i n 
mounta in village a reas . compa red to Y3.5 mill i o n i n lowlan d plain 
villages (Ringy~ K~zo Ke nkyukai , 1978; 340). 
The lack of job o;-'portunitie s i n remote mo untain areas has 
prompted many people t o undertake seasonal migration, or d e kasegi , 
to find extra i n come , a nd t.hi s i s reflected Ln the fact tha t r d t e s of ~ 
dekasegi in mountain v i l lages are higher th an i n a ny ot.her type of 
community (ibid . , 307 i . Alternatively, a numbe r of mountain village 
communi·t ie3 have exploi ted t.'1e features of thei r harsh natural 
environment for toUrl. SIT1 , winter sports, and hydro-electric power 
generation to gain add i t ional i ncome, and h a ve the refore managed to 
avoid severe d epopulation (Miida, 1979). The g re a t majority of 
mountain villages , howe ver, a re losing population rapidly through 
out-migration as a re5 Lll t of t h e income di spa rity with other a reas. 
This has occurred t o s uch an e xte nt that ~I e words sanson a nd kaso 
are often rega rded a s ~ynonomons (Imai, 197 ~) . " 
3.5 CLIMATE 
Most of Japan l ic~s in the s ub-tropical Ll li t udes , ,md h.1S.:3 
climate which is chardc terized by hot, humi d s ummers with plf'nty of 
rainfall, and cold, dry winters. This provides for a bundant plant 
growth and is especJ i.l lly s uited to rjcc c ultiv."1r;on. 1\ considl'r,"\hl. , 
degree of climati c variation exi~ts within t Il(' coun try , ho we vE! I", 
which is largely d etermined by latitude and by the nature of the terrain. 
Inevitably, this gives rise to the kind of variation s in agrjcultura l 
producti vi ty which were di scussed in the pre v .ious s e ct iOIl, bllt rather 
thun conce ntrate 0 11 lili.s <.I s l'.~ cl, l! IOVh<.l!'.i :; 111'1" I :; pld e"d UII I.I,,~ IIIUl.l~ 
extreme climatic conoition s which exist in rE' rta jn parts of .Llpan, 
and the effects these h ave on p e ople' s lj.f eslyle s in some rural conunun-
ities. 
Perhaps the most we ll- known severe Wl'd tIH' r condi t· 10n il. ' soc iilted 
with Japan are the typh oons which approach from the Pacific each 
October. The strona winds cause considerabJ e damage to buildings and 
property and c a n destroy yo ung forest pJ an t-n l ion s and other crops. 
Even more dangerous is the high level of rainfa ll which typhoons bring, 
which can cause landslides on mountain slopes often resulting in loss 
of life. Areas in tm" sou t.h west of Japan, lncluding the islands cf 
Kyushu and Shikoku, are most regularly affec t e d by typhoons, but they 
can sweep across any are a of the country. Rather like ~arthquakes, 
therefore, which ~imilarly affect all p art s o f Japan, they are simply 
regarded as an unpl eas ant fact of everyda y Jife by all Japanese people 
and, since all a reas are mo re or less equa lly affec ted , there is no 
point in movinlJ hous ,. co try to get away tro m the da n ge r. Only perhaps 
in very remot e and 1 J .• ;...-::cessib le places, WL 0 r e e me rgency services cannot 
get to quick ly, mi 'Jf ~.he r isk of damage U Y: pe rsonal injury by typhoon 
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encourage people 0 cUfis i der moving to a n area where fire-fight.i ng 
and medical f a c i l , ti es re mo re readily a vailable . 
In contrast , h e nv y s nowfall between J a nuary and Ma rch e~dl year 
affects only c er t " in ,r:-eg ions of Japan/and can be posi tively l.inked to 
large volumes of " ut-migr ation. In the winter months the domina nt 
climatic influenct' on Japan is a continental high pressure syste m, 
centred over Sibe l' ia , irom which bitterly cold northerly winds e man a t e . 
These \o;'inds pick lip moisture from the Japan Sea which is precipitated 
as snowfall on no r thern Japanese coastal areas, where the air is forced 
to rise over the Illounta in b arrier which stretches the whol e l e ngth of 
this region. The fall is exceptionally heavy, and each year s now 
accumulates up to deprtls of f o u r metres on the mountain s ummits of 
the Hokuriku r e g i c)fi, whi l st aredS on the coast r eceiv e depth s up to 
two metres. The h i ghest re corded depth of annua l s nowfa ll e v e r was 
11.82 metres, on Moun t Ibuki i n Shiga prefecture (Fuku i , 197); 244). 
The whole of the Japan Se a c oastal area remains under snow cover f or 
periods ranging b e tween one a nd four months, with the longest p e riod of 
cover in areas in more n ortherly latitudes and at highest ele vations. 
For many villages in this r egion, particularly in mountainous districts, 
this snow present s a conside rable number of problems. First of all, 
as the snow actual l y fa lls it is usually necessary to climb onto the 
roofs of buildings t o shovel it off. Otherwise, the accumulated weight 
of snow would cause many buildings to collapse , and tales of people 
being killed in this manner were reported during the course of 
fi e ldwork in the 'lan CjO p enninsula, in the n o rth of Kyoto prefecture. 
On this occasion , dur Lllg a particularly h eavy s nowstorm in 1975, as much 
as t wo metres fel l i l ~ j ust one night. 
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In many isolated villages, where mechnical snow clearing 
facilities are unavailable, people are often forced to remain in their 
homes for periods of a week or more following heavy snow storms. It 
is also common for villages to remain inaccessible to motorized 
transport for periods up to four months. 6.8% of all agricultural 
settlements in Japan are cut off in this way for 100 or more days each 
year, whilst 17.5% of settlements are cut off for at least 30 days 
(Nogyo Shuraku KenkyQkai, 1977; 169). This creates obvious 
difficulties for getting to work, or to ~chools, shops, and medical 
facilities, and is a major dis-incentive for firms seeking to re-locate 
in rural areas. It is for these reasons that special legislation was 
passed in the Japanese Diet in 1962, to provide financial aid to 
regions adversely effected by heavy snowfall. Altogether, 193 
municipalities in Japan were considered eligible, representing 3% 
of the Japanese population. 92% of these municipalities were all 
located in the Hokuriku, Tohoku, or Hokkaido regions (Ikegami, 1975; 
122). The only possible advantages arising from heavy snowfall are 
the attractions it offers to winter sportsmen and tourists. Whilst 
a considerable amount of income can be generated in this way, the 
proportion of villages with adequate facilities for winter tourism 
is comparatively small and, because many villages are too isolated, 
they receive no cash benefits at all. 
As a result of the hardships associated with life in areas of 
heavy snowfall, especially the difficulties of earning an adequate 
income, many people have left these districts permanently to seek 
more convenient lifestyles. The particularly harsh winter of 1963, for 
instance, has been cited as the main reason why so many people left 
their villages in the northern districts of Kyoto prefecture in that 
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year (Sakaguchi, 197,) ; ~'Ja tanabe , 1970). It is also worth noting that 
of thc· 19 3 muni c ipali t i e s r e ceiving special aid because of hea vy 
s nowf" ll, 55% are des 1.Lj'nated areas of severe depopulation (Kaso 
Hakusllo, 1975) . 
3.6 CONCLUSION 
~~e identification of kaso chitai, or areas of severe rural 
depopulation, highlights not only the s e verity with which some <lre<lS 
have b een affected by the post war rural exodus, but also the e xtent 
to which migration rates vary between diffe rent rural areas. Between 
1970 ' a nd 1975, for ins tance , whe n the rura l exodus began to s Low Liuwn 
in maIlY areas, a nd wh e n s ome rural municipalities actually b eq .:m to 
exper i ence population g rowth through net i n-migration , t here wc> r e still 
almos t fifty municipa l ities i n Japan where depopulation accelt.ratell 
to suc h a degree that these areas became eligible for k aso chitai 
status (Kaso Hakusho, 197 7) . Clearly, the size and pace of the rural 
exodus are not evenly distributed across the rura l areu, with some 
areas much more severe ly affected by out -migration than others. 
It follows from this that whilst economic and political fa ctors 
operating on the nati onal level initially gave rise to the situation 
of a rural exodus, the relative volume of out-migration experienced in 
different rural areas is principally determined by local environmental 
considerations. Areas with highest rates of rural depopulation and out-
migration, for instanc e , t e nd to be those with the most unfavourable 
climate, where the h a rsh t e rrain result s in low agricultural product-
ivity, and where lev€:' .i.£ o f a ccessibility are poorest. Furthermore, 
al though this argum :1" has been presented I n terms of the dichotomy 
, 
between kaso and n OL" ". ~.::~ a reas, it shou] d De appare n t that migration 
rate s an~ the range 0 1 p ossible explanato ry factors are s p atia l ly 
var i able al o ng a cont inu um. That is , t h e l e ve l of a ccessib i lit·y , 
for example, can b e rep r e sented along a l:on ti nuous sca l e rangi.l lg frolll 
very good to very b ad , nd it i s rea sonable to suggest that mi qra tion 
rates will vary a ccordingly , i n a s imilar fashion. 
I () , \ 
system atic a nalys is o f this kind of r elationship i s made c omple x, 
however, by the fac t t h at accessibility, or agricultura l productivity, 
and so on, can each be measured in many diffe rent ways . In othe r words, 
'accessibility' is re a lly a composite term describing e ase o f ~ccess 
to the neare st town, a nd to job opport un ities , s hop s, sch ool s , h ea l t h 
facilities, and a dministrative o f f i ce s , a nd s hould i nco r porate d 
description o f the s t i:l L<.! o f local roa ds .J. Il Li t he q uuli \-_y of p ub l ie 
transport pro v is i on . Al s o , some form o f woigh ti ng p r ocedu re mdY ha vp 
to be consi dered, to t.ake a ccount of the fact t hat po or access t o job 
opportunities may hav e a gre ate r b earing on the decis ion wheth e r o r not 
to migrate than, s ay , poor a ccess t o local shops. 
Neverthe l e ss, it ~s c l ea r t nat a ful l underst andi ng o [ tI\( ! 
post war rural exodus c a n on ly b e a chieved on the bas i s of a detailed 
consideration of spat i a l va r iations of factor s which are likely to 
influence the mi grati on dec i sio n . Before any attempt is made t o 
analyse the complex inter- r e lat i onships between these factors, however, 
it is necessary to consider the most suitable scale at which variations 
within the rural area c a n be i d e n t ified. 
' . 
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The very d efi n iio n of mig ration is intricately bound witJ I the 
c o n Ct ~ pts o f space and t..ime (White and Woods, 1980). Refore a n y 
chant le of residence t ,y a n i ndividual, or group of ind i vidUi'll s c a n b e 
r eco cded as a migration , ce rt..a i n spatial a nd tempora l criter i Zl mu st 
b e E' <;tablished so t hat " at l eas t one boundary between i\ T0 i'\S of a 
Sl' :lti al fra me work i s c rossed n nd t h at a c e rtain l pn<1th of timp i. s 
spp. nt over that boundary in a new a r ea of residence to (Woods , 1 rUf) , 
165 ) . The areal u nj t:.s which comprise the spatial framework mi1 Y v ary 
in s ize from t h e h ou s ehold a t t h e smallest lev e l, r a nqinq t hrough to 
regi uns, nations , o r con tin e nts at the othe r e x treme . In thc 
context of the p r esent research, which see k s to establish the 
r e a s o ns for spatia l variation i n rates of rural out-migrat ion, the 
size of areal uni t rr ~st clearly meet with two require me nts. In the 
first place it must e nable rural areas to be distinguished from 
urban places, a nd s econdly , it must facil itat e the comparison o f 
out-migration rate s : e tween different di stricts actually wi t h i n the 
rural area (Figure 1.1 ) . 
The form and structure of the spatial framework also has a 
str o ng influence on L~e choice of variables used to e xplain the 
var i ation~ in rura l ~ ut-migration rates (Haggett, 1965: 
Ch i s holm, 1980 ) . Ec o nomic growth rates , f o r instance, are usually 
nn l y mea s ure d a t the n a tional or regional Level, not for villages or 
h o u s eholds . Conve Y' ~" ly , t he distance t o t:.he nearest hospital as a 
mea~ure of access .h l ty is generally mor~ a ppropriate for 
l Oll 
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indi\ iduals, or s1n'3'l <2 settlements than for larger aggreqations 
of pc 'pulation at. say f the prefectural level. Here, variations 
betwL'e n individual s with in the prefecture are likely to be 90 great 
that the measure becomes meaningless. In general terms, the smaller 
the areal unit of da ta aggregation the greater will be the potential 
number of relevant causal factors. One reason for this is 
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Figure 4.1 CRITERIA FOR SPECIFICATION OF SPATIAL FRAMEWORK 
that variables which a re measured at large areal scales, such as 
economic growth rates , often ho~d a contextual relationship 
with factors measured at lower levels of the scale hierarchy. 
Individual waqe leve~ s , job opportunities, and so on, are strongly 
influenced by leve18 o f g rowth in the national economy. Furthermore, 
knowledge that a state of high growth exists may modify the 
aspirations of pote~t ial migrants, thus providing the context within 
which the decision to migrate is made. Thls form of relationship 
only works down thp. scale hierarchy, however, and not the other way 
round (Harvey, 197 3; '-)5 2). The important requirement for this research, 
therefore, is to se l~ct a scale level which is small enough to allow 
' . 
measurement of a l l U1e relevant causal fa<.: 1'::ors outlined in the previous 
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chapters, but not so small that the range of possible factors becomes 
too great to handle adequately. In addition, the most useful maxim to 
take as a guideline for the selection of scale level for measuring 
both out-m~gration levels and the accompanying range of explanatory 
factors is to ensure that 'within unit variation is minimized and 
between unit variation maximized' (Harvey, 1973; 354). 
Unfortunately, scale choice is often restricted because empirical 
research invariably has to rely on data which are already aggregated 
for pre-defined administrative territories. Furthermore, the 
criteria which the researcher may wish to employ for his choice of 
scale level are usually not the same as those used by local or 
national government officials in their method of scale determination. 
This in turn may mean that the data which a researcher might wish to 
use may not be available at certain levels of scale presentation. 
Furthermore, it is imperative that data on migration rates and causal 
factors are taken for the same areal units. This means data should 
ideally be taken from the same statistical source, or, if this is not 
possible, they should be drawn from entirely compatible sources. 
As a preliminary to scale choice, therefore, it is useful to 
consider all the relevan~ data sources, with particular regard to 
their content, and compatibility. 
4.2 DATA AVAILABILITY AND SCALE LEVELS 
There are three data sources in Japan which can provide 
information on gross migration flows : the Population Census; the 
Report on Internal Migration in Japan; and the Basic Residential 
Register. 
The quinquennialPopulation Census of Japan has incorporated 
questions on migration since 1960. In 1970, for instance, two 
questiol lS on migrat.1.<)n were asked. Th e first elicited whe n tlw 
last ch~ nge of usual p lace of residence occurred, to the n ear est 
year or five year period. The second asked respondents t o r ecord 
their previous address if they had moved since 1965. 
ThE' tabulated r esu l ts, which incorporate population brea k downs 
by age, sex, and occupation, provide details of all moves made 
between prefectures i n the period 1965 to 1970, as well as moves to 
and froIn most municipalities., In this instance, some mun ici-
palities are named as major migrant origins or destinations, whilst 
the rest, with only minor migration flows between them, are all 
grouped together under the h e ading "others" . 
No information is p resented on migration flows within municipal 
boundar i es, although the overall volume of i ntra -municipal migraU on 
is recorded. 
The Report on In t e rnal Migration in Japan is published annually, 
and has provided the basis for all yearly e stimates of internal 
migration flow since 1951. It is compiled from municipal accounts, 
based on migrations recorded in the Basic Population Register. This 
register maintains a continuous record of the place of residence of 
every individual in t ne Country, as well as details of date of birth, 
sex, and family status (Kono, 1969). Because registration is 
necessary for school e nrolment, health insurance, and so on, people 
are required by law to report a change of residence within 14 days 
of moving. Each mon Lh , every municipal office compiles a tally 
sheet of all the i n - migrants to their municipality, together with a 
list of the p r e f eet., .res o f origin (and wards in the case of ~e ten 
major cities ) Th8~ ·._ lis ts are collated at the Office of the Prime 
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Minister in Tokyo . and then presented in t h e Annual Rppor t on 
Internal Migration . 
The Report include s details of a ll inter-prefectura l movAs , 
broken down by mon G~, a nd b y sex of the migrants. It also 
tabulates the tota ' n umber in-migrants to each municipality each 
year, but does not, i n this case, provide information on a rea of 
origin. 
In addition, some Prefectural Yearbooks tabulate information 
compiled from Bas i c Population Register a ccounts . They often 
provide, for instanc e , an annual record of t il e tota l number o f 
migrants entering and lea v i ng each mun iciPd l i y in t h e releva n t 
prefecture, but. tl"lese are r a rely a ccompll ll ie-1 ll y n'cords o f mlyr iln t 
origin and destinat ion (e . g . Shiga-ken, 1 <)7h; 14). 
It is also wo r th notinq that 11% more inter-municipality moves 
were registered in che Report on Internal Migration for the perio d 
1969 to 1970 than i n t he corresponding Popula tion Census estimate 
(Johnson, 1976). Th is is because the Re port is based on a continuous 
account of all p erm,1nent and semi-permanen t moves, whilst the Census 
only records the l ast change of usual residence. 
The Basic Re sidential Register is itself available for public 
inspection at loca l municipal offices. A detailed search usually 
means it is possib le to trace changes of residence for any individual 
who has lived in a p articular municipal i ty, for dny length of time, 
since 1951, when the Register was first introduced. 
Compiling migra t ion statistics from ~ndividual histories in this 
way means, of c our " ~ ' tha t they c a n be aqgregated for any range of 
' . 
spatial and tempol' n .L p a rameters. Also, this is the only means by 
which precise daL , :1 ::rross i ntra-muni clpd1 mi gration flows can b e 
1 0<1 
ga t h 'red. The o bv , o u ;-; l i mitatio n, a ll t h e other h dl1U, is t h e 
amou ,t of time r eq \ ' .Lre d t o f ind and record each incH v idua 1 mo v e . 
Th i. imposes a SeV('H restraint on the scope of the research , d l1d tile 
degr !e t o which v a r.l.Clt i ons in rural out-migration rates c a n b e 
effc :tively identi Fl d . 
Apart from gro s s migration flows, net-migration estimates can 
be made for any ar( :! a l unit where suitable demographic data are 
avaj l able. Using t h e Basic Demographic Equation, where n e t migration 
is the residual af t el' population change has bee n adjusted for t h e 
natural increase or decreas e in population, merely requires data 
for total populatj '.) n dt any two points i n time , and for t he t o tal 
numhers of births and deaths which occur during the intervening 
. 
per i od (Woods, 1 97'01; :!.66 ). These data are readily availabl e ('It the 
pre f ectural and mUfllcipal l e vels , in the Census of Populatior" and in 
annual reports issued b y the Ministry of Health and welfare e ntitled 
"Vital population Sta tistics". Since adequate details of gross 
migr ation flows are al ready a vailable at these levels, however , the 
estimation of net'- ml g ration rates for prefectures or municipal i ties 
is unnecessary . F~T a real units smaller than the municipality, 
on the other hand, 1:ne re is only one data s ource providing regular 
population totals. This is the Population Census, with results broken 
down by enumeratio r. districts (ch~sa-ku). 
publication of t he returns for e nume r ation districts has 
accompanied every Population Census since 1965 , although these are 
only available t al u, spection at Prefect ural Office s and a t the 
Bureau of Statist) , ' ~ , . i n Tokyo. The y inc lude only a limi teq, range 
of the statistics ~,·sented in the f u ll Cpn s uR t abu lations, but they 
do i ncorpo 'a t e pOpl .. i " t ion tota ls b r okE'n down by age , sex, ;md 
occupation 
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The m.d n c rite r L,YI1 f or estat>l ishing t he area l e x1:e n t of j ndiv idual 
enumeratio l distr i cts i s that each should i ncorporate about 50 house-
holds (Bur ·'au of St a t.ist i cs, 1970). This means that t h eir actua l 
size is pr l ncipal l y depende nt on the local density of house holds , 
so that in urban areas they tend to be very s mall, and i n rura l 
a reas they ar e much lar ger. Nevertheless, a typical r ura l 
municipali t y with about 2000 households would b e d i v ided i nto a pprox i -
mate1y 40 ·~numerat i.on dis t ricts. Data t a ken f or t hesf! i nd i v i dua l 
dis t ricts c an then Q 0. a ggr ega t e d if requi r e d, t o form sligh tl y larger 
spat i al t err i torie s . 
Al though popu laT. ion totals are avai lab le for e numera tion L.iis-
tricts, f o r the ye a r s 1965 , 19 70, and 197 5 , t he r e is not , un f 0 rtunate ly, 
a n y record of the numbe r o f births and dea t hs at this l ev e l. Th e 
estimation of net-migra tion rates can only be made, there f ore , 
afte r the numbers of b i r t h s and . deaths are themse lves es t i mate d. 
Whilst pro cedures are av a ilable to carry out this , it does mean 
that the r esul t ant r.et ~igration figures may not be ent i r e ly accurate 
or reliab le . Moreover , net migration figures provide muc h l ess 
informatio n about mi g ra t ion f low and total migration volume than 
g ross migration f i gure s . s~ t against the s e a rguments , this data 
source is t he o n ly one wh i ch permits migration a n a lysi s at t he 
sub-munic i pal lev e l , whi l s t at the same t ime a llowing the s tudy area 
to be sufficientl y la rge to incorporate the full range of rural 
area type f' . . 
' . 
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In contras t to I:i e fair ly limited range of demographic and 
migral ion data sourc. 's , there is an extensive cov erage of material 
for the measurement .. >! s o cio-economic causal factors . NCnrly a L1 of 
this j s presented at the prefectural and muniCipal levels , inc luding 
infonllation in the C~nsus of Population, the Census of Aqriculture 
and Fo restry, the Cens us of Industrial Production, and so on, and 
also Lncluding exten s i ve summaries presented in Prefectura l Yearbooks . 
At the sub-municipal level data sources are again very limited, 
but there is one survey , the Census of Agricultural Settlements, 
which does present a c onsiderable amount of useful inform;)tion on 
the social and economic structures of individual rural communjties. 
'Agri r:ultural sett l eme nts' (NOgyO Shllraku) we r e first. d e fined in 1<)60 , 
as: 
groups of fa rm households which co-ex is t o n t he 
basis of s trong mutual co-operation wi t h r~gard 
to agricul tural ooerations ... and which h a v e 
developed, over the course of time, powerful 
physical bonds between households which form the 
basis of a wide variety of social and other group 
relationships. ( NOgy~ ShOraku KenkyOkai, 1977; 3) 
The boundaries be tween a gricultural settlements are contiguous, 
and taken together, t he whole agricultural settlement area covers 
nearly all the l and s urface of Japan. Only in inner city areas, 
where no farms are ~o be f ound at all, are a gricultural settlements 
not recognized. '1:'11~.':; means, of course, that. many non-agricultural 
households are i n c1 1: ' i(!d in the aqriculturrll settlement area, and in 
' . 
some settlemen r s ,) ! r' l' ll rba n fringe , non '-,;jqricultural households 
may vastly out-!1UlTJ. f i l r m ho useholds. Generally speaking, however, 
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agricultural settlements may be considered as historically and 
morphologically independent communities, ranging in :size from small 
hamlets with just a few households, to suburban settlements with 
many hundreds of households. 
The Agricultural Settlement Census is quinquennial,but the 
content and scope of the information it presents varies considerably 
from one Census to the next. The most detailed is the 1970 Census, 
which includes figures on farm production and productivity, as well 
as on the social organizations with~n each community, access to the 
major welfare and administrative establishments, and the overall 
economic structure of each settlement. Clearly, this list covers 
many of the factors which have been proposed to explain variations 
in rural out-migration rates. The only variable not covered in 
sufficient detail, unfortunately, is population size and structure. 
From this list of five major data sources, it is now possible 
to consider the various scales at which a study of rural migration 
may be undertaken. The easiest means to contrast the different 
scales is to look at the total number of units which Japan is divided 
into at each level. Figures are approximate, and based on the year 
1975 (Table 4.1) 
TABLE 4.1 MAJOR D.l\TA SOURCES AND SCALE LEVELS 
Data Source 
population Census, 
Report on Internal 
Migration, and Others 
Agricultural Settlement 
Census 
population Census, 
Scale Level 
Prefecture 
Municipality 
Agricultural 
Settlement 
Returns for Enumeration Enumeration 
Districts 
Basic Residential 
Register 
District 
Individual 
People 
Total No. of Units 
47 
3,200 
143,000 
650,000 
110,000,000 
Nhilst the quality and reliability of migration da ta at t h e 
inter-prefectural l e vel i s probably the bes t, it should be clen r t hat 
this level is unsuit able for the accura t e measure me n t of vari~~ion s 
in rural out-migration rates. All 47 prefectures in J apan ha v e at 
least one major concentration of urban population, i nclud i n g areas 
defined in the Census of Population as Densely I nhabi ted Di s tric ts . 
At the same time, all prefectures have areas wh i ch by a ny definition 
must be described as distinctly rural in character. Tokyo prefecture , 
for instance, which includes one of the largest urban conce ntra t i ons 
of population anywhere in the world, also incorpor a te s six koso 
municipalities, all of which are also defined as 'remo te districts' 
(Ka so Hakusho, 1975). It is impossible, therefore , t o d esc ribe n ny 
prefecture as exclusively urban, or exclusiv e l y r u ral. Mor0u ver , 
it is found that about half of all inter-munic i pal ity mig r ation s 
occur within prefect ural boundaries (Bureau of Statistics , 19 7 5). 
The likelihood is that many of these move s a r e f rom rural areas t o 
urban destinations, and these would have t o b e e nti r e ly e xclude d 
from consideration if the prefecture were t a k e n a s t h e basis of a 
spatial framework for this study. This would b e clearly una ccept-
able. 
At the other extreme, the possibility of b a sing any form of 
systematic analysis of spatial variations in rural out-migration rate s 
on just a few individual migration histories is also clearly out of 
the question. Whilst ,the Basic Residential Re gister is an extre me ly 
detailed and interes t ing data source, i t r e qui res considerable tlme 
to elicit migration statistics. Collecti n g s uf fi cient information 
'. 
on a wide e nough samp le of population t o repr esen t all rural 
environments is simp l y no t a practical propos i t ion. The best tha t 
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c an be achieved would be an intensive, micro-level s urve y (for wh i ch 
the Reg i ster is ideally suited), for just one or two rural settle me n ts . 
Whilst this may provide detailed and use ful i nfo rmation o n certain 
migrant characteristics, or on migration flow i n s p e c ific a r eas , i t 
would not fulfil the main objectives of th i s s t udy. 
With regard to the other data sources a t t h e s ub- municlpal 
l e vel, it will be realised that neither the Census r eturn s f or 
en~e)'ation districts, nor the Agricultura l Se ttlement Ce n s u s c on tain s 
detaiJed information on both demographi c a nd non-demograph ic v a r iables 
together. The former contains mostly demogra phic information whilst 
the l a tter presents socio-economic statisti cs. Furthermore , t h e t wo 
data sources are based on rather different s c a l e l evels . The s e 
problems can be overcome, however, by combining e numeration distr i cts 
so tha t the new territories are exactly equiva l e n t t o agri c ul t ural 
settlement areas. The relevant data from t h e enumeration district 
returns may then be merely aggregated. If this i s done, the choice 
of sca le is now between the mun~cipal and a gricul tural s e t t l e me nt 
level s only. 
4. 3 A SPATIAL FRAMEWORK: THE MUNICIPALITY OR AGRICULTURAL SE'M'LEMENT 
At first glance , the municipality may seem the obvious base 
for constructing a spatial framework for the analysi s of rural out-
migration rates. The range of data available at this level is 
certai nly much greater than for agricultural settlements, and 
migration data in p a rticular are more d e tailed and more reliable. 
Also, the municipality is already used as the basis for the 
d e line ation of 'area s of severe rura l d epopu la t ion' (kaso chita i) 
'. 
by th e Nationa l Land Agency (KokudO-chO), dnd b y t h e Ministry of 
] 1 S 
Agriculture and Forestry for their classification of settlement 
types (N~rinsh~ T~kei J~h~bu, 1977). In the latter c ase , the 
distinction made between mountain villages (sanson), plain v illages 
(heichi n~son), and so on, clearly indicates that variation s between 
different rural e nvironments can be effectively recognized at this 
level. Furthermore, the municipality is often used as the basis for 
distinguishing urban (shi) and rural (gun) areas, particularly with 
respect to the measurement of rural-urban migration flow s (Trewartha , 
1965; DaviS, 1972). 
The shi-gun distinction arises from the fact t ha t municipall.ties 
throughout Japan are qrouped into one of three possible classifi~ations: 
city (shi), town (chO), and village (son). Specific criteria are 
laid down by the national government for the definition of s h i , whi lst 
the di~tinction betwee n ch~ and son municipalities is left up to 
prefectural governments (Suekawa, 1978; 188). To become a shi a 
municipality mus t have a population of more than 50,000 people , and 
~ 
60% of the employed workforce must be engaged in non-agricultural 
industry. Also, 60% of all households must be located in the 
central built-up district (shigai), and further additional criteria 
may also be imposed by prefectural governments. Other mun icipalities 
which do not meet shi requirements (i.e. ch~ and son), are grouped 
together into gun regions. These no longer appear to have any 
functional significance, however, apart from identifying particular 
regions within a prefecture. Normally, each gun comprises about 
three or f our 'town' a nd 'village' municipalities . 
Before the munic ipality can be accepted as the basic spatial 
'. 
unit for this r e searc h, it is imperative to discover the degree of 
homog(' neity between settlement types within each municipal 
bouncLl ry. This is because, between 1965 and 1970, as many as tlO% 
of a] L las t changes of residence occurred between places with in ~le 
same nlunic i pali ties (Bureau of Statistics, 1970). If, for e xamp.le , 
it is found that areas with a distinctly ru~al character are f ound 
withill shi municipalities, or urban places are found i n gun areas , 
the d e gree to which rural-urban migration can be adequately measured 
a t ,the inter-municipal level must be called to quest ion. 
Concentrating for the moment on shi municipalities , it will 
be recalle d that at least 60% of all households in the s e areas mu s t 
be located within the central 'built-up' areas. The q uestion arises , 
'what about the other 40%?'. What type of environment are th y 
located in, and how far away are they from these built-up a reas ? A 
partial answer can be provided by comparing the distribution of 
l l (} 
shi municipalities with the distribution of Dense ly Inhabited Districts 
(Figure 4.2). (Densely Inhabited Districts, or DIDs, are defined 
in the Census of Population as groups of contiguous enumeration 
districts with a population density greater than 4000 per sq. km., 
constituting agglomerations of 5000 inhabitants or more.) It can b e 
seen that in Kyoto and Shiga prefectures, in 1970, the general 
arrangement of shi and DID areas is one of fairly close coincidence. 
All shi municipalities , for instance, contain at least one DID. 
It is also clear, however, that the overall DID area is much smaller 
than the shi area. In Nagahama-shi, or Hikone-shi, for instance, 
the DID is equivalent to only about one tenth of the area of the 
munic ipality, and t h is proportion is eve n smaller in other 
' . 
municipalities such ~ s Otsu-shi, Ayabe-shi , and Maizuru -shi. 
More over, it can b e s een that Densely Inhab ited Districts also 
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occur i n some of th e 'rural' gun areas, like Min a kuchi-che, 
Mineyam;l -chO, and Amino-chO. 
An indication of the type of environment which ma y b e <:i ~,~;oC-
iated w:Lth non-DID areas in shi municipalities is provide d f rom a 
detailed look at the development of local government orga n i zation 
in moder n Japan. Following the Meiji Restoration in 1868, tn e r e 
have bee n a number of local government reforms (notab ly in 1899, 
1953 and 1956) which resulted in the enlargement of municip a l 
territories by merger and consolidation. In consequence, the number 
of villa ge (son) municipalities fell, from approximately 18,000 
in 1868, to only 989 in 1961 (Tsujita, 1962 ; 96 ). One of tli l~ m:.Iill 
r.easons for these reforms was to make pre f e ctura l <]ov0. rnment· 
more convenient and efficient, but the 1956 Sh i -chO-son Merge r 
Law, in particular, had the additional aim of resolving the fiscill 
difficulties of small municipalities (Takeuchi, 1974). This meant 
that instead of merging two or more village municipalities to form 
a new chO or son municipality, .the authorities preferred to incor-
porate these village areas into financially viable shi municipalities . 
In Kyoto prefecture, for example, the area of Fukuchiyama-shi 
was enla rged by the a ddition of eight village municipalities, 
Ayabe-shi was enlarged by five such municipalities, whilst 
Kameoka-shi was formed by the merger of Kameoka-cho and as many as 
17 village municipalities (Kyoto-fu. 1978; 3). The clear indication 
is that many shi municipalities now incorporate areas which are 
distinctly rural in character, including many small agricultural 
settlements and hamlets. 
' . 
Striking evidenc e in support of this comes from a study made by 
Sakaguchi (1975) o f two settlements, Ogose and Omi, which are 
loc ated in Kyoto-shi. De s pi t e the fact that they are within the city 
boundary, the y are s ituated d e ep in the mountains, a bo u t. GOO met r es 
above sea level, .. md about 20 km from the actual ci t y c e ll tre . They 
are served by extreme l y poor roads, and are at least two ho ur s wa lk 
away from the near est b us-stop. In other words, they h a ve the 
cha racteristics normally associated with remote, ina ccessible lTIo un tdi ll 
villages, yet they are in a municipality which had a popula tion of 1.4 
mill~on in 1970, making it the eighth largest 'metropolis ' i n t h e 
country. Mo reover, a f ter a period of extre mely heavy ou t-mi g ra t ion 
in the early 1970s , the y became completely aba ndone d. Ii ur-dl y uny 
of these mig rations we re recorded at the inter-munici p a l leve l, 
however, s ince the y we re nearly all made to the DI D a r ea i n Kyo t o -
shi, within the same municipality (Sakaguch i , 1975; 588). The o ve r all 
population of Kyoto-shi, meanwhile, increa s ed by 3% b e tween 19 70 
and 1975 (Kyotofu, 1978). 
Whilst measures of net-migration, or population change ma de at 
the municipal leve l in this parti~ular case are c l e a r ly i n s e nsitiv e 
11 f1 
to changes occurring in certain agricultural settlements within the 
municipal boundary , this single example cannot provide any rea l 
indication of the exte nt to which mis-representation might occur in 
other districts. It is useful, therefore, to make a more widespread, 
and systematic compari son ' of municipal and agricultural settlement 
population change rates before making any final a ssessment. Population 
change, rather than ne t ,migration rates are taken because of the 
relative ease with whi ch they can be calcula ted. To do this, population 
totals are taken f or group s of enumeration d istricts , whi ch are 
combined so that t hey dre equivalent in area to agric ultUral settle -
ments. In a random s,unple of 5 % of a ll the agr icultural settleme nts 
L 2 () 
in Kyoto and Shiga pre f ectures, however, it i s found tha t comparable 
populat i on totals ove r t ime are not possib le in ~l :l out of 168 cases . 
This is because certain enumeration district boundaries have been 
altered between successive Census counts, particularly in areas of 
rapid population growth near Kyoto-city. A much more detailed 
explanation of this procedure is outlined in Chapter Seven. 
In Figure 4.3, population change rates, over the period 1965 
to 19.75, for 134 agricultural sett~ements in Kyoto and Shiga prefecture s 
are compared with the distribution of kaso chitai (areas of severe 
rural depopulation) for the same area. These kaso chita i are 
.. 
officially designated municipalities which h a v e e xpe rie nce d pop ulat i o n 
decline in excess of 10% over a five year period since 1960 (see Chapte r 
Three). This is taken as equivalent to a population decline greater 
than 2% a year. 
Altogeth~r, there are 11 ka~ municipalities in this region, 
representing 13% of the total number. By comparison, almost exactly _ 
the same proportion of agricultural settlements have a rate of 
population decline exceeding 2% a year, with 22 out of the total of 168 
sample settlements falling into this category. In this respect it 
is worth pointing out that nearly all of the settlements for which 
accurate population data are unavailable are known to have experienced 
population increase over this period. Whilst these relative proportions 
of areas suffering severe depopulation are similar, there are important 
differences in the distributions of kaso municipalities and 'kaso' 
agricultural settlements . It may be seen, for instance, that only 
about one-third of agricultural settlements which have a rate ~f 
population decline gre ate r than 2% a year are actually located in 
+ 
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official kaso chitai. Of the remainder, as many as ten are 
located in 'urban' shi municipalities, including Kyoto-shi., Ots u- s h i , 
Fukuchiyama-shi, Mai zuru-shi, Ayabe-shi, a nd Hikone-shi (see Appe ndix 
II for maps showing the location of these areas). 
The most important feature to note from Figure 4.3 is the great 
diversity of population change rates experienced by agricultural 
settlements throughout the rural area and, in particular, the 
differences in population change rates which are evident between 
settlements within the same municipality. Of the six sample settlements 
in otsu-shi, . for instance, one experienced a population increase 
greater than 2\ a year; two had a population increase less then 2%; 
one experienced a population decline of less than 2%, a nd two 
settlements suffered 'severe depopulation' in excess of 2~ a yl~a r. 
In Kyoto-shi too, there are settlements with very high rates of 
population increase as well as a settlement with popu1ation decline 
of 'kaso' proportions. 
From this it is clear that the municipal level is insensitive 
to local variations in population change rates, particularly in so-
called 'urban' municipalities. As a result, the spatial pattern of 
population change rates measured at the municipal level, as evidenced 
by the distribution of kaso chitai, provides an incomplete, if not an 
inaccurate,picture of actual variations throughout the rural area as 
a whole. Following on from this, it seems likely that variations in 
socio-economic and environmental conditions are also inadequately 
expressed at the municipal level. Using the same 5% sample of 
agricultural settlements, this can be illustrated by comparing agri-
, 
cultural (rice) productivity levels in Kyoto and Shiga prefectures 
(Figure 4.4). Here, municipalities are shown according to their 
'rural settlement type ' classification, as defined by Ministry of 
Agriculture and Forestry (Nl5rinshO TOkei JOhObu, 1977). 
From the eviden c e presented in Chapter Three , it may be 
anticipated that 'suburban' (toshi kink~) and 'lowland plain' (heichi 
nOson) settlement areas should have high rice productivity l e vels , 
whilst in 'agriculture -mountain' (n~sanson) and 'mountain' (sans on) 
settlement areas, productivity levels should be much lower. This 
general picture is confirmed in Figure 4.4., with agricultural settle~ 
ments in the 'suburban ' and 'lowland plain' municipalities to the east 
and north-east of Lake Biwa, in Shiga prefecture ,showing produc t ivj t y 
levels as high as 540 kg. of rice perlO ares (0.1 hectare), whilst 
settlements in the s a n s on municipalities across the centre of t he 
region, and along the e astern boundary of Shiga prefecture, have 
productivity levels a veraging just 300 kg/10 ares. It may also be 
noted that in both h e ichi noson and sanson municipalities, productivity 
levels are fairly cons istent between different settlements within 
those municipal boundaries . In toshi kinkO and nOsanson areas , on 
the other hand, there appears to be considerable diversity in prod-
uctivity levels between settlements in the same municipality. In 
'suburban' areas such a s Kyoto-shi and Otsu-shi, for instance, 
rice production level s range between 240 kg/10 a res and 420 kg/10 ares. 
A similar spread of values is evident for settlements in Hino-ch~, 
which is one of the 'agricultural-mountain' areas in the south-east of 
Shiga prefecture. 
The r ' ~ason for these disparities is that whereas variations in 
rice prodUt :tivity levels are mainly accounted for by differences in 
' . 
landform a l d in heigh t above sea-level, the delineation of municipal 
boundaries does not accurately reflect the division between upland 
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and lowland areas (Figure 4. 5 ). Most sansc:n municipaliti es , f c'r 
instance, incorpora t e land which is almost entirely 200 metres or more 
above sea level and , a ., a r esult, productivi ty levels are uni f o rmly 
low. Conversely, most heichi nason municipalities are e xclusively 
lowland areas, and productivity levels are uniformly high. Howeve r, 
all land which is b elow 200 metres is not exclusive to 'lowland plain' 
areas, nor is all land above 200 metres exclusive to 'mo untain' 
area~. Figure 4.5, for example, clearly illustrates how 'subu rban ' 
municipalities such as Kyoto-shi and Otsu-shi, a nd also ' agri c ultural-
. moun.tain' municipal1 t ie s such as Hino-ch6, as the t.e rm implies , 
incorporate large tracts of upl a nd as well as lowlw1d are~ . As I 
result, productivity leve ls vary considerably in these munic iap.lities , 
between settlements located in the upland districts and those in the 
lowland areas. 
It may be surmised that this kind of intra-municipal spatial 
variation will be apparent for other socio-economic character istics 
-
which are also strongly related to landform, such as accessibility. 
Having established that considerable differences exist within 
municipal boundaries with respect to both population cha~ge rates 
and to certain socio-economic factors, it now seems completely 
inappropriate to attempt to explain variations in rural out-mi gration 
rates at the municipal level. Not only do aggregate figures for 
municipalities obscure the wide variations which exist between agri-
cultural settlements ~n the same municipality, but it also seems 
likely that a significant proportion of rural-urban migration is not 
accounted for at thi s level. 
' . 
It therefore seems that, despite the data limitations, a full 
understanding of the r e asons for spatial v riations in rural out-
migration rates can o n l y be a chieved from a study based at the agri-
cultural settlement Level : "the funda mental territoria l un jt of 
agricultural society " (N5gy5 ShQraku KenkyUku i , 1.977; J ). 
4.4 THE STUDY AREA: KyarO AND SHIGA PREFECTURES 
There are clearly too many agricultural settlement.s in Japall 
for a detailed survey to be made of all of them, s o a sampl mus t 
be taken. The sanple must be sufficient in numbe r to include a ll 
type~ of rural environment, and settlements of all differe n t s izes, 
but it must not be so large that it becomes unwor kable. Ideally, u 
sample of about 150 set tlements would seem most appropriate , in view 
of the constraints on time available for study in Japan. 
Such a sample coul d be organized in one of t wo ways. Firstly, 
the sample could be t .aken from the total of 143,000 settlements 
scattered throughout J a pan, to e nsure that it is fully represen tative 
of the country as a who le. The problems with this method, howe ver , 
are that it is difficult to visit each individual sample settlement, 
because they will be s o widely distributed. Also, detai led a nalysis 
of variations between s ettlements is likely to be made quite complex 
by the fact that set tlements from different regions have dive r se 
economic, historical , a nd cultural backgrounds. These factors 
would all have to b e t a ken into account before it is possible to 
concentrate on more ~p~cifi c variations in productivity levels, 
access ibility measures , and so on. The alternative method, a nd the 
most practic able onp, is t o rest rict the sample to a single region. 
A suitable study an.,a s ho u ld have examples of many different types of 
rural environme nt, .i ,, ' Ludinq mo untain and lowland agr icultural settl~­
ments, Whl Ch rsfle ,- ' '.(, € ':.JVeralJ balance of rural activit ies f ound 
in the count ry .':is '. ,,' ') , e ?I, ) ':i10 Ugh i t may be unwise to attempt t o 
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identify a region which is considered truly 'representative' of 
Japan, the study area should not be so small that it is regarded as 
definitely untypical. Conversely, it should not be so large that the 
sample framework becomes inoperable. 
A 'region' which meets these criteria comprises two prefectures 
130 
in central Honshu, namely Kyoto and Shiga. Although they do not 
constitute one of the nine geographical regions into which Japan is 
normally divided for administrative purposes, they are nevertheless 
large enough to be considered a suitable microcosm of Japanese society 
for the purposes of this research. At the same time, they form a 
sufficiently compact area for the same economic, historical, and 
cultural backgrounds to be shared. Situated centrally on the Japanese 
mainland (Fig. 4.6) Kyoto and Shiga are not specifically associated 
with either the 'economically backward' prefectures of north-east Japan, 
or the 'commercially oriented' prefectures of south-west Japan, 
identified by Imai (1968). It can be argued, however, that both these 
types of socio-economic characteristics are to be found in different 
areas within this region. Also, the latitudinal spread of these 
prefectures is such that both the Japan Sea and Pacific coastal 
environments are experienced. This means that the region includes 
areas which suffer deep winter snowfall, as well as areas which 
remain virtually snow-free in the winter months (Fig. 4.7). 
The physical structure of the region is varied, and it incorporates 
all major settlement types. In the north, Kyoto prefecture forms 
part of the Japan Sea coastline, in the area of the Tango pen .insula 
and wakasa Bay. Because of faulting and tectonic uplift the coast here 
is deeply indented with many rias, and these provide sheltered harbours 
for numerous small fishing communities. There is relatively little 
land suitable for agriculture, however, since the land rises steeply 
from the sea, particularly on the eastern side of the Tango pen· insula 
where it reaches a height of more than 500 metres (Plate 4.1). Inland 
.' 
Plate 4.1 A fishing village in Miyazu-shi, on th e 
e;;t;~-;hores of the Tango peninsul a . 
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villages in this area depend mainly on forestry and subsistence 
farming, therefore, although the manufacture of 'Tango chirimen' 
(silk crape), centred in Mineyama-ch~, has traditionally provided an 
additional source of income for some farm households (Nihon Jishi 
Kenkyujo, 1977 (14).) The difficult terrain and poor accessibility 
of many villages/combined with the problem of deep winter snowfall, 
have contributed to a massive outflow of population from this area 
in post war years. Between 1960 and 1968, a total of 28 villages in 
the Tango peninsula became completely abandoned as a result of this 
(Ibid., 209). The main urban centre in the area is Maizuru, situated 
at the mouth of the Ikizu River. Formerly a major fortified naval 
base, it is still an important port for trade with Korea and the 
132 
USSR, and a popular ferry terminal for passengers travelling to Hokkaido. 
With a population of just under 96,000 in 1970, it is the third largest 
city (shi) , in Kyoto prefecture (Kyoto-fu, 1978). 
stretching across the centre of Kyoto prefecture, and along the 
northern and eastern fringes of Shiga prefecture, is a wide belt of 
mountain terrain known as the Tamba Upland. This is made up of young 
sedimentary rocks which are heavily dissected by many small, steep 
sided river valleys (Fig. 4.8). These flow into a number of fault 
basins, the greatest of which contains Lake Biwa, the most extensive 
freshwater lake in Japan. Smaller basins (bonchi), such as Fukuchiyama, 
Sonobe, Kameoka, have relatively flat floors covered with fertile 
alluvial deposits which are highly suitable for rice cUltivation. 
These areas contain the greatest concentrations of both rural and 
urban settlement in the district. Elsewhere, settlement is confined to 
the sinuous valley floors, where subsistence agriculture is combined 
(After 
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with forestry to make ci l iving. 
More than three-q ua r ters of the 'l'amba upland is covered by forest , 
of which 74% is p rivate ) y owned in holding s mo stly less t ll u ll 'J 1'<1 . in 
size (Nihon Jishi Kenkytljo, 1977 (14), 187). In t h e past, charcoal 
production was the main activity for forest households in t h e Tamba 
district, but this indus try virtually disappeared f ollowi ng tlw e nergy 
revolution of the early 1960s. The only areas where forestry conti nues 
to pz:ovic1e an adeq uate livelihood are Kitayama , just to t h e nor t h of 
Kyoto-city, and Asai-cho , on the north-easte rn e dg e of Shiga pre fecture . 
Kitayama is well-known in Japan for the producti on of high quality, 
polished cedar logs whj ch are use d in decorative building. I n b ms i ve 
silviculture is practised to ensure the logs h a v e strajghL , knot less 
stems with little taper. They should also have a whi te skin with a 
permanent lustre , and should not crack easily i f they a re t o fe tch 
the highest prices (Okazaki, 1963). When t h ey fi nally rea ch t h e mark e t, 
these logs fetch several more times the price of ordinary timber , since 
the steady demand for Kitayama f~rest products continues t o out strip 
supply. It is interesting to note in this respect that production of 
Kitayama logs is restri c ted to the southern e dge of the Tamba upland, 
/ 
where snowfall is only fairly light in the winte~ months. He vvy 
snow would damage the young seedlings and severely reduce the quality 
of the timber. 
In Asai-ch~, in Shiga pre fecture, a r a ther differe nt type of 
timber is produced, a l t hough forest manageme nt techniques a r e just as 
intensive as in Kitayama . This area is well-known for so-called 
Tane forestry, named ·, rr.e r a vi l l a ge in the area , wh i ch is character-
' . 
ized by selecti ve cucTlng of very big trees (Okazaki, 1963; 37). 
I J ', 
In the past, Tane timber was utilized for making barrC' l s f or r ice wine , 
but in recent years the t rend has been for timber for building p u rposes . 
As in Kitaya ma, forestry is still largely organized on a private basis , 
and individual holdings are restricted to just a few hect.a res (Ib id.). 
In contrast to the mountainous uplands of north and central Kyoto , 
and around the fringe of Shiga prefecture, there are two relatively 
large expans es of lowla nd plain in the region. These are the Kyo t o 
basin., which conta ins Kyoto-city i~self, and the Omi plain, which 
stretches along the southern shore of Lake Biwa in Shiga prefecture. 
The Kyoto basin form s a n area of approximately 300 square kilometres , il nd 
incorporate s the conflue nce of four r i vers. These join to become' th e 
Yodo River, which flows southwards out of the basin and e ve ntually 
through Osaka-city wher e it enters the Inland Sea. As a navigab le 
water-course , it has for centuries provided a vital trade rout.e f o r t he 
inhabitants of Kyoto. Until 1939, the centre of the Kyoto b asin was 
covered by a shallow lake , but subsequent drainage projects h a v e 
reclaimed this land for paddy fields. The area is still subj ect t o 
flooding, however, and rice productivity levels are not as high as in 
the Omi plain (see Fig . 4.4). Nevertheless, agriculture in this area 
frequently produces high cash returns for farmers, principally a s a 
result of market gardening activities for the large concentrations of 
urban population in nearby Kyoto and Osaka cities. This in turn means 
that the proportion of full time farmers in the Kyoto basin tends to be 
much higher than elsewhere in the region (Kyoto-fu, 1978; 64). In 
Yawata-chO and Kumiyoma-ch~, for instance, the ratio of full-time 
farm households to t otal farm households was more than 25%, co~~ared 
to an average figure of 9% in the rest of t h e prefecture. 
In a ddition to marke t gardening the area is notable f or t wo 
other products, gro wL on the sloping terraces overlooking t h e Ky to 
basin. On the eastern margin, around Uji- shi , some of the' bes t 
quality tea i n Japan i s cultivated whilst on t h e western side of t he 
basin, the area aro und Nagaoka-shi specializes in bamboo s hoots . 
Both of these districts have achieved nationa l fame for the high qua 1 i t.y 
of their products (Nihon Jishi Kenkytljo, 1977 (14).) 
Set aga inst the rather diverse nature of agricultural production 
in the Kyoto basin the Omi plain is characterized by an almost total 
reliance on rice cultivation. The area has been described as one of 
the most representa t i v e paddy areas in the region (Trewartha, ] 965; 506 ), 
and the proport ion of agricultural land given over to rice production 
here represents one of t h e h ighest rates anywhere in the country (Nihon 
Jishi Kenkytl j o, 1977 ( 13 ); 425) . The Omi plain certainly form s a ile 
of the most e x tensive ,"1 r eas o f lowl a nd plain in thf' Yf' ,)ion. ,wi! i~: (\n" 
of the earliest areas t o be i ntensively cultivated. Evidence for this 
is provided by examples of j ~ri field divisions on some o f t h e diluvial 
terraces overlooking the plain, characterized by highly nucleate d 
settlements and a recta ngular field pattern (Trewartha, 1965). This 
system was laid out more than a thousand years ago, although similar 
patterns of nucleated settlement are also found in the shinden 
(literally meaning 'new rice-field') areas, on the reclaimed alluvial 
marshlands adjacent t o the shores of Lake Biwa. Photographs of paddy 
fields in the Omi plain, a nd the Tamba uplands highlight the considerable 
differences in landsca p e of the two regions, a nd the effects this has 
on relative levels o f r ice productivity (Plates 4. 2 and 4.3). In the 
Omi plain the abundan t'''" of wate r a nd the flat t".e rrain mean that 
-J ab"''' "" P _-~ :---~-., 
Plate 4.2 Rice farming on the Omi plain, Shig a 
------- prefecture. 
Plate 4.3 Rice farming in th e Tamba uplands, 
Kyoto prefecture. 
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irrigation is much l e ss of a problem than in steeply sloping upland 
districts; the land is much more suitable for widespre ad use o f farm 
machinery; and the oppor tunities for field consolidat i on a nd e ni urge llle llt 
are much greater. As d result, rice productivity is often more than twice 
the level it is in upl a nd districts (NOrinsh~, 1970). 
In addition to a high concentration of rural population, the 
Kyoto basin and Omi plain also contain the greatest urban and industrial 
centres in the r e gion (see Fig. 4.2). Predominant among the se is Kyoto-
shi, the eighth largest city in Japan, and the largest inland 
metropolis in the country, with a population of 1.4 million in 1970 
(Bureau of Statistics , 1970). Until the Restoration of the Emperor Melji 
in 1868 Kyoto had bee n, for more than a thousand years, the Impe rial 
capital of Japan. Apart from the Imperial castle, Kyoto still has 
many hundreds of histo ric buildings, including temples, shrines , and 
royal villas. Tourism is one of the major industries of the city, 
therefore, and in 1969 Kyoto attracted more than 19 million visitors 
of whom just under a q uarter stayed at least one night (Kyoto-s hi, 
1970). Although a number of modern manufacturing plants have been 
established in post-wa r years on the southern edge of the city, 
careful attempts have b een made to ensure that these do not disfigure 
the old-world charm of the city. Kyoto prefers to promote its image 
as a political, religious, educational, and cultural centre rather than 
as a centre of commerce and industry (Trewartha, 1965; 502). Never-
theless, just under 30 %, of the population aged more tha n 15 years in 
Kyoto city were e mployed in manufacturing industry i n .19 75 (Kyoto-fu, 
1978). For the greater part these people worked in the light industry 
' . 
sector, in smal l tradit.ional workshops in the centre of the city, 
producing textih~ s , c eramics, and various handicraft items s uch as 
dolls and paper t-an s (Nihon Jishi KenkyOjo, 19 77 (14); 105). I n 19f'R 
the average numbE' r o f people employed in each ma nufacturing (>s t:1'I b 1ish -
ment in Kyoto was 11, compared to a national a ve rage of 18 (Ibid). 
The small scale o f these concerns and their continued e mphasis o n 
traditional styles o f operation tend to enhance the attraction of 
Kyoto to visitors , and t ourism is undoubtedly the source of much of 
their sales revenue. 
Of all the goods p roduced in Kyoto, textiles account for thp 
g reatest share of thl~ workforce, and uf ou tpu t lJy voluc (KyuLu -- [ u, 
1978). The industry is structured according to the type o f fab r ic 
which is made, the mo s t famous of which is Nishi jin wov e n sil k for 
Kimono and other high q uality traditional garments. In 1965 , lS,OOO 
weavers were employed i n this sector, 80% of whom worked on hand 
looms ('rrewartha, 1965; 505). Ai though the industry is centred on the 
13'/ 
Nishijin district of Kyoto-city, much of the work is put-out to weavers 
who live outside the city limits. The pay is relatively poor, but 
for people living in farm households in remote mountain villages, 
such as Nukui, in Otsu-shi, it does offer a useful additional source 
of income. 
Whilst Kyoto -ci ty is regarded as the national centre for high 
quality silk fabrics and other textiles, different areas in Kyoto and 
Shiga prefectures also boast a long tradition of textile manufacture. 
Famous names include Tango (Kyoto) and Nagahama (Shiga) for silk crape s • 
although for centu r i e s many less well-known areas have produced cheaper 
cotton a nd linen fabrics on a domestic basi s , combining spinning and 
weaving with agricultu r e . The availability o f cheap, skilled female 
labour attracted a numb e r of textile mills t o be established in the 
region in the 1920 5 , when J apan b e gan to compete wi t h Great DrJLa jn 
for a share of the w r J d mark e t for cheap cotton materj a l. Thl' Omj 
plain was a particular iy favou red site, because of t he a bunda n t wa t r' 
supply and ease of communications, and towns like Ots u, NOtOyuWd , 
Hikone, and Nagahama developed rapidly as a r esult (Nihon Jishj 
KenkyOjo, 1977 (13 ); 432 ) . 
14 0 
After the S e cond World Wa r, a number of other industries e s tablishe d 
large plants i.n the Omi plain , a nd the relati ve importClnco of tex ti l e 
manufacture declined . Among the firms to locate here were Tore 
Engineering, N.E.C., Sanyo Electrics, Matsushita Electrics, I.B.M. 
(Japan), Toyo Rayon, Ma x Foetor, and Bridgestone Tyres , with d omestic 
electrical products a nd heavy chemicals dominating the new industrial 
structure in this a r ea (Plate 4.4), Between 1956 and 1969 a t ota l of 
766 firms moved into the Omi plain, notably the district compr ' s ing 
Otsu-shi, Kusats u-shi. Ritto-chO, Moriyama-shi, Is h .iyu mu-c h 0 . a nd 
Kosei-ch~, to the extent that b y 1970 this a rea cam(' to ha ve the 
~ate8t inland concentration of i ndustry in t h e whole of western Japa n 
(Nihon Jishi KenkyO jo, 1977 (13); 434). 
The reasons why this part of Shiga prefecture attracte d s o much 
industrial development a re threefold. First, many industrial sites 
in the nearby Keihanshin (Kyoto, Osaka, Kobe) metropolis became 
unsuitable in the 1960s because of rising land prices and labour shortage, 
and firms moved to the Omi plain, being the nearest alternative site, 
to overcome these proble ms. Second, Shiga prefectural government 
offered financ ial a sslstanCe after 1958 to firms willing to relocate 
there. Third , a nd possibly most important, the Omi plain lies a t the 
junction of a numbe r , t natural line s of commun ication, i ncludi ng 
the main over land r O ll' .. ' f r om Osaka to Tokyo , a nd from Osaka to the 
Hokur i ku r egion . Ttl} 1 5 illustra ted in F' Jqurp. 4 . 9 , wh i ch s hows the 
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Pl a t e 4.4 Th e I.B.M. plant in Yas u- c h o , Sh iga 
------ pr e f e ctur e . 
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Figure 4.9 The rail network in 
Kyoto and Shiga prefectures. 
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d _,. s tn b uti on 0 ~- t h e i 1 l1 e t_"vo r k i n Kyoto a n d Shiga pre fec t ure s. 
F' i gure' 4. 9 als : ' J lovictes a n i ndication of the deg r ee of .in era c tJOII , 
p d rticular ly l~-: t En '.,-. 'Jf da Ll y movement o f labour , betw{~en t h(' l lrbilJl 
a nd indust ria l cerlt :r , , ~ of Kyo t ' · and Shiga prefectures a nd he 
surrounding r ura l n r e ,:::; . Rura l settle ments in t h e ~yoto b asin , for 
i n stance, genera l ly have v e ry good access to rail routes , and t h e 
p opulation livi ng i n t h is a rea c an commute to non-agricultu ral jobs 
ir. Kyoto , Osaka, or Nara with relative ease. Similarly, the Omi plni n 
i s well served wit.h n numb e r of inter-connecting rai l route s , cl nd 
fl cquent expr es s Ser\ lCeS o n ~he main Kyoto-Maibara route (Tok a Ldu -
sen ) mean tha t mos t :;:- \l ra l s ettlements in this area have good , t c1pio 
ac cess to the indust r ~ 3. 1 concent r ation aro und Kusats u -slti , dnn l: rh -. 
urban centre s o f Kyot~ o r OSdka . In addi tion , the super- ~xpre J ~ 
(Shinka n sen) route frc Osa~:a t.O Tokyo pas bes through t hi s n rE.! d , with 
stdt-ion s at Kyo t o , C . " u, and Maibara . Th is e ffe cti v e ly e xt e nds th . 
c ~\mmute r catchment a r l2a of Kyoto and Osaka to the lowland area in th e 
n o rth-east of Sniga pre fe c ture, around Maibara a nd Nagahama. 
In comp l et: e con t :r. a s t , t h e whole of the a r ea in nort.h a nd \..e ntr a l 
Kyoto prefect u r e 15 s~ rved by a solitary, s i ngle track railway 
p a ssing through Kamec ' 3 , Sonobe , and Fukuch i yama . The journey t o 
Kyoto is usua j 1y 10r: '; dnd t ortuo us, and few people liv ing north of 
Sanobe are i r, 'i PCS1 :·. 1 ,) n t o make a daily r e turn t rip to the prf>fe c: tural 
celpi tal for wo r k . F ,: th ><: rmore , commuting t o Kyo to by r ail i.E> o nly 
practicable fa:::: peol'- l .l v~ ng in or near s ma U urban centre s s uch as 
Kameoka or So no b €:: . .- .. "'I St: 2~U and broken la:1dscape of the ir amba uplands 
means that most. vi' " .~'E· S 'iJ r·1.::h are not located I n t h e s hal l ow f ault 
b a sins are r e 1 , t ~_ 1. VI" 1 ' ; () .... > u ::c a nd inacce .> -; '. b!.. . . Roads fo] l.ow the 
f I nuous val ] E:' , ~ 1 0 " .i- \'Ir,J .i s t the mour .~ n& arp n OL particularly 
high, contac t b etween \' i l l a ges and towns in this area usually involve s 
long journeys aro und, e ther t han over, the dividing inte rfluve s 
(Fig. 4.8). Thu s , whU ,,· t h e s traight-line distance f rom scttle me nr s in 
the Tamba upland s to Kyoto is not necessarily very g rea t, the a cL ua J 
distances which ha v e LO be t r a vel led are generally t o o far to ~ l luw 
d a ily conunut i ng LO non-cgr icu l tura l employment t h f' H ' . 
From this b r i e f descripti on of Kyoto and !:>higa pre f e c t ures i t 1s 
clear that many d iffere n t types of rural environment are found i.n th e 
prop0sed study a rea . The reg ion incorporates n major me tropol i t ~tn ' In n 
industrial cent r e wit.n .cura i set tle ments Oil the UdJ c\11 lJ ·illql.·, d ~ Wl ·j 1 
as many remote, mountainous a reas where rural depopulation h a s bee n 
so severe tha t comp li?t.e village a bandonment has o ccurred . There cU P 
settlements wher e agri c u ltural productivity i s extremely low, cI ! ; we l l 
a s settlements whe r € r i.ce productivity levels ure amon gs t t he h.igh C! st 
anywhere in Japa n . There are ma ny settlements d e p e nden t on fore st r y 
for their livel i hoods, l a rge numbers of which have experie nced a 
decline in thi s i ndustyy in the post war period, though in some the 
forest economy contin~es to flourish. Similarly, rural settle ments 
Jil l] 
in this region a re s t £on g ly associated with a wide range of traditional 
craft industries , man:/ o f wh i ch have now virtually disappeared from 
the rural area whi l s t o t h e r s , notably textile manufacture, continue to 
provide an alternativ e s o urce of income in certain districts. There 
is considerable c l ~mat ic var iation across the region, most. notably with 
respect to t h E:! .-tmoun t () f winte r s nowfall rece i ved in d i ffere nt areas. 
Fin~lly, the r e is wla~ varia tion throughout Kyoto and Shiga prefectures 
with regard t c. '"r,e d.1.",- i. b '..lt_i o n o f non-agr icul tural e mployme nt oppor t un 
ities and, mO:l" t'- . 1g n1..: - ~.i'tntly, wi th regard to t.h e ea s e with which 
p e ople in r ura l ~O.~ l. r, ,_:. :<.·s can c ommute t o ~)bs o ff the farms. 
Before proceedinq with the s election of rI s uitilblp sample of 
settlements fo r d e taile d analys i.s , it is useful to compare the 
overall distribu t ion o f rural sett lement types in this region wi th 
that of the country as a whole. I t can be seen from Table 4.2 that 
Table 4.2: Distribut ion of Rural Settlement Types 
Rural 
settlement Type 
Mountain (Sanson) 
Agric/Mountain (N~sanson) 
Lowland Plain (HeichinOs on) 
Suburban (Toshi kinko) 
No. of 
Kyoto and 
12 (12.8) 
2S (26 . 6 ) 
37 ( 39 .4) 
20 ( 21.2) 
- ----
94(100.0) 
Municipalities ( %) 
Shiga Japan 
603 (19.8) 
897 (33.4) 
1073 (213.0) 
635 (18. 8 ) 
- ----.. . _-
3208 (100. 0 ) 
a number of di s crepancie s do e xi s t , with rathe r fewer mounta in v i l l.)<] (~s 
in Kyoto and Shiga pre f e cture s than t h e national average I il l so f ('we' /' 
agricultural/mountain v i llages , but a conSiderably h igher proportio n 
of lowland pla in village s . Part of the reason for thi s is tha t 
-
relatively few reg ions ~n Japan a re favoured with such e xte nsiv e areas 
of lowland as the Omi p l ain . Th u s , if a ny other region were sele cte d 
for study, the t e ndency may be to have a higher t han avera CJ e pro por t i o n 
of mountain and agricultural/mountain settlements, and a lower than 
average proportion of l owland plain settlements. It is a lso worth 
stressing that these d ist ributions are based on municipal rather than 
agricultural set t l e me n t t e rritori es . In the case of Kyoto prefecture, 
it can be seen t ha t: a ,umber o f muniCipalities i n the Tamba upland 
are designated ' lowlard 21ain ' se ttlements, including Ka meoka - shi , 
Yagi-ch~, Sonob e .- ch;:<: , ,·...llnb<:l-,;h o , Ayabe-shi, and Fukuchiyama-sh ~. 
(Fig. 4.4) , al t hough , ~ s apparent from F i gure 4 .8 that this 
I " ( , 
descdpti.on i s qui t un sui t able for many of t he villages locate d 
with i n th e se di stric r.~" The prob lem i s t h il t no a ccurate setl le l1ll}nl 
type classifica tion exists for i ndiv idual vi.llages and so , i ll lit e 
stric test sens e , a n y a ttempt to compare settlement types in this manner 
is r e ally of only limi ted value. It is therefore reasonable to 
conc l ude that Kyoto and Shiga pre fectures i ncorporate a s uitable 
balance of rura l sett l ement types, which does not seem i n any way 
unrepresentative of the country as a whole . 
The final s t age n ow is t o select a sample of agri.cul t uraJ 
settlements i n Kyoto d nd Shiga prefectures f or furthe r de t a il d 
analysis of environmental characterist i cs a nd net migration r , tc', 
Normally, a stra t ifie d random s a mpl e based on agricultural !';C' t 1 1 0",('nl" 
type would seem to b es t way to achieve thi s . Such a method wo uld 
ensure that a corre c t ba l ance o f rural settlement types is produc <,d , 
whether it was based o n r e giona l or on national distributions o f 
village types. Howeve r, since there are no suitable classifications of 
individual settlement type , the simplest and most practicable solution 
is to take a random s a mple of a ll agricultural settlements in t he 
region. 
In total, there a r e 3360 agricultural settlements in Kyoto a nd 
Shiga prefectures, ac c ording to the 1970 Census of A<J"riculture a nd 
Forestry. A 5 % samp le , the refore, would mean that 168 s e ttle me nts 
are selected for stud y . This i s sufficient to ensure there is no 
bias due to having toe small a sample, and the numbe r of settl e ments 
seems appropriate ie i ew o f t h e length of t i me available for research 
in Japan. Th e n 3. rn .;~' '-' n Ii distributi on of t h e settl.eme n ts thus 
selected ar e p r C' t . ~ . d : r: Ap pe n dix i. 
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CHAPTER FIVE 
THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK 
5.1 I NTRODUCT-I ON 
Having established a spatial framework whereby differences in 
rural out-migration rates may be clearly recognised and measured 
with a reasonable degree of accuracy the purpose of the present 
chapter is to describe a formal relationship between migration and an 
appropriate set of causal factors. In simplest terms this relationship 
can be represented as: 
where Y is the net out-migration rate between 1965 and 1975 in each 
of a sample of agricultural settlements in Kyoto and Shiga prefectures, 
and Xl ... Xn are the determinants of Y. The task of identifying 
suitable X parameters is by no means an easy one however. The 
problem is not simply a matter of finding and being able to measure 
the whole range of relevant causal factors, but also to determine 
the exact nature of the relatio~ship each factor holds with migration. 
Xl'" Xn may represent, for instance, a series of single explanatory 
variables such as measures of income levels, or agricultural 
productivity, or it may incorporate a number of composite indices like, 
for instance, a measure of socio-cultural development. Furthermore, 
consideration has to be given to whether or not each parameter has 
any form of weighting attached, and to whether the relationship 
with migration is best described by a linear or curvilinear function. 
Over the years a vast amount of literature has built up concerning 
the determinants of migration, ranging from the international to the 
inter-county and inter-village scales, in developed countries as well 
as developing or under developed nations. Clearly the actual range and 
and choice of possible determinants varies according to the particular 
' scale of study and to the local conditions specific to the area or 
counby in question. The main relevance of these studies to the present 
research lies,therefore, in the evolution of methodological approach 
to the problem. At one level it is possible to observe a shift of 
emphasis over~time from 'normative' explanations largely based on 
considerations of economic inequalities within regions to 'behavioural' 
explanations where much attention is placed on liJe cycle theory anti 
on the migrants subjective perception of his environment (Wolpert, 
1965; Brown and Longbrake, 1970; Hannan, 1970). Whilst the range of 
potential causal factors has remained similar, the analytical treat-
ment and presentation of variables clearly differs with respect to 
the kind of approach which is adopted. On a slightly different level 
it is also possible to observe how, over time, explanation s of 
migration rates have become increasingly complex as the level of 
understanding of the nature of the relationships between var i ous 
causal and dependent factors has improved. The trend is toward th e 
evolution of a 'systems theory' approach where emphasis is directed 
to the understanding of various feedback mechanisms, including ad-
justments to information flow, the effects of migration at place 
of origin and destination, and the influence of counter migration 
streams, and also to the evaluation and potential significance of 
time lags (Mahogunje, 1970; Willis, 1975). 
Not all of these theoretical developments are strictly relevant 
to the particular location, and spatial and temporal s.cal c adopted 
for the present research, and it is unnecessary to attempt a detailed 
review of them here. It is necessary, however, to appreciate and 
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understand some of the pitfalls and interpretational difficult ies 
, which have, as a result of previous empirical research, come to be 
associated with the simpler models of migration seeking normative 
explanations of variations in migration rates. It is also necessary 
to consider if, and how, alternative approaches may increa se the 
potential lev~l of explanation of variations in rural net out-m igra-
tion rate between agricultural settlements in post war Japan. Sub-
sequent discussion in this chapter reveals how certain behavioural 
aspects of the decision to migrate are likely to have a considerable 
influence on variations in migration rate at this level, and a mod e l 
i s proposed whereby these can be duly accounted for. 
5.2 THE NORMATIVE APPROACH: MULTIPLE REGRESSION MODELS 
-----_._------_._--------------------- --
The relationship between migration and the set of causal factors 
which is described in the multiple regression equation is 
where a is the intercept value (the value of Y when all X values 
e4ual zero), and S, the beta coefficient, indicates the s lope of 
the relationship between each variable (X) with the dependent 
variable (Y) when all other variables are held constant. The 
error term is represented bye. Also of interest is R2, the 
coefficient of determination, which indicates the percentage of the 
total variance of Y which is explained by the independent variables 
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incorporated in the equation. It is to be hoped, when seeking to 
explain Y in terms of Xl'" X
n
, that the R2 value is as high as 
possible. Of particular interest in terms of seeking explanations for 
variation in migration rates are the ~elative values of the beta, 
- , 
or partial regression, coefficients. Clearly, the higher the 
value, the greater the degree of slope expressed in the relationship 
with Y (migration rates) indicating increased importance as an 
explanatory factor. In order to facilitate direct comparison of 
partial regression coefficients, however, it is necessary that their 
~ 
values are standardized. This is aohieved first of all by converting 
all the initial data set to standardized (Z) scores where each 
value is expressed in terms of its unit variation from the 
standardized mean score zero, and secondly by weighting each partial 
regression coefficient by the ratio of the variance (or standard 
deviation) of the relevant variable with that of all the other 
independent variahles (Johnston, 1978; 72, and see Chapter Six for 
a fuller explanation of this procedure). 
The problems which are associated with the use of multiple 
regression analysis to explain variations in migration rates may 
be divided into two groups. The first relate strictly to the oper-
ational procedures of the model, and incorporate problems associated 
with the various assumptions and requirements concerning the form and 
character of the original data sets before they may be included in 
the model. The second group is rather more conceptual in nature 
and relates specifically to problems of interpretation of results. 
The first point requiring emphasis is that use of the multiple 
regression model must follow a clearly stated hypothesis in which 
the theoretical justification for inclusion of each independent 
variable is formally presented. Otherwise, there is c'ons.i.derable 
risk of discovering completely spurious relationships which are not 
truly indicative of cause and effect (Smith, 1975; 278). Once the 
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variable list is established it is important that each variable meets 
certain important prerequisite assumptions. First, since regression 
fits a straight line trend the variables should be linear. Second, 
the conditional distributions of the residuals should be normal, and 
'. 
third, they should have equal variance, that is, homoscedascity 
(Johnston, 1978; 39-43). If any of these conditions are not evident 
the original data sets should be adjusted by means of transformation 
(e.g .l;:>gari thmic. ) If this is not done the regression coefficients 
are liable to unequal bias from just one or two 'extreme' 
observations and, given the degree of importance attached to the 
relative values of these coefficients in the final interpretation of 
results this could have serious implications on the validity of the 
research conclusions. Any research findings which do not produce 
evidence of testing these assumptions must therefore be viewed with 
some degree of scepticism. 
Whilst it is a relatively straight forward task to produce the 
required conditions of linearity, normality, and homoscedascity in 
data sets, there is a further assumption which is considerably 
more difficult to overcome. This is the problem of collinearity 
between variables when the multiple regression requires that all 
independent variables (or, strictly speaking, the residuals from 
each partial regression equation) should be uncorrelated. In 
practice, and particularly in the case of socio-economic and 
demographic analyses, this ideal state is rarely achieved. The 
effect of collinearity between variables on the regression analysis 
results can be considerable, however, creating difficulties for the 
interpretation of the coefficients of partial regression and 
correlation, and the coefficient of determination. ~~ith specific 
regard to the use of multiple regression models in migration analysis, 
'" 
the probl em of l ntcrpret i ng bo th part ial and mult i pl e c orr ~ lation 
coeffic ient s has been Il lgh lighted in a s tudy on county ne t migra tion 
rates in the united States du r ing the period 1950 to 1960 (Tarver 
and Gurley, 1965) . Th is at t empted to expl ain migration i n terms 
of seven variable s , at leas t two of whi ch - the average numl'er of 
years of s chool education received ~nd the percentage of popul a t i on 
who had completed four year s of high school educat i on - wer e hi ghly 
correlated (r = 0. 91). As Hami lton points out in his subs equent 
discussion of the paper, two highl y intercorrelated variables t end to 
eliminate each other and even produce a decline in the value of the 
coeffici ent of determination (Hamilton, 1965) . This can be avo i deo 
by using s tepwise rather than leas t -squares multiple regres s ion 
proc edures , hut this i n turn may r esult in a very low, often ins ig -
nificant, be t a va lue for one of the two variables leading to 
difficulties i n the int erpret a tion of results. A further probl em of 
col l i nearity hi ghlight ed i n Tarver and Gurley's study i s the effec t 
of shared var i ance (expres sed as the difference between the simpl e 
ano the partial correlation coefficients). Where this eXLst s it 
is i mposs iblc to allocate all the expl ained variance in th e depende nt 
variable to individual independent variables, a certain proportion 
being the r esult of the combined effect of two or more variables. 
When large numbers of explanatory variables are fitted in the 
equation, this clearly produces great difficulties of interpretation. 
More seri ous , however, is the fact that multicollinearity can 
also eff ect the relative values of the partial regressi on coefficient s 
(Riddell , 1970; Wi ll is, 1975 ; Johnston, 1978) . Johnston provi de s an 
exampl e , for instanc e , where two highl y correlated independ ent 
1 5 2 
variables each have a strong positive relation to the dependent 
variable when they are regressed separately in a bivariate equation, 
yet one of them shows a negative relationship in the multivariate 
regression (Johnston, 1978; 75). Generally, the anticipated effect 
of collinearity between variables is to lower the value of the beta 
coefficients, thus reducing the relative level of importance attached 
to each variable as a determinant of, for instance, migration rates. 
The exis~~ce of colliqearity may therefore make any attempt to 
interpret the results of multiple regression meaningless. Yet despite 
this, numerous studies on migration have utilized multiple regression 
techniques without paying any regard at all to the possible extistence 
of col linearity between variables, nor to the distorting influence 
it may have on the final results (e.g. Kono and Shio, 1965). 
Unfortunately, there is no simple data transformation technique 
to overcome the problem of colinearity. Instead, rather more complex 
procedures have to be adopted, which tend, by virtue of their very 
complexity, to make interpretation difficult anyway. Of course, 
the law of parsimony could be applied and variables which merely 
perform a 'double counting' function be discarded from analysis. 
The difficulty is, however, to distinguish the primary variables from 
those which are double counting, and also to define some sort of 
cut-off point below which the correlation effect is deemed minimal 
or at least non-disruptive. Clearly such methods may achieve only 
partial success, since some degree of collinearity is likely to 
remain. 
The commonly accepted method of removing the collinearity 
effect is to internalize all the shared variance between explanatory 
variables into just one composite variable, usually by means of 
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factor, or princinal components analysi s (Johnston, 1978). If more 
than one component is produced, they will necessarily be orthogonal 
and thus, by definition, uncorrelated. The problem with this technique 
is that the combination of variables within individual facturs or 
components is undertaken by completely artificial proces ses and may 
lead to problems of component identification or interpretability 
(Riddell, 1970). To overcome this it is useful to relate component 
scores back to the original data set, and this can be done by weighting 
the independent variables by their respective component loadings. 
This should enable the relative strengths of the original variables 
in explaining the migration process to be evaluated without the 
distorting influence of col1inearity since, of course,the weightings 
are derived from orthogonal indices. In his examination of 
migration rates in Sierra Leone, Riddell showed by this proc ess just 
how great the distortion effect .of collinearity may be, for the relative 
order of variables ranked according to the size of their beta 
coefficients in the 'reconstituted' equation was quite markedly 
different from that in the original equation. One variable - di s tan ce 
to the Sierra Leone diamond fields - dropped from first to only 
tenth in importance out of a total set of just fifteen variables 
(Riddell, 1970; 409) . 
The transformations, amalgamations, and weighting of variables 
which are required to meet the assumptions of multiple regression 
analysis may easily be incorporated into the original model where 
y -= f(X I , X2, .. . Xn) .The normat'iv e 'lpproach holds that a finite 
number of explanatory factors (Xl' X2 , Xn), which expre~s spatial 
variation in a range of socia-economic and environmental character-
, 
istics, should account for the size and direction of migration 
streams within a pre-defined spatial framework. Multiple regression 
procedures enable the model to be applied to real world situations 
and provide precise, mathematical descriptions of the type a nd 
relative strengths of the relationships between migration aJ~ each 
of the set of independent variables . The assumptions required for 
this type of analysis merely provide the format in which the 
independent variables are presented. That is they should be 
linear, normally distributed, and either in the form of compo si t e 
indices or weighted by some measure of the degree of inter-dependence 
they share. 
The validity of such models have been criticised on two grounus, 
however. Supporters of the systems theory approach to migrat i on 
(Mabogunje, 1970; Willis, 1975) argue that the relationship between 
migration and the set of environmental factors is not simply one of 
cause and effect , but is circular in nature. That is, whilst r e lat i ve 
volumes of migration between places may indeed be affected, and to 
a large extent determined, by various socio-economic, cultural, 
demographic and environmental stimuli, migration may by itself 
determine the value of these very same factors. It has been shown, 
for example, how mig~ation is both induced by differential rates 
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of employment opportunity, but also gives rise to increases in 
employment levels in areas of strong in-migration (Muth, 1971). 
Clearly, potential employers are attracted to those areas known to have 
large supplies of cheap, immigrant labour. This kind 'of argument 
has led Willis to conclude that "any firm, definite, statement on 
migrat i on conclusions from regression is questionable" (Willis, 
1975; 42) . In purely practical terms , t he simultaneous e4uation 
bias resulting from the circular nature of the relationship between 
variables each side of the original model makes any form of regression 
technique meaningless. Quite aside from this, proponents of the 
systems appr6ach also place considerable emphasis on information 
flows, particularly those working through migration feedback 
channels. Perfect knowledge about all possib~e residential locations 
in a spatial framework, which is assumed to exist in a normative 
framework, rarely exists in reality . Potential movers are usually 
exposed to just a limited number of information channels, and even 
when knowledge of better opportunities does exist, a time lag is 
often evident since instantaneous response in the form of migration 
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is not always possible. Regression is of course based on 'simultaneous 
response' assumptions, or at least a relatively short time lag which 
is equal in length for all migrants. The feedback of information 
by migrants to friends and relatives at their point of origin can 
disrupt this however (Sternstein,1975). Consequent 'chain 
migration' may mean that potential migrants are moving much sooner 
than they otherwise might have done, if indeed they had originally 
planned to move at all. From this one could suggest that migration 
multipliers should be incorporated into a systems model, a notion 
which received support from Roseman's argument that people who have 
moved at least once before have greater propensity to migrate than 
those who have never changed their place of residence (Roseman, 
1971) . 
Information flows, information gathering systems, and time l ags 
are also emphasised by those whose prime concern is the behavioural 
approach to the decision to migrate (Wolpert, 1965; Brown and Long-
brake, 1970). In complete contrast to the normative viewpoint which 
considers migrant populations as homogeneous aggregations of 'homo 
economicus', who not only have perfect information but are able to 
respond to it with totally rational, optimizing behaviour, the 
behavioural approach recognises that these qualities do not exist 
in all individuals, and that individuals are likely to respond in 
different ways to the same stimuli. It therefore concentrates on 
the mechanisms by which individual decisions to migrate are made. 
In the first place information flows, which provide the knowledge of 
alternative opportunities and are a crucial prerequisite of the 
migration decision, may vary according to one'slocation in space 
(e.g. core or periphery) and to the state of development of the 
national economy and society (Lewis and Maund, 1976). The ability 
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of the individual to retrieve information also varies, however, 
according to a range of economic, cultural, and social constraints. 
Age, sex, and occupation for instance, will determine each individuafs 
activity space, which in turn controls the amount of knowledge he 
is able to gather (Wolpert, 1965; 302). Whilst information about 
alternative locations is constantly assimilated, its relevance to the 
migration decision is further determined by the particular needs and 
ambitions of the individual. In turn, the strength of these desires 
tends to vary according to the particular stage reached in the 
individual~ life-cycle. Leaving school, marriage, creating a family, 
and retirement all mark stages in the life cycle when an individual's 
(or family) needs and ambitions are reassessed and when migration 
offers the possibility of meeting these new desires (Leslie and 
Richardson, 1961). It is perhaps debatable whether a comparison 
with alternative locations, and an appraisal of satisfaction with 
cre'spresent home, takes place constantly through adult life,or just 
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at times of change in the life cycle. Empirical evidence from 
most developed countries clearly shows that most moves Occur at one 
or more of these critical stages (Rossi, 1955; Speare, 1970). If 
~ 
moves do not occur on the other hand, this is because needs and 
ambitions of the individual are already met despite any changes 
resulting from a move along the life cycle, or because a move, which 
may after all be considered beneficial, is delayed due to forces of 
inertia. Such a time lag may even last indefinitely (Wolpert, 1965; 
304). 
Within the determinants of activity space and life cycles, 
the crux of the behavioural approach lies in the notion of place 
utility - "the net composite of utilities which are derived from the 
individual's integration at some point in space" (Wolpert, 1965; 
301). It embodies the level of satisfaction or dissatisfaction an 
individual holds with his immediate environment, and the anticipated 
reward which may be achieved by living in an alternative location. Thus 
it represents "a measure of attractiveness or unattractiveness of an 
area, relative to alternative locations, as p~rceived by the individual 
decision maker" (Simmons, 1968). The decision to migrate is taken 
therefore, in order to increase an individual's experienced place 
utility. 
The most relevant aspect of all this to the present discussion 
is that the range of variables which make up place utility, (i . e. the 
range of utilities), is likely to be infinite since it is based on 
each individual's own perception of the environment. This, it may 
be noted, contrasts with the finite number of variables used in 
normative models. Furthermore, the list of variables is likely to 
" 
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vary from one individual to another, and each individual will attach 
a different degree of importance to th e variables which are under 
common consideration. To make matters more complex, as individuals 
move through the various stages in the li f e cycle, new variables 
may be added to those already under consideration, old var iables may 
be discarded, whilst the relative wei ght s attached to each one 
change constantly (White and Woods, 1980; 10). Attempts to fit th is 
kind of process into a multiple regressIon analysis will cl early mee t 
with enormous difficulties. As the origi nal model stand s , migration 
(Y) is measured for populations (albeit relatively small) aggregat ed 
at the agricultural settlement level. This necessitates the us e of 
ecological rather than individual correlation procedures, wi th 
data expressed in terms of averages or percentage s in the explanatory 
variables. However, inferences on individual actions or preferences 
cannot be drawn from the re sults of this kind of correl ation (Rob i nson, 
1950). Thus, individual priority assessments of the various 
env i ronmental stimuli which contribute to the decision to mi grate 
will be obscured in the model as it presently stands. 
5.3 TOWARDS AN ALTERNATIVE APPROACH 
-------------- - - ---------------
The systems and behav i oural argument s clearly ques t i on the 
validity of the original model and the use of multiple regression 
techniques to explain variations in migration rates. Porter sums 
up these problems when he sta tes that " any attempt to expl a in the 
[migration] phenomenon in a rational way will lead to a formulation 
of unusual complex i ty, or be foredoomed to failure" ( Port ~r, 1956; 
317) . Although the difference hetween succ ess and f a i lllre may be 
hard to defi ne exac tl y , th e often rather poor values obta i ned for the 
coeffi c ient of determ i na t i on in regres ~ lo n analys i s of migrat i on 
" 
may indeed be said to be indicat i ve of a general lack of success. 
The problem is to find an alternative methodology, or perhaps to 
modify the present model in some way, so that the problems of 
circular relationships and individual priority preferenc es can be 
overcome. In doing this it is essential that the aims of the 
present study are constantly borne in mi nd, and especiall y tha t the 
nature of the data available for study i s compat i ble with the 
proposed type of model formulation. 
Consideration turns first of all to the problem of circular 
relationships, where migration may itself affect the relative values 
of supposed 'explanatory factors'. It has , i n fact, already been 
noted (Chapter 3) how this process does occur even at the local 
settlement level i n Japan. Poor acce ssibi lity to school s i s cited 
as one reason for high rural out-migration rates, which i n turn l ead s 
to a reduction in the number of children who attend these school s . 
As a result schools become inefficient and local authoriti es are 
forced to shut them down, thus further reducing the level of 
accessibil i ty and so encouraging further out-migration (PI a te 5.1). 
Local fire-fighting facilities offer another example. Wh en a fir e 
breaks out, many villages are initiall y dependent on the ir own 
resources to control the blaze and, in particular, on the 
availability of a group of able-bodied men to carry water to the 
site of the fire. Plate 5.2 shows the e f f ect of a fire which two 
months previously had burned down three houses in the village of 
Nakamura in Taga-cho, Shiga prefecture . The inhabitants of all three 
hOll seholds subsequentl y left the vill ag(~ t o l i ve el s ewhe r e. The 
vi 11:Ige rs who remain, argile that had mi g ra t i on not been so s evere 
jn the past morc youn g mell would have ~ )( . .! en ava i lable to l·ontrol 
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Plate 5 .1 
-------
Plate 5.2 
-----
A school in the Tamba uplands, clos e d 
in 1977 due to falling numbers of 
child r en . 
A fire destroyed these farmhouses in 
Taga-cho, Sh ig a prefecture, in 1976. 
The inhabitants subsequently left th ~ 
vill age for good. 
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the fire (which broke out during the ni ght), and prevented it 
from spreading from more than just the one house. The subsequent 
out-migration of two households may thus have been avoided. 
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Whilst these examples clearly lend weight to the argument against 
the potential effectiveness of multiple regression techniques they 
must, nevertheless, be placed in the context of migration which is 
measured over a relatively limited ten year period. Is such a period 
long enough for cause to be related to effect, and then back again 
to cause? Whilst it may be so in the case of dramatic instances 
such as a fire, it is less likely to be the case when bureaucratic 
decisions have to be made concerning, for instance, the closure of a 
school. Is ten years a long enough peri od to measure the initial 
effect of poor accessibility on subsequent out-migration rates, 
leading first of all to recognition of the fact certain closures may 
be necessitated, then eventual enactment of the closures, and then 
the subsequent effects this in turn has on out-migration rates? 
Clearly, a more detailed knowledge of the precise sequence of events, 
and especially the time difference se~rating each event is required 
before the inclusion of such processes into a model can be fully 
justified. 
It may be argued from the systems theory viewpoint that 
information feed-back processes will affect the relative length of 
time lags, as well as having a possible impact on the structure of 
the local rural economies and socie~y lMabogunje, 1970). The crucial 
point here is whether or not chain migration is likely to result 
in differences in the relative volume of migration flows. Whereas 
this may be the case in less economically developed countries, in 
Japan in 1965 the l evel of economic aT'J social development was 
" 
... 
extremely high, with the inevitabl e cons equence that the structure and 
crganization of the couununications netwc'rk was similarly highly 
qeveloped. It may be recalled, for ins ~ance, that T.V. ownership 
in 1968 was higher in farm than in non '~ }arm households, with a 
r.ational average of about 80% of a ll hou sehol ds owning a tel e vi sio n. 
I 
~: imilarly, rates o f newspaper circulat i c:n are very high in Japan, 
and once again rural areas tend t o have higher proportions of read er s 
t .l an in the urban d i stricts (Asah i Shi nbuns ha , 1977). It may be 
.' 
argued, therefore, that chain migr a t i on proces ses are unlikely to have 
a significant effect on the deci sion whc ::ther or not to migra te, 
or even when to migrate. Existing inf or mat i on channels may play a 
m..1ch more important role in th i s r espec' . 
Any attempt to incorporat e an a lt e;:na t ive model bas ed on ·a 
s ystems approach into the present r es ear ch would in any cas e requ i r e 
a compl e t e change of spat ial fr amewor k. Clearly any sys tem s model 
m'.lst inc lude the who le mi grat i on sy s t e Til y;rt her tha n j ust oll e corner 
of i t. Since t he area pres entl y und er considera t i on i s subject to 
substantia l rural - ur ban mi gration, a s we ll a s rural-rura ~ mi gration , 
it would be impossible to adopt a systems mode l wi thout incor porating 
l ~rge urban concentra tions i n addition t o the relativel y ~mall 
n;lffiber of agricultural settlements, which are t he present f ocus of 
a i:tention. 
Despite this, the systems approach and it s emphasL on migrat i on 
p' ~ocesses can offer a useful contribution to the better und erstand i n~ 
0 ",: di fferential rates of migration in r~ra l J apan. In part i cular j t 
el ~ lphas i ses the need f or extremel y ca refu l a ppra i sal of I ech ll iques 
d ~ scribing simple, linear cause and effec t rel a tionship:. . I f 
tl ese techniques ar e to be p.mploYE" d , gTf' J t care must be 
1 F. , 
taken with respect to the choice of exp Janat "ry variable s, to ensure 
that they measure events prior to migration occurring, and to seek 
for and recognise the possible influence migration itself has on 
their relative value. 
Turning to the problems raised by the behaviourist aD~roach 
to migration, it might at first appear that emphasis on the individual 
decision making process is i rreconcilable with normative explanat i ons 
which are necessarily based, by the very nature of data availability, 
on aggregate populations. Although infonnation on individual 
migrations is available in .Thpan, it was clearly argued in the 
previous chapter that problems of data co llection at thi s level 
preclude systematic analyse s based on sufficiently large numbers of 
people. On the other hand, Wolpert himsel f argues that 
although the action space is unique for each 
individual, still there is likely to be a good 
deal of convergence into a limited number of broad 
classes. The congruity and interdependence of the 
effects of race, family income, education, and 
occupation are likely to result in subgroups 
of individuals with rather homogeneous laction 
spaces (Wolpert, 1965; 303). 
The implication is clearly that certain groups of individuals, with 
shared basic personal characteristics, will have similar perceptions 
of comparative place utilities. Th~t is, they consider roughly 
the same range of variable inputs and ass ign similar weightings to 
each of the inputs. Furthermore, the lo gi cal conclusions to this 
are that migration decision s within the se groups are based on the 
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same set of premises and so are likely to result in similar migration 
..... 
patterns, whilst migration patterns between groups will vary, since 
'average perceived place utility' will also differ. 
These notions find considerable support in migration literature. 
Differential migration rates and migration patterns have been 
observed between negroes and \vhitesin America (Bogue, 1977; Rose, 
1970), highly educated and less educated school leavers in Ireland 
(Hannan, 1970) and in Holland (Lijfering, 1974), and different 
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family income and occupational status households, also in America 
(Rossi, 1955). The most commonly recognised of the selective processes, 
however, is that of age differentials (White and Woods, 1980). 
In nearly all studies, migrants are generally found to be young, 
in the age range 15-35, with an occasional secondary peak after 
the age of 60 (e.g. White, 1982). Japan is no exception to this 
rule. Clearly these age peaks relate to stages in the life cycle, 
with the periods of school leaving and career formation, family 
formation, and finally retirement standing prominent. Equally clear 
is the probability that the perceived place utilities of a school 
leaver seeking to establish a career for himself are likely to vary 
markedly from the retired person whose prime concerns may be to 
seek a peaceful, warm and sunny environment, or perhaps to be close 
to family and friends. It is important then, in studies of variations 
in migration rates, that migration flows should be disaggregated, if 
possible, into these broad groupings of population. 
In the present study it is anticipated to be only possible to 
disaggregate estimated net migrati~n rates by age and sex. Racial, 
social status, income, and occupationa' groupings exist within all 
" 
age ranges, and for both sexes however, and ideally much smaller 
population sub-groups based on four or fIve shared characteristics 
rather than simply age and sex would he preferred. As it is, in 
rural Japan, different racial groups are rarely identified and 
social status is, in theory, equal, foll ll wing post-war Land I{cform 
and democratization. (A racially indist i llct group known as !3~!~~~~12~_ 
are still the subject of fairly rigourous discrimination, but 
~~E~~~~2~ cannot be identified and isolated using official documentary 
sources alone.) Since aggregate populations are based on the 
agricultural settlement level and are thus fairly small anyway, it 
is probable that age (or life cycle stage) and sex are after all the 
major determinants of sub group formation, with the possihle 
addition of occupational status expres sed in terms of the farming-
nonfarming differential (Beardsley, Hall and Ward, 1959; eh. 10). 
The important thing is that broad similarities of place utility 
perception are likely to exist between individuals in the same 
age range, whilst marked differences will be evident between 
individuals of different age groups. For a fuller understanding of 
spatial variations in migration rate therefore, migration rates 
should be disaggregated by age group, and each rate compared to the 
respective estimations of place utility which are relevant to the 
specific age groups. 
Before this can be attempted it is necessary to fit the notion 
of comparative place utility into an operational context, and most 
important, to devise a method by which place utilities can be 
reasonably measured. First of all, the original model needs to he 
rcw[·.i tten : 
y feU , IL • IJ 7 ... U ) o -1 n 
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where Y represents the decision of an individual whether or not 
to migrate, or the propensity to migrate of a population sub group 
with certain shared personal characteristics (i.e. the same age). 
U represents the collective utility of the area associated with 
o 
the present home of the potential migrant or migrants, and 
u ... U the anticipated utilities of an unlimited series of 
1 n 
alternative locations. The whole expression can also be shortened 
to the single term 'place utility', or the level of satisfac tion or 
dissatisfaction with respect to a place. Migrations occur when 
the expected place utility of an alternative location is higher than 
the place utility presently experienced at the home locat i on. The 
concept is best envisaged in terms of a matrix (Figure 5.1). 
Figure 5 .1 Place utility Matrix 
I 
Places • 
P 1 P2 P 3 P n 
u 11 U21 U31 · .. U V1 Variable s n 
u 12 u 22 U32 ... U V2 
U 
P 1 ac e 
U 13 U23 U33 ••• V3 
utility = 
U. U U U V 
n n n nn n 
I I I I 
cU l CU 2 CU 3 · .. CU n 
16 7 
(Aft er White and Wo ods , 1980 .) 
The term CU, or composite utility, is the sum of utilities based 
on a range of weighted variables (VI ... V
n
) for each of a range 
of alternative locations (Pi ... P
n
), and the home location (Po). 
Place utility is thus an expression of the relationship between CU 
and CUI ... CUn · 
The nature of this relationship hinges on the central concept 
o 
of a 'threshold reference point' (Wolpert, 1965; 300; Brown and 
Longbrake, 1970; 370). In effect, this marks the dividing line 
between satisfaction and dissatisfaction with ones present environ -
ment, expressions which may only be felt if one has knowledge of 
better or worse locations elsewhere. If one~ experience utility 
of an area is low compared to the anticipated utility of other 
locations the threshold reference point will be low, l~vels of 
satisfaction will be low, and overall place utility will be low. 
Conversely. place utility and levels of satisfaction will be high 
when most other locations are expected to have low levels of 
composite utility i n comparison to the experienced utility of tile 
present location. Since the threshold reference point is self 
anchoring the place utility for various locations may be represented 
on a continuous scale ranging from low to high values. A graphical 
representation of the relationship between place utility and 
migration may therefore be hypothesised (Figure 5.2). 
The assumptions of such a model are a closed system with a 
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finite number of locations, each of which every individual has at 
least a partial knowledge. If place utilities are represented on a 
continuous scale then it is possible to envisage a mean value of place 
utility, above which individuals are generally satisfied with their 
present environment, and below which the feeling is one of general 
Figure 5.2 Hypothetical Relationship between place IJtility 
and Miqration. 
In-miqration 
---------------------------~------
Low place utility Hiqh place utili ty 
Out- miqratinn 
dissatisfaction. Clearly migration should not occur bctwecl l places 
where place utilities are low, when a move simply results i n a new 
place of residence where there is still an overall feeling of 
dissatisfaction. Moves occur instead between places with below tIle 
mean place utility and places with above average place utility. 
In a real world situation it could perhaps be argued that average 
place utility li~s on the boundary between rural and urban places 
and that migration is almost exclusively between these two regions. 
Empirical evidence suggests, however, that considerabl e 
movement exists hothwithin the rural area and within the urban area, 
and although there are difficulties of precise definition of rural 
and urban places there seems to be no rally stronq support for s uch 
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a large 'step' in the relationship (Jinko Mondai Hangikai, 1974). 
It is in fact unlikely that free market mechanisms would allow the 
~!~!~~_S~~ to continue long enough for such a pattern to emerge. High 
in-migration concentrated in the settlements at the top half of the 
scale would bring pressures of over-crowding, lack of housing, and 
high prices so that place utilities .begin to fall. Furthermore, 
ever since Ravenstein's laws of migration were published in 1885, 
migration has been seen to occur in stages rather than in one 
final move. As Ravenstein states, 'currents of migration exis t 
setting in the direction of the great centres of 
commerce and industry which absorb the migrants ... 
the inhabitants of the country immediately surrounding 
a town of rapid growth flock into it; the gaps thus 
left in the rural popUlation are filled up by 
migrants from more remote districts, until the 
attract i ve force of one of our rapidly growing 
cities makes i ts influence felt, step by step, to 
the most remote corners of the Kingdom (Ravenstein, 
1885; 198-199). 
Whether or not thi s is the case in post war Japan is difficult to 
say without making detailed longitudinal surveys of individual 
migration histories. Aggregate data showing net migration flows 
cannot, unfortunately reveal the e xiste nce of such patterns. The 
fact that rates of intra-municipality migration are so high, in 
rural as well as urban districts, does indicate howeve~, that such 
patterns may well exist. This leads one to suppose that a more 
accurate representat i on of the likely rel ationship between place 
utilities and migra tion would indicate a l i near path (~igure S.3). 
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Fioure 5.3 Alternative Relationship between Place Utility 
and Miqration. 
In-miqration 
Low place utility 
------- ---------~~-------------------------
Hiqh place utility 
Out- miqration 
Theoretical justification for such a path can be made i n 
terms of comparative place utilities. The most obvious argument, 
particularly applicable to Ravenstein's observations, is that limited 
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fields of information preclude knowledge of far away places. Villagers 
in remote district s may thus be unable to consider the potential 
composite utilities of urban districts higher up the scale and 
movement is limited to nearby rural areas, or market towns, which 
nevertheless do offer a high er place utility. Once movement has 
occurred in this fashion, the migrants activity space may broaden 
so that information concerning a wider range of localities becomes 
available, including places even higher up the scale, .leading to 
a possible reassessment of comparative place utilities and subsequent 
further migration. 
It has been argued, on the other hand, that information channels 
in post war Japan are already highly deve loped and even in the most 
" 
remote villages considerable levels of knowledge exist concerning 
other parts of the rural area and, especially, urban districts. 
There are however, other forces in operation which may produce 
migration flows in short stages. An obvious example is the desire, 
initially, not to move very far away from the home locality. The 
wish to remain close to relatives, or to the ancestral grave, or 
simply to continue farming the family land from an alternative place 
of residence are all possible factors giving rise to such moves 
(Oshima, 1972; Sakaguchi, 1974). Subsequent moves, possibly delayed 
until the next generation, may be made when the strength of these 
bonds gradually diminish over time. In terms of place utilities, 
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it may simply he postulated that considerations of distance from the 
home locality form a major constituent of comparative utility 
assessments, receiving a far higher weighting than any other single 
variable. If this is the case, however, the validity of the 
relationship expressed in Figure 5.3 needs to be re-examined carefully. 
Clearly individual rankings of comparative place utility 
vary from person to person, depending not only on each set of personal 
characteristics, but also on each individual's particular location 
in the spatial framework. Over time, individual rankings may change, 
not only because of movement through stages in the life cycle, but 
also as a result of previous moves made between different localities. 
For the relationship between migration and place utility to have any 
clear meaning, therefore, the place utility function in Figure 5.3 
.is not representative of individual perceptions of comparative 
lJtilities, r;Jthcl" it is the average ordering for the populatioll 
as ;J \vhol c , or at least, a sub - group of that population, irrespective 
of any particular location in the spatial framework. In other 
words, emphasis is laid on the anticipated utility of locations, 
rather than the experienced utility felt by people already living 
in a particuiar place. This 'aggregate place utility function' 
(henceforth A.P.U. function) may still be represented on a continuous 
linear scale, the right hand end representing places which most 
people in the system at any given time feel offers the best place 
utility, and the left hand end places which are generally felt 
to be the least desirable in the system. 
Since individuals perhaps do have limited access to information, 
and of course maintain their own perceptions of comparative place 
utility irrespective of the general concensus of opinion which is 
represented by the APU function, all migrations will not necessarily 
be directed to the place with the highest ranking on the APU scale. 
Instead it is hypothesised that places with the lowest APU function 
will experience out-migration, but no in-migration, higher up the 
scale places will have slightly lower rates of out-migration and some 
in-migration, half way along the scale rates of in and out migration 
will be equal, then in-migration will begin to exceed rates of out-
migration, until the place with the highest APU function where there 
are high rates of in-migration and no out-migration. 
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In order to test this hypothesis it should be apparent that a sample 
of places in the system is sufficient for analysis, although it is 
necessary that the APU function is still based on the attitudes of 
all people living in that system. Provided the APU function can be 
measured in some way the spatial framework determined in the previous 
chapter is suitable for such analysis. It is necessary to point 
out though, that the five percent sample of agricultural set tle-
ments is not representative of all localities in the system (i.e. 
Kyoto and Shiga prefectures) . Not included are any strictly urban 
districts. On the :)asis of strong empirical evidence it is assumed 
that such urban places are generally regarded to have high place 
utilities, and would thus normally ,occupy the right hand end 
of the APU function (Jinko Mandai Hangikai, 1974). It is o f course 
recognised that some urban districts may be regarded as unfavourable 
locations by some people, due to various negative aspects sllch as, 
conqestion high costs of living and so on. Nevertheless, the 
effect of excluding urban districts on the hypothesised relat i onship 
between APU and migration is to shift the mean APU score to the l eft , 
effectively altering the position of th e Y axis . The revi sed 
relationship is r epresented diagramati cally in Figure 5.4. 
In-mi<lration 
- - - _ ._---- -----+---- ---,." 
Fi uure i) . /f . 
Hinh I\PU 
Out-mi qrat ion 
Hvnot l1 et i c al Re l ? t l ' lI l' n i f) !) r> i".' ''-' '' : I ~~1 " 
I\PU function anu r.li(lf'd l, i o l1 f n r ~> (' :'! n l" 
Sf' tt I ,2, lents. 
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The problems of measuring the APU function are clearly going 
to be enormous. Following the theoretical procedures already outlined 
individual place utilities would first of all have to be estimated 
by constructing a huge series of matrices incorporating all 
localities in the chosen system and all the possible variables likely 
to be relevant to daily utility. Not only do all the variables 
have to be identified somehow, but weightings also need to be 
assigned to each one. Even if this could be done further analytical 
procedures would need to be evolved in order to estimate the average 
place utility function. Despite these difficulties, there has been 
at least one serious attempt to identify the variables relevant to 
place utility estimations (Lieber,1978). Liebe r argues that most 
scholars are simply prepared to name the decision making variables 
without consultat i on with the potential migrants themselves, but 
simply on the basis of ~~_l!.9~ hypothe ses concerning the factors 
supposed to influence migration. Thi s "i s tantamount to presuming 
that the researchers are better informed about the individuals and 
individual decision making processes than the individuals themselves." 
(Lieber, 1978; 16). By the use of questionnaires based on personal 
construct theory Liehe~ is eventually ahle to isolate just three 
variables which the respondents consider particularly relevant to 
place utility estimations. The procedure is an extremely lengthy one, 
however, even though it is based on just 420 usable responses. 
Furthermore, Lieber restricts hi s study to just a narrow population 
suu-group of highly educated college stlltlents in their final year , 
all living in the same location. Any attempt to extend this technique 
to all inuividu:.ll s . living at each localit y in a large system js 
clearly impossible. 
The only realistic solution to this problem is to devise 
a surrogate measure for the APU function. Brown and Longbrake 
attempt this kind of procedure, but in the final analysis merely 
draw up a list of 48 socio-economic variables, and subject them to 
principle components analysis to remove the effects of collinearity 
(Brown and Longbrake, 1970). The model they produce: 
y = 
IS no different from the original model initially proposed in this 
chapter. The problems associated with ecological correlation 
procedures and their relevance to the individual decision making 
process are not successfully accounted for by this method. Be n-
chieh Liu (1975) proposes an alternative surrogate. Although not 
explicitly stated as a measure of place utility, the rationale in 
his choice of indicator holds remarkable similarity to Wolpert's 
earlier description of the migrant decision making process. Liu 
states: 
a household head's rational dedsion about 
where he wi 11 locate is to follow a form of 
optimi zation behaviour. He attempts to optimize 
his overall quality of life in terms of expected 
social, economic, political and environmental 
conditions. The probability of moving is 
determined primarily by the probability of 
getting and being able to enjoy a better quality 
of life (Ren-chieh Liu, 1970; 331). 
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The use of the term 'quality of life' is not merely meant as an 
alternative expression of place utility, but used to describe a means 
... 
of representing the general level of well-being of people . 
Quality of life, and the interchangeabl e term 'levels of living' 
are quantitative, composite indices bas ed on a range of variable 
inputs commonly referred to as 'social indicators'. These can be 
loosely defined as 
a1grega te or composite mea sures of well-being, or of 
some element of it, and are generally designed to 
facilitate concise and comprehensive judgements 
about l eve ls of social welfare (Knox, 1975; 8) 
Use of these indicators was initially developed by rural sociologists 
in America during the 1930s and 1940s in an effort to move away from 
existing standard classifications of farm families based on economic 
criteria alone, but to incorporate measures of peoplc's 
functional dependence on material possessions on the 
one hand, and the role-status posi tions of individuals 
and their value- attitude sys tcms on the other. (Ad Hoc 
Subcommittee on Rural Levels and 9tanda~ds of Living, 
1956; 183) . 
The same committee provided an operational definition for levels 
and standards of living as 
an inventory of the physical acoutrements constituting 
the material and cultural possessions of the 
people in question by the values and norms 6f 
behaviour which they share; by the forms of social 
organi zation which they practice; by the ge6graphic 
factors that make up the environment in which the 
people live; and by the e ffectivenes s with which 
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the people in question satisfy the basic needs 
of food , hea lth, shelter, education, protection 
for th e individual, conditions of work, clothing, 
etc. (P'id., 184) 
Interest in socia l indicators seems to have waned after 19~0, until 
the mid-1960s wh en a considerable volume of Uterature on the subject 
began to reappea r - this time on both sides of the Atlantic . 
This revival of interest seems to have arisen in response to 
increased demands for public policy makers to take more account 
of e nvironmental quality and i ndividual equality, rather than 
conccntrate all re sources on technological advancement and growth 
in mater-ial wealth (Ben - chieh Liu, 1975; 329). America first declared 
an official interest in national social indicators in 1969 with the 
creation of the ati ona l Goals Research Staff with the specific 
responsibility of developing social indicators for the monitoring 
of the quality of ~nerican life (Knox, 1975; 9). France followed 
suit in 1974 with t he appointment of her first Minister for the 
Quality of Life, whose portfolio included the reduction of the 
great disparities in quality of life which were evident there at 
that time (Knox and Scarth, 1977; 9). The principal aims of the 
social indicators movement during this period are summed up by 
Moser (1970). /Ie states that 
existing s tatistics tend to produce information 
about the 'average ' person, thus concealing 
the wid e range of individual si tuations, wh~n 
what i s needed is an understanding of the variet y 
of pcopll' and hou sehold s that JIlak e up the social 
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scene - taking account of their educational 
background, housing conditions, income groups, 
age, and so on. (Moser, 1970; 1042) 
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More recent -research, meanwhile, has concentrated on moving emphasis 
away from the measurement of social indicators at the national level, 
to the creation of 'territorial social indicators' which can 
disaggregate information by geographical areas within a region 
(Smith, 1973, 1977; Knox, 1975; Coates, Johnston, and Knox, 1977; 
Knox and Maclaran, 1978). 
The parallel between levels of living (Quality of Life) and 
place utility is clear. Levels of living are expressions of the 
overall state of well-being of individuals, which itself is taken to 
refer to the degree of satisfaction of the needs and wants of the 
population (Knox, 1975; 6). These are precisely the terms applied 
to the definition of the average place utility function. Moreover, 
levels of ~iving, as defined by the Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Rural 
Levels and Standards of Living (1956), take account of the value-
attitude systems of individuals and, as Moser (1970) emphasises, 
attempt to break down the barriers imposed by ecological correlation 
procedures. Level of living appears, therefore, to be an ideal 
surrogate for the measurement of the APU function. 
Attempts have been made to distinguish the terms 'level of 
living' and 'quality of life', or at least to formulate precise 
definitions of each term. No con~ensus of opinion regarding the 
distinction appears to have been reached, however, and one is 
generally left with the impression that the terms are inter-
changeable. The definition of level of living proposed by Knox 
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(1975; 23) suggesting that it is "the ac tual degree of sati sfaction 
of the needs and wants of a person or group of persons" is preferred 
here . This fi t s closely with the concept of place utility 
and leve l of living is the term used henceforth in this research. 
The original mode l can now be restated i n its final form 
y = f( LOL) 
wh ere Y is the net migration rate for each of a set of agricultural 
sett l ement s in Kyoto and Shiga prefectures, over the period 1965 -
1975, and LOL is th e meas ured l evel of Jiving in each of these 
sett lement s. [t is rea l ised that, over time, the relations htp 
hetween tlle se two variables is likely to he circu lar in nature , so 
s trong effort s a rc made to ensure that measures of levels of Li ving 
represent cond itions immediately prior to the period of migration. 
Simpl e regr ession, and correlation procedures ma y be used to evaluate 
the strength and precise nature of the proposed relationship, thu s 
avoiding probl ems of cO ll i neari ty associated with multivariat e 
ana lysis . 
5.4 MEASURING LEVELS OF LIVING 
Although work on social indicators has progressed rapidly since 
the mi d 1960s there is still "no generally accepted social theory 
sett i ng out the precise conditions unamb i guously defining human 
wel l-being, along with their rel a tive weights" (Smith,D., 1977; 31). 
The main reason for this is simply that basic needs and want s , value 
sys tem s , and community preferences vary f rom country fo country, 
r eg i.on to region , and even from place to place within the same region. 
Furthermore , the same jndicators have v:1f)'i ng degrees of s i g nificaJ\~e 
with respect to th e l eve l o f geograph ic disaggregat i on ( Kamrany 
and Christakis, 197 0; 210). To measure levels of living faT 
agricultural settl ement s in Japan it is therefore necessary to 
consider the cond i t i ons rel evant specifically to Japanese li fe styles 
a t this particul a r s cale of measurement. Whilst the l i st of variahl e 
i nd icator s and th e ir respective weight i ngs may be unique to rIle 
population in thi s part o f th e world, however, methods by whI c h 
levels o f liv i ng Ina y he conc eptualised. a nd objectively mea s ured 
have heen evolv ed whi c h arc appli cable to a ll areas and all ..;cales 
of geographi c di saggregation . 
Le vel of I i VI ng is not by itse lf a d irectly measurabl e 
ph e nome non. 1 ti ..; a compo site term r e pres ent i. ng a combinat Lon of 
ubjec tively mca sur eJ, the n weighted variab l es . Attempts have been 
mad e tu me asure Ipve]s of livin g by simpl y s e lecting a group o f 
variable s which seem rel e villl t t o th e general concept and 
aggre gating thel ll tn s ome fashi on. Jo nes ( 1980), for instance , 
,> e J oC t. :-- eight v:Jl'ial : l c s (ul1I"ci.ghted) t o measure the quality of life 
ill Amc rican urh;t Jl areas , and Ccb ula and Vedder (1973) also sclect 
e ight variables ll. "ll~ aSllre th e s ame ph E' nornenon in a different set of 
,~ ~ ) IlIc Lro l'o ( it ;11l , 1 , ': 1 '>, Ill t <': I'es ting J y only 3 var i ables (in l:oJJlC, 
Ilncmplo yment, alld L: rll1lc r ates) were common to both studies, 
i J\J lcat i II g that ne I th e r develuped a full set of relevant items. 
Til fact , Jones ;ldm its tn IISill g a quality of life measure simply to 
overc ome t he pro ll I ('m ~, u r col li neari ty as sociated with multipl e 
reg r ess ion (J ones , 198(J; ~) ~J) . A more serious attempt to measure 
variati ons in 1I11 ::!1 : t y or l i f e via s undertaken by Knox and SC<lrth 
l l ~ ) 77) . lI s ing l' r l'lIlil d:It: I . . " ( t hough th e s ame basic techn i qu e was 
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adopted, this time a much larger list of 41 variables was incorporated 
in the analysis. Nevertheless, one is still left to wonder if all 
the variables relevant to the quality of life are being measured. 
Clearly some general framework is required to help clarify the 
scope and content uf human well-being (Coates, Johnston, and Knox, 
1977; 10). Thi s i s provided by an int ermediate list of criteria 
which incorporate all the general featur es considered important 
in the composition of well-being, quality of life,or level s of living. 
These criteria (alternatively described as constituents, dimensions, 
domains, component s , goal areas, or social concerns) are, Ilke level 
of living itself, not directly measureable but, having a more 
restricted scope, they do make measurement feasible. To achieve 
this 'indicators ' are se l ec ted which do have numerical exrr~ s sion 
and which serve as the basi s for computing a numerical value for 
each general cr iterion (Drewnowski, 1974; 19). It is also argued 
helow, that th e se l ec tion of general criteria (henceforth th e term 
'domain' is preferred) is essential if Ivcightings based on C1ny form 
of attitudinal survey arc to be incorporated in the analysi s . It 
is the purpose of the remainder of this chapter to first of all 
identify the domain items relevant to the measurement of levels of 
living in rural Japan, and secondly to determine how the weighting 
of the variable components of level of living scores may be 
achieved. 
A useful sta r ting point to the determination of relevant level 
of living domains is to consider the list of eight 'so·cial concerns' 
described by the Organi zation for Economi c Co-operation and 
"evelopmcnt (Eln) . The soc ial concern s . defined as 'idelltifiable 
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and definable aspirations or concerns of fundamental and direct 
importance to human well-being' are: 
A. Health 
B. Individual Development through Learning (Education) 
C. Employment and Quality of Work i ng Life 
D. Time and Leisure 
E. Command over Goods and Services (Income) 
F. Physical Environment 
G. Persona] Safety and the Administration of Just ice 
H. Man's Place in Society (Social Participation) 
(OECD, 197:); 8) 
rn .Japan, the Social Indicator Research Group of the Council for 
National Living (1974) accepted the OECD list of social concerns 
as relevant to th e measurement of quality of life in that "ollntry, 
with just two additions. First, 'the family' is i ncluded since 
it is viewed as a 'fundamental unit of human life' and has a 
c lose bearing on the welfare of individuals. This area of social 
concern is seen as particularly relevant in Japan today, where the 
traditional family sys tem is undergoing rapid disintegration. The 
second addition i s 'soc~ l classes and c lass mobility'. The Research 
Group feels that although the structure of social classes in Japan 
differs markedly from that in Europe and America, and is possibly 
not so clearly defined, the difference between Japanese social 
classes neverthele ss needs to be clarified and illuminated in terms 
of social indicators. Finally, the research group feli that although 
'crime', and 'persona l safety ' did not reach the same level of social 
'conce rn' a s in \\Ies tern nations, it should be neverthel ess included 
becallse 'securit y was such a basic desire of human being s that it 
is necessary to kee p a check on the trenJ s of this particular area' 
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( Research Committee , the Council of Na ti0 nal Living, Japan, 1974' 8) , . 
Whilst this revised list of ten SOCJ al concerns may be applicable 
to the measurement of levels of living at the national level in 
Japan, not all these items can be expected to be relevant at lower 
orders of geographic disaggregation such as the agricultural settle-
ment. That is, it ems which are characteri zed by only a very small 
degree of internal variation wi thin th e Ilat ional boundary aT', more 
specifically, wi.thin the rural area, should be dropped from con-
sideration. Notably, it is presumed that crime rates and thp 
administration of .I tls t icc, housing qualjt y , the physical l'IIVlronmcnt 
(i.c. pollutioll l evels ), social and political participation levcls, 
;lnd social clas s di "tillctions may well display s ignifi.cant vadatjon 
between rural and urban districts, and even between different 
geographic region s in Japan, but variations are unlikely to he great 
between agr iculttlra l se ttlements in the same geographic r eglon. 
Support for such a notion is based largely on extensive fieid 
ex pedence and on readings from the numerous social and anthropological 
texts on village life in .Japan (e.g. Beardsley, Hall and Ward, 1%9; 
Uore, 1978; Embree, 1939; Smith, 1978). 
Conversely, jt ha s already been emphasised how certain features may 
show considerahle variation between small areal units, but will be 
obscured at the national level. Accessibility is a clear example 
of such a feature, and its importance in the detennination of local 
levels of human well-being has been stressed. Similarly, the influence 
of climatic and other natural environmental factors in ' the determination 
()f local levels of living ha s been cle:nl y observed. Unfortunately, 
no )!OvC'T'nnlVnt (lr i ndcpcndent rcsc:lrL:h u r g;lnj zati on in Japan has 
attelitpted to pruJuc e a definitive 1 lst 0 1' the areas of · soc ial COlll:ern 
directly applicabl e to l evel s of l i ving measured at thi s particular 
scale. Indeed, very few studies anywhere have attempted measures 
of levels of living at such a small scaJe as this. In order to 
achieve a fully comprehensive set of domain items therefore, it is 
necessary to consider the specific needs and wants of individuals 
living in .Japanese rural settJ ements. Thj s can be undertaken by a 
combination of two processes . Firstly, 1t is possible to consider 
the governments response to the need for rural area improvement with 
particular attentiun rajd to the specif ic target areas to which 
financjal resources are allocated. Secondly, the social and economic 
target areas identified by the rural inhabitants themselves can be 
determined from the results of attitudinal and questionnair e surveys. 
The 1975 Whit e Paper on Severely Depopulating Rural Di stricts 
provides detail s ( 1) actual expenditure which was allocated to 
improve the rural social infrastructure in kaso districts between 
1970 and 1974, a s we ll as det a ils of estimated expenditure over the 
sub sequent f i vo year period. Th e spec i fir targets for widell these 
financial resources Ivere directed were fixed after consultation with 
an assembly of the governors of each prefecture which incorporates a 
kaso district. Th ese target areas, which r e fl ect the immediate needs 
of rural inhabitant s in these areas, may not be representative of the 
areas of 'social concern' felt by inhabitants of the whole rural 
area in Japan but they do at least provide some indication of the 
type of factors which constjtute levels of 1 lying at this scale. III 
tota l, 97. S';, 0 r ac tual and proposed expenditure was direct ed to 
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i) the consolLuation uf the transpor t a nd communi cations n~twork; 
ii) the consol idation of education and cultural facility ]lrovision; 
iii) the consolida t lon of sodal environment and social welfare 
provision, and to guarantee medical provision; 
iv) t he promoti on of agriculture , fore s try and fishing, and other 
.industrial d (,v~ ]oplllc nt s , ( :<Asn rli1 kIISi1O , 1~/ : ). 
Cl ear ly a number of th e OH:n 'soc i al concerns' can be identified 
here, notably health, education, emp loyment, and i ncome , Additions 
to t 'll e 11 s t are transport and cOllllllunications, and as pect s r L! I at i ng 
to the soc ial env i ronment and socia l wei fa re. By looking at 
the list of individual ex penditure items it can be seen tha these 
lattL!r two 'ta rget s ' arc not i n fact, directly re l a ted to specific 
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hea l th aspect s , I nc luded in this category are th e prov isiol1 of water 
and se lvage, 'va s t e . .!i s posa l , fire services , and local authorlt y hOll s .in~. 
Mea Jllvhil c, two spc'l fic points of emphasis arc evi dent in th L' 
tran sport and cOlllmunications target area, Here, i mprovement s arc 
p l anned for hoth th e Local transport ne t work s and systems , ..I S well 
as for the major lI ne s of transport and communication which connect 
remote areas with the r egional and nat ional population centre s . 
The result s or 4ues tionnaire and attitudinal surveys secking 
to e l icit the part icul a r problems indiv i duals associate with 1 ife 
in rural areas (~~.?~ and non-kaso districts ) have produced n s lmilar 
ordering of itcms o r ' social conc ern' ( lkegami, 1975; Kokudoc ho Chi hn 
~n il1k n Ky()ku 19 75 ~ , Already noted in Chapter 3 is the prominence 
of it ems r e lati ng to accessibili ty, inc Luding not only acce ss to 
: c hua h anJ hospitals , hut also to workplace, s hops , lei sure 
ra~'ilities alld ro 1"c;1 1 govcrnment and :1 ),I ' icllltural co- oper"l t1ve 
offices. The generally poor state of roads is emphasised, including 
agricultural and forest roads as well as those connecting villages 
with other centres of population. Other items such as fire fighting, 
waste disposal, and problems created by heavy snow in winter also 
receive frequent mention. Clearly each individual item of concern 
relates to overall levels of living, or well-being, but does not 
by itself necessarily constitute a separate domain area. They do 
however, provide the basis from which a comprehensive list of 
relevant domain items can be formulated. The following are there-
fore proposed as domains which characterise the aspects of levels of 
living in post war agricultural settlements in Japan: 
1. Health, and the provision of medical facilities. 
2. Education 
3. The provision and availability of leisure facilities. 
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Each of these items appear as 'social concerns' proposed by the OECD, 
and the 'considered relevant to the. well-being of Japanese' irlClividuals by 
the Council for National Living. Considerable variation in the 
availability of these services is known to exist between agricultural 
settlements, principally due to differences in levels of accessibility 
brought about by the varied nature of the natural terrain in Japan. 
4. Access to local service functions. 
5. Access to urban areas. 
In the post war market economy in Japan access to the service 
facilities provided by both rural townships and the larger cities 
are clearly important aspects of the well-being of individuals in 
small rural settlements. Frequent reference to fire service 
provision, daily shopping requirements, waste disposal, and the state 
of roads, both local and those linked to the national transport network, 
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is indicative of l h l S. 
6. The state of ~griculture, forestr y , and fishing. 
7. Opportunitie s for non - agricultural employment. 
Both income l evels, and the availability and quality of employ -
ment are featur ed :l ~ soc ia l concerns by the OECD . Clearly i.n rural 
Japan, the primary lndustries offer 'a crucial source of employment anJ 
regular income. Con s iderable variations in the agricultural and 
forestry potential o f se ttl ements have been observed and must be 
included a s a maj or domain it em in the assessment of rel a t i ve level s 
of living. Inc reas ingly, since the mid 1950s, people have , ought 
an alternativ e form of employment to agriculture, either i n 
manufacturing or s e rvic e industries where it is generally po ssible 
to obtain higher lncome levels than from agriculture alone. The 
rapid introduct i on of labour saving devi ces and the general reluctance 
of farm famili es to g ive up their small plots of land have meant that 
con s id erably inc r eased s igni ficance is attached to local opportuniti e s 
fo r aitern3tlVl' [,::Irt - t ime aT full-time employment and it i~ t herefore 
included as a separa t e domain item. 
R. The natural environment. 
Although variiltions in the form of natural environment surrounding 
agricultural settl ements may be accounted for by difference~ in 
the s tat e of agr iculture, and by different levels of accessibility 
to varjous se rvice functions, climatic variations, particularly the 
amount of winter snowfall, are considered especially relevant 
t o relativ e levch u f well-be i ng and th v i tem l S therefore considered 
as :t sep;lrat c dom:l i n. 
0. populati on s tl 'lI<.:ture. 
The Council t o r Natlona l Living emphasised the famil y as a 
relevant topic ot ~ocial concern in Japan, alongside aspects of 
community involvement, and social part i cipation. Major variations 
in family structure , as well as aspect!' of community organ ization 
are more likel y to he cvident between rural and llrban place s In 
Japan than betlvecn i nLij vidual agricul tUTal set tJ cfIlcnts. 110WCVC r, 
variations, where th ey do exis t, are cunsidered important In the 
construction of levels of 1 iving at th i s level. It is fel t that 
at this scalc th ese variations are lik ely to arise as a fUJlction of 
the population s tructure of villages, whereby agei.ng populations 
Iv i I I g iv e rj se to the hreakdown of trau l t ional community ,-lIlJ fami] y 
structures. Other factors, s uch as til L' ~~eakening of the tradi tional 
links with agriculture and forestry may a lso be relevant in this 
"CSPCl" t (Sm i th. I J 7R; Dore, 1978), but these fal J into tlH' a s pect s 
covcred by the I state of agriculture I dumain. Of course, It wil I 
be recognized that c hanges in populat ion s tructure are to A large 
cx tt'llt- determined by III igration, the very th ing level s of I I vin!!, 
:lttl'lIIpt to explajIl. The considered importallce of village populatioJl 
s tructures to individual well-being requ ires that this be included 
as a domain item , howevcr, and it is stressed again, that only 
population structures prceding rather than post-dating the measured 
period of migration are taken into conSIderation in the formulation 
of the level of living index. 
lIav ing established nine domain ite ms for the measurement of 
relativ(> l evels of livi.ng attention mll ~t now turn t.o th e problem 
of dssjgning wcighting s to the variou s ~oll1ponents of the Lt'vel of 
ljvjng index. llarvey' s assertion that ' people value different things 
in differe nt way s ' (l~7~ ; 7Sl), seems, o n th c whol e ,to he resrected 
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by researcher s ::t.t ':('mpt Lng to formulat e level of 1 iving , or quality of 
life indices and a number of efforts Iwve been made tD Ident 'j fy 
relevant weighting s (Smith, 1977; Orewnowski, 1974; Knox, \974; 
Knox and MacLaran, 1978 ) . The majority of studies on the other hand, 
take the easier option of a ssuming equal weightings of the variable 
i. nput s. Cl early the immens e conceptual and operational difficulties 
as sociated with the establishment of suitable weightings i ~ one 
of the major rea s ons behind thi s assumption. Furthermore, where 
attempts have been made to Jetermine relative we ightings , r esults 
have shown littl e or no s ignificant difference to indices derived 
frolll equal, or unwei.ghted variables (Smith, 1977; Knox and 
MacLaran, L978). Possible explanations why this should be so are 
that the preference s of different indivIduals tend to canc e l each 
other out. and t h:1t in any case, peopl e are not well ellough j nforllleJ 
about the varioll " aspects which constj tute their overall state of 
well - heillg to IJI<'lt-;c Inc<1ningful and informed judgements on them 
(TinilC: I'gen, 1~ ) 5 ( ); 11\). Intuitively, the application of equaJ weight -
jngs appears to he a poor representation of reality. however. I\s 
era i.g and Dr i.vcr II ~J72) graphically argue: 'a man with toothache 
is not comforted hy heing told he has a good wife and a high Jncome, 
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so an area deprived on only a few items may perhaps register a higher 
score than a SImple ari thmetic mean of the indicators woulJ suggest.' 
rurthermore, the notion of equal weights merely transfers the weight ing 
proceJure to the choice of indicators (Craig and Driver, 1972; ~l). 
At I e:lst. rOllr possihl c methods ex i. s t for the der,l vat ion of 
we.ight:ings: 
i ) the measurement of demand for good s and services under the 
premise th:lt demand gives an accurate re f lection of the relative 
needs and want~ o ~ Individuals; 
ii) the analysi s of offIcial policy s tatements which reflect the 
allocation of financial r esources to meet the demand for goods 
and services by individuals; 
iii) interviews ~l th knowledgeable people who assign weightings 
on the basi s of their own ex perience and researches , and 
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iv) by means of attitudinal surveys conducted amongst the people 
whose well-being it is that is under consideration. 
Hoinville supports the first method, arguing that attitudinal 
surveys are limjted hy the fact that respondents 'are not forced -
as they arc in a behavioural situation - to trade off some of their 
preferences again <; t ot hers ' (Hoinville , 1971; 38). He doe !> . 
however, recogni se certain limitations associated with analysis of 
patterns of demand. including the ubiqu i tous 'lack of information 
concerning all th p. options', the difference in availabiUt:v of 
goods and service s . and the distorting influence of individual habits 
and luyalties t o certain goods. Thes e problems are largel y overcome 
by t he second method, the analysis of official pol icy statements. Of 
the four methods, this is undoubtedly the easiest to put into 
operation anJ obvjous use could be mad e of the White Paper on 
Severely Depopulating Districts which s pecifies the precise amounts 
allocated to rre-defined goal areas in rural Japan. The me thod 
requires th~t the se goal areas correspond exactly with the specified 
domain items, or other variable inputs, that they are 'stated 
expll cit ly in quantifiable terms and not omitted al together, or 
stated only in very vague terms' (Drewnoski, 1974; 30). In fact, the 
Whit e Paper make s no mention of the natural environment or population 
structures , and ir nnv cas e, t he indivi s ibility of resourc e 
allocation means that true wei ghtings may not be accurately repres-
ented by this met hod. Furthermore, government strategios las well 
as individual patterns of demand) tend to be strongly influenced by 
the existing distrjhution of resources and may not he trlll y 
indicative of actual priority preferences. 
The third method wa s one apparently favoured by American rural 
sociologists in the 19305 (Ad Hoc Subcommittee on Rural levl'l s and 
Standards of Living, 1956) . Clark (1930) for instance, evaluates 
f a rm household s on the basi s o f the farm equipment they pO <; .... 05S. 
Items of machinery ~Jld other implements were weighted on the basi s 
of their potenti.al usefulne ss , by a panel of 70 'competent ·udges'. 
This method ha s t he advantage that expert opinion overcomes the 
problem of lack o f knowledge by individuals, but is strongly criticised 
on the ground s that experts may compri se an elite who form a distinct 
socjal group froll1 th e populace at large and thus offer unrepresentatjve 
op ini ons. Thus' e ven 3 hroaJ ranking o f pri od ties based on what 
people actually feci (or say they feel ) is more acceptable than an 
un411alifieJ orJcnng made by someone 'who knows best' (or thinks 
he does)' (Knox and MacLaran , 1978, 205). 
In the context of the present res earch aims, the major criticism 
to be levelled against all of these techniques is that none are 
suitahly eqlljpped to disaggregate population priority preferences 
by slIl.ill populatioll "lIh-groups with the same age, occupatjoll, sex, 
et~. In the evaluation of the average place utility function, and 
jt s sllrrogatemeasllf'(~ 'levels of living'. it was argued that the 
c st im'ltion of wei .l!htings h~sed on the pe rL'ept i ons of comparatively 
slII ;.1I1 grOllpS of Individllal s lYas vjtal i f ;1 reasonably ~ccuratc 
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index is to be obtained. Correctly speaking, weightings should 
be based on individual value sY3tems if migration data could possibly 
be disaggregated to this level. The estimation of weightings based 
on the attitudes of whole populations does therefore appear some-
what removed from these original intentions, if not even totally 
meaningless. Researchers who are solely concerned with measuring 
levels of living as an end in itself do not appear to be concerned 
with this aspect, however, and it would be a mistake to be misled 
into thinking that weightings obtained by one of the three afore-
mentioned procedures would be suitable for incorporation into the 
present analysis. This is despite the appar ent advantages these 
methods hold over the fourth method - attitudinal surveys. As it 
is, attitudinal surveys, which can easily be broken down into 
the responses of individuals, or any specified group of individuals, 
are the only means by which the required information for this 
analysis can be obtained. 
In view of the precise nature of the aims of this research, 
and the likely content of an attitudinal survey, it is unlikely 
that potential respondents experience anything less than full 
knowledge of the various criteria which constitute their everyday 
living environment. Arguments favouring surveys of 'expert opinion' 
may therefore be considered irrelevant. On the other hand, a number 
of serious criticisms are levelled against the use of attitudinal 
surveys to derive weightings and these do require serious consid-
eration. The first encompasses the danger of '~-p~~!~Ii~Ii. ' 
rationalizations of people's circumstances producing low levels of 
verbali zed importance for domains of life in which they have been 
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relatively UIl S U CC i. " ',ful , and .'~~':~ __ ~~E~!l' (Knox and MacLara l ~ , 1978; 
220). As a si mp ll: example, people who reach only low levels of 
achievement in th p educat io n system may feel that as far as their 
own lives are con~ erned education has little overall benefIt and 
will award it a Low IJriority accordingly. A second problem is that 
the earliest date It is possible to . conduct an attitudinal survey 
which asks respondents to assess the relative importance of the 
nine specified doma i n items is April, 1978. This means thHt first 
of al I. individual s will be asked to express their prefere nces on 
variables which a r(' measured for a period over ten years he fore 
the time the res ponses are elicited. Secondly. the population 
sub -groups i dent i f1 ed on the basis of the survey responses wi 11 
not lI ecessar.i l y cOl'respond to those groups for which migrat iun 
rates are mea sured. The potential seriousness of these problems is 
hlghl ighted hy Koe lle, who reports that 'value preference '> will 
change with time due to historical eve llt s and learning proc esses 
which each per son .i s going through' . (Koelle, 1974; 3). It ..,; hould be 
noted, hm.over , that Koelle'S observatj oll s were based on a st udy 
in which two 9l.!i~E~!.!! sets of respondents were asked to assign 
preferences on a set of variables. one ~ruup a a few years hefore 
the other. 
Unfortunately, there is no simple device which can he utilized 
for the elimination of these prohlems, although it is at least 
possible to incorporate further questi ons i.nto a survey whi.ch may 
help determjne the possible extent of tI le distortions' whic h are 
prodllced as a result of these problems . By asking individuals to 
record significant changes or events r e la1ing to the sJlcci fled 
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domain items over t he pr evi(lus fift een year period it may toe 
possible to asse s s the likel y direction of any subsequent cha nge 
in priority preferences. A s econd que s tion may also be incorporated 
to elicit each individual's own subjective assessment of hi s or her 
present state of well-being, scored on the basis of each specified 
domai n i tem. Th ese ' soft ' indicators ar0 used by Mac Laran l 198 1) 
to evaluate the appropri ateness of theoreticall y derived ob jective 
i ndic a tors. In mllc h the s ame way, th ey ~: ould be utili zed here tu 
evaluate possihl e c hanges i n overall l evel s of l i ving wh ich have 
oc curred between J ~)6 S and 1978. Also, it would he possibl e to 
compare these scores wi th the scores wh ich assess the rel ati ve 
import a nce of each domai n and which ul timat el y form the basis for 
the derivation of weight.i.ngs. By thi s met hod it would be possible 
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to assess the relationship between 'l eve1s of achievement' and 
priority prefer ences . A s trong positi ve correlation would i ndeed 
indicate that pr iori t y preferences are i nfluenc ed by degrees of indiv-
idual :-; uccess or f:li lure on each doma i n item, and would perhaps lead 
to a reassessment of the suitability of weightings derived in thi s 
manner. 
r;i. nally, it should he stated that pr i ority preferences may 
onl y he reasonabl y evaluated for domain items rather than for each 
indicator variabl e . Although it is probable that individuals 
do re~ard certain indicator var i ables as more influential than others 
ill det erminin g (}v e r ;lll levels of living, i.t wO\lld he impossible, in 
operatlollal terlll ~. , lU expect people to eva luate the rel"ative importance 
of c~lch item in a l ong list of variahl es. Th e nine domain items 
alr('ady specifi ed provide a much more r easonable li s t from which 
specific preferences can be deduced. 
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5.S SUMMARY 
Normativ e exrla llatory procedures, relying on multipl e 
regression techni4u c~ f or th e analysis of variations in rural out-
migration rates , arc s hown to be beset wi th many difficult ies , both 
operational and conceptua l. Operationa l difficulties prima r i ly 
concern probl ems of c o l linear ity. o~ double-counting, betwee n different 
ex planatory v<.Jr iabl cs, whilst conceptual probl ems a rise from the 
over-simpl is t ic nature of cause and effec t explanations, and the 
unrealistic assum pti on t hat i ndividual s can be aggregated illto 
homogenous groups . Hoth these sets of probl ems have been a t l east 
part ia lly overcome by combining aspects of behavioural theory with 
the normative app r oac h. Tak i ng a singl e ex planatory variahl e , 
equ i val ent to ' average place utility', 01' 'l evel of living' 
effectively remove s the problem of cob i nearity from the regression 
equa tion. Th e l evel of liv i ng index j s construct ed so tha t it 
tak es account of variat i ons between set tlements within the rural 
e llvi /'U lllile llt in .J:lp;1n , hut equally impor ta nt , i t also reflc (.; t s jllter-
grollJl v<.Jriati oll s wi t hin i nd i vidual settlements by incorpor<.Jting <.J 
weighting proc edure. 
Ilaving now es tahlj sheu a formal methodological framework, 
\vhcre variations in rural out-migration rates are seen as dependent 
on variations in levels of living in sample settlements, consideration 
turn s , in the next chapter, to fitting actual data to the ex planatory 
va r.i ahl c . 
